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Preface

The 20th International Workshop on Treebanks and Linguistic Theories (TLT 2021) follows an annual se-
ries that started in 2002 in Sozopol, Bulgaria. TLT addresses all aspects of treebank design, development,
and use. “Treebank” is taken in a broad sense, comprising any spoken, signed, or written data augmented
with computationally processable annotations of linguistic structure at various levels. For the second time,
TLT is part of SyntaxFest, which co-locates four related but independent events:

• The Sixth International Conference on Dependency Linguistics (Depling 2021)

• The Second Workshop on Quantitative Syntax (Quasy 2021)

• The 20th International Workshop on Treebanks and Linguistic Theories (TLT 2021)

• The Fifth Workshop on Universal Dependencies (UDW 2021)

The reasons that suggested bringing these four events together in 2019 still hold in 2021. There is a
continuing, strong interest in corpora and dependency treebanks for empirically validating syntactic the-
ories, studying syntax from quantitative and theoretical points of view, and for training machine learning
models for natural language processing. Much of this research is increasingly multilingual and cross-
lingual, made in no small part possible by the Universal Dependencies project, which continues to grow
at currently nearly 200 treebanks in over 100 languages.

For these reasons and encouraged by the success of the first SyntaxFest, which was held in 2019 in Paris,
we – the chairs of the four events – decided to bring them together again in 2021. Due to the vagaries
of the COVID-19 pandemic, it was eventually decided to push the actual SyntaxFest 2021 back to March
2022. In order not to delay the publication of new research and not to conflict with other events, we
decided however to publish the proceedings that you are now reading in advance, in December 2021.

As in 2019, we organized a single reviewing process for the whole SyntaxFest, with identical paper
formats for all four events. Authors could indicate (multiple) venue preferences, but the assignment of
papers to events for accepted papers was made by the program chairs.

38 long papers were submitted, 25 to Depling, 11 to Quasy, 17 to TLT, and 24 to UDW. The program
chairs accepted 30 (79%) and assigned 8 to Depling, 5 to Quasy, 7 to TLT, and 10 to UDW. 22 short
papers were submitted, 6 to Depling, 7 to Quasy, 9 to TLT, and 9 to UDW. The program chairs accepted
14 (64%) and assigned 3 to Depling, 3 to Quasy, 3 to TLT, and 5 to UDW.

At the time of this writing, we do not yet know whether SyntaxFest will be a hybrid or purely online
event. We regret this uncertainty but are nevertheless looking forward to it very much. Our sincere thanks
go to everyone who is making this event possible, including everybody who submitted their papers, and
of course the reviewers for their time and their valuable comments and suggestions. We would like to
thank Djamé Seddah, whose assistance and expertise in organizing SyntaxFests was invaluable. Finally,
we would also like to thank ACL SIGPARSE for its endorsement and the ACL Anthology for publishing
the proceedings.

Radek Čech, Xinying Chen, Daniel Dakota, Miryam de Lhoneux, Kilian Evang, Sandra Kübler, Nicolas
Mazziotta, Simon Mille, Reut Tsarfaty (co-chairs)

Petya Osenova, Kiril Simov (local organizers and co-chairs)

December 2021
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Abstract

This article presents the results of the experiments concerning different typological approaches
considering syntactic structures with the aim to identify similar languages which can be com-
bined with Croatian to improve UAS and LAS metrics when using a deep learning tool. From
the eight selected languages coming from different linguistic families and genera, we showed
that Slovene and Irish are the best candidates which improved significantly dependency parsing
results. Slovak is the only language presenting negative synergy when combined with Croat-
ian. Both typological approaches presented in this study, using quantitative data concerning rules
from context-free grammar extracted from corpora using Marsagram tool and using syntactic
features from lang2vec language vectors, did not allow us to explain the observed synergy when
the different languages were combined. The traditional genealogical classification does not ex-
plain either the improvement provided by Irish or the negative impact of the Slovak language in
both considered metrics.

1 Introduction

Since the 1980s, NLP field has increasingly relied on statistics, probability, and machine learning meth-
ods which require a large amount of linguistic data. Furthermore, from 2015 onward, the usage of deep
learning techniques has been dominant in this field (Otter et al., 2018). These approaches require a large
amount of annotated data which can be problematic for some languages considered as low-resourced.

Linguistic manual annotation of texts can be very costly (Fort et al., 2014), therefore, other solutions
for improving PoS-MSD (Part-of-Speech and Morphosyntactic descriptors) and Dependency Parsing
tagging scores have been proposed. One way to overcome this issue is to combine data from similar
languages according to established typological classifications (Smith et al., 2018)(Alzetta et al., 2020).
Although some improvement can be observed, most of these studies, however, do not present a deep
analysis of typological features which may play a significant role when corpora are combined. Further-
more, none has considered statistics concerning possible (or impossible) syntactic constructions inside
the available training datasets as a possible typological classification.

Therefore, our aim in this paper is to propose an innovative way of considering typological aspects
when combining datasets for dependency parsing improvement. The study is focused on the Croatian
language and its association with several European languages from different linguistic families. Our
hypothesis is that by comparing syntactic rules automatically extracted from Universal Dependencies
datasets by inferring context-free grammars (together with its statistics), we are able to classify languages
according to these syntactic criteria. Combining languages closer in terms of syntactic structure to train
deep learning parsing models should improve final LAS and UAS metrics.

The paper is composed as follows: Section 2 presents related work to this topic. Section 3 describes
the campaign design: datasets selection, typological classification strategies, and extrinsic evaluation
using trained models; Section 4 present the obtained results which are discussed in Section 5. In Section
6 we provide conclusions and possible future directions for research.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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2 Related Work

Combining data from multiple languages has the ultimate aim of creating Universal Morphological and
Dependency Parsing systems by considering the relationship between different languages morphology
and syntactic structure (Otter et al., 2018). The Universal Dependencies (UD) framework (Nivre et al.,
2020) proposes a robust set of rules for annotating parts of speech, morphological features, and syntactic
dependencies across different human languages, and is inserted in this strategy as it allows multi-lingual
data to be annotated with the same set of tags.

Udify tool (Kondratyuk and Straka, 2019) proposes an architecture aimed for PoS-MSD and depen-
dency parsing tagging integrating Multilingual BERT language model1 (104 languages) (Pires et al.,
2019). It can be fine-tuned using specific corpora (mono or multilingual) to enhance overall results.
The authors showed that by using a corpus composed by the association of all Universal Dependencies
training sets, there is a considerable improvement in the results of parsing for low-resourced languages.
Nevertheless, the authors did not conduct an experiment based on typological features to test the potential
of the model when only similar languages are combined.

An interesting example of the usage of typological features to improve results of NLP methods was
presented by (Üstün et al., 2020). They proposed UDapter, a tool that uses a mix of automatically
curated and predicted typological features obtained via URIEL language typology database (Littell et
al., 2017). These features were used as direct input to a neural parser as language-typology vectors and
results showed that they were crucial for the improvement of the dependency parsing accuracy for low-
resourced languages. A similar study, using different deep learning architecture had been performed by
(Ammar et al., 2016), however, in both cases, there is no detailed analysis on which features were the
most relevant.

The above-mentioned language typology database offers the lang2vec tool (Littell et al., 2017) which
provides uniform, consistent and standardized information about languages drawn from typological,
geographical and phylogenetic databases. Its sources include WALS (Dryer and Haspelmath, 2013),
PHOIBLE (Moran and McCloy, 2019), Ethnologue (Lewis, 2009), and Glottolog (Hammarström et al.,
2020). While (Üstün et al., 2020) used lang2vec in an automatized way to cluster languages, (Naseem et
al., 2012) selected specific typological features to fine-tune effective automatic annotation of data from
languages with no available training sets.

The strategy proposed by (de Lhoneux et al., 2018) concerns sharing 27 parameters using Uppsala
parser using pairs of languages from the same linguistic family, showing that general typological classifi-
cations can already contribute to enhancing final results on low-resourced languages. They also observed
that by combining features even from unrelated languages overall scores can be improved in some spe-
cific cases. Nevertheless, as it is the case for most of the similar studies, no specific linguistic analysis
was presented in order to explain why languages coming from different families can improve overall
results.

An interesting and detailed experiment was conducted by (Lynn et al., 2014) concerning the Irish lan-
guage. The authors performed a series of cross-lingual direct transfer parsing for the Irish language and
the best results were achieved when using Indonesian, a language from the Austronesian language fam-
ily. They also propose some analysis considering similarities between the treebanks of both languages
in terms of dependency parsing labels, however, detailed statistical analysis of corpora and complete
comparison of specific typological features were not carried out.

Concerning syntax more specifically, (Alzetta et al., 2020) presented a study whose main objective
was to identify cross-lingual quantitative trends in the distribution of dependency relations in annotated
corpora from distinct languages by using an algorithm (LISCA - LInguiStically– driven Selection of
Correct Arcs) (Dell’Orletta et al., 2013) capable of detecting patterns of syntactic constructions in large
datasets. Only four Indo-European languages were scrutinised but some interesting insights concerning
languages peculiarities were observed.

Another approach to extract and to compare syntactic information from treebanks is proposed by
(Blache et al., 2016) by inferring context-free grammars (together with its statistics) from syntactic struc-

1https://github.com/google-research/bert/blob/master/multilingual.md
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Language Linguistic Family Genus UD Dataset Corpus size (K tokens)
Bulgarian Indo-European Slavic BTB 156
Croatian Indo-European Slavic SET 199
Greek Indo-European Greek GDT 63
Hungarian Uralic Ugric Szeged 42
Irish Indo-European Celtic IDT 115
Latvian Indo-European Baltic LVTB 220
Maltese Afro-Asian Semitic MUDT 44
Slovak Indo-European Slavic SNK 106
Slovene Indo-European Slavic SSJ 140

Table 1: Selected Languages, corresponding Linguistic Families and Genus, and corresponding UD
datasets information (v.2.7).

tures inside annotated corpora. The analysis comparing 10 different languages showed the potential of
the proposed tool (MarsaGram), however, like (Alzetta et al., 2020), the authors do not explore how this
information can be used to improve existing NLP tools, which is the main objective of this paper.

3 Campaign Design

In this section, we describe the corpora that have been selected, the typological classification methods
that were considered, and the experimental design used to evaluate the effects on dependency parsing
metrics of the combination of different training datasets.

3.1 Languages and Datasets selection

As mentioned before, the focus of this study is the Croatian language. The main idea is to combine its
training dataset with other European languages to improve UAS and LAS scores. From all 24 European
Union official languages, we have chosen the following ones for our experiments: Bulgarian, Greek,
Hungarian, Irish, Latvian, Maltese, Slovak, and Slovene. We have decided to work with European
languages as this ensemble already provides languages from diverse linguistic families and allows us to
test our hypothesis.

All the selected languages have Universal Dependencies datasets (version 2.7) and were chosen as
they have only one UD corpus. Slovene is the exception, it has two different UD datasets but one is
composed of spoken language, therefore, the other available corpus (written language) was used. The
choice of including Slovene is also due to its genealogical proximity to Croatian.

Table 1 presents the languages involved in the experiment, with the respective linguistic family and
genus (from Worl Atlas of Language Structure Online2) and the size of their UD corpora (Version 2.7).

3.2 Typological Analysis

In this study, we propose to compare the chosen languages using two different typological approaches.
One considers the statistical analysis of context-free grammar rules extracted from dependency pars-
ing trees using the software Marsagram, while the other strategy uses information from lang2vec tool
language vectors.

3.2.1 Statistical comparison of Dependency Parsing Trees
Marsagram is a tool for exploring treebanks, it extracts context-free grammars (CFG) from annotated
datasets that allow statistical comparison between languages as proposed by (Blache et al., 2016). We
have used the latest release of this software3 developed by ORTOLANG. This software has been chosen
as it allows easy extraction and analysis of surface word order patterns which have never been used
before as a way to interpret results of language combination for training deep learning models.

2https://wals.info/languoid/genealogy
3Available at: https://www.ortolang.fr/market/tools/ortolang-000917
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Approach Number of Rules
All rules, all properties 714 399
All rules, only linear properties 96 789
Common rules, all properties 1 912
Common rules, only linear properties 247

Table 2: Different approaches for the statistical typological approach and the respective number of the
considered syntactic rules.

For this analysis, we have combined train, development, and test sets, and extracted quantitative infor-
mation about its syntactic properties for each language. Distance matrices were, then, generated using
R.

This software identifies four types of properties: precede, require, exclude, and unicity. The extracted
syntactic rules contain information concerning part-of-speech and dependency parsing label as well as
the associated property type. For example: NOUN-conj precede CCONJ-cc DET-det which means that
a CCONJ which has the dependency relation cc precedes a DET with det as dependency label in the
context of a node having NOUN as head. Marsagram also indicates the frequency of each rule inside the
corpus.

In the previous work (Blache et al., 2016), the authors proposed two different analyses: considering
all possible properties or taking into account only the linear property (precede). They have shown that
the linear approach was better for classifying languages typologically as results were closer to classic
genealogical lists. Nevertheless, in our study, we still consider both scenarios in order to analyse which
one is better when the aim is to combine languages for improving dependency parsing metrics.

For each language, Marsagram generates a specific set of rules and the percentage corresponding to
its frequency inside the corpus. Some rules are common to all languages and some of them appear only
in one or a few corpora. Therefore, the typological classification can be done by considering all possible
identified rules (frequency equal to zero for languages in which the rule does not appear) or, considering
only the rules present in all corpora (common rules).

Thus, we have 4 different possible comparisons which are presented in Table 2 together with the
number of syntactic rules and considered properties used in each one.

3.2.2 Comparison using Language Vectors

Lang2vec is a library4 that allows simple queries of the URIEL database which are presented as language
vectors (Littell et al., 2017). For this study, we have considered syntactic information (syntax average
option). For example: S NEGATIVE SUFFIX which gives a value of 1 if the language has a negative
suffix and 0 if it does not have, and S SUBJECT AFTER VERB, 1 for languages in which the subject
appears after the verb and 0 otherwise.

One disadvantage of this tool is that for some languages, not all information is available. If all official
European Union are considered, the number of existing syntactic properties in lang2vec is 103. However,
Croatian has values for only 12 of them. As our focus is this language, we have considered the syntactic
features for which Croatian has associated values 5. The distance between languages was calculated using
cosine similarity. Among the other selected languages, only Maltese and Slovak do not have values for
all these features and, therefore, were discarded for this specific analysis.

3.3 Training Models

We have selected Udify tool to train dependency parsing modules using the combined corpora as it allows
fine-tuning of Multilingual BERT language model and for which the authors showed that multilingual

4https://pypi.org/project/lang2vec/
5Selected syntactic features: S SVO, S SOV, S VSO, S VOS, S OVS, S OSV, S SUBJECT BEFORE VERB,

S SUBJECT AFTER VERB, S OBJECT AFTER VERB, S OBJECT BEFORE VERB, S SUBJECT BEFORE OBJECT,
and S SUBJECT AFTER OBJECT.
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Combination Number of added sentences Ratio
Smaller 450 94% Croatian, 6% other language
Medium 909 88% Croatian, 12% other language
Larger 1 662 81% Croatian, 19% other language

Table 3: Information concerning the different combinations of the Croatian training set and other lan-
guages.

corpus can potentially enhance overall results (specially for under-resourced languages) (Kondratyuk
and Straka, 2019). Training parameters were defined as:

• Number of epochs: 80

• Warmup: 500

• Baseline training set: Croatian SET

• Development and test sets: Croatian SET

Our baseline is the result obtained by training Udify using the Croatian Universal Dependencies train-
ing set (SET) which contains 6 914 sentences. To obtain statistical significance, for each test using a
specific dataset we have conducted 6 experiments varying the Random Seed value in the configuration
file of Udify: standard value, 13370 (proposed by the developers), 10, 100, 1000, and 100000. For each
test, we have calculated the standard deviation and the p-value when compared to the baseline.

As explained before, the objective is to combine the Croatian dataset with annotated data of the other
selected languages. We have combined its training set with three different sizes of the other languages
annotated data as detailed in table 3.

One problem is that each training set has a different size, thus, to have homogeneity in terms of size
to allow results to be compared, we have decided to add the first 909 sentences of the second language
training corpus to the Croatian one. This value corresponds to the size of the Hungarian training set (the
smallest one among the chosen languages and, therefore, being totally used), this limitation concerning
the Hungarian language is what determined the ratio of all language combinations.

The final size of the combined training sets is 7 823 sentences (88% Croatian and 12% from the other
language).

4 Results

In this section, we present the typological classification of the languages obtained using the methods
presented previously followed by the results of the combination of the different datasets.

4.1 Typological classification using statistics from syntactic trees
Tables 5 shows the distance between each language and Croatian concerning the different choices of
rules and properties selection using Marsagram.

In the scenario considered in the second column of table 4 (considering all rules and properties), we
observe that Slovene and Slovak are closest to Croatian (all Slavic languages), however, Bulgarian, which
is also Slavic, comes after Greek, Maltese, Hungarian and Latvian which are from different genealogical
families.

The third column of table 4 shows the results of the analysis of all rules but considering only the
linear properties (precede). Again, Slovene and Slovak are the most similar to Croatian, followed by
Greek. When only linear properties are considered, Latvian and Irish are classified as closer to Croatian
compared to the previous scenario. Bulgarian, again beside being Slavic, occupies the second to last
position.

When only common rules are considered (fourth column of table 4), Slovene is still the closest one to
Croatian, however, in this case, Bulgarian is classified as much closer. Slovak loses the second position
to Latvian. Maltese, Greek, and Hungarian are the most distant languages.

5



Language d(All/All) d(All/Linear) d(Common/All) d(Common/Linear)
Slovene 68.0 21.4 4.0 1.1
Slovak 69.4 24.0 4.9 1.2
Greek 70.0 24.5 5.9 1.6
Maltese 73.7 24.8 5.8 1.1
Hungarian 77.2 26.4 6.2 1.5
Latvian 78.5 24.5 4.3 1.0
Bulgarian 80.0 25.5 4.4 1.1
Irish 80.6 25.2 5.3 1.7

Table 4: Distance from Croatian using Marsagram results, first word correspond to the type of rules
considered and the second word to the type of properties.

Language Distance
Slovene 0.01
Bulgarian 0.03
Latvian 0.11
Greek 0.11
Hungarian 0.12
Irish 0.51

Table 5: Cosine distances calculated between Croatian language vector and other languages considering
syntactic features from lang2vec.

Finally, when only common rules and linear properties are taken into account (fifth column of Table
4), we observe important changes in the classification. Slovene is no longer classified as the closest to
Croatian. Maltese, and Bulgarian are the closest ones (second and third position) behind Latvian only.

Typological classification differs when different sets of rules and properties are considered. Slovene
and Slovak are most of the time the closest languages to Croatian which was expected considering that
they are all Slavic languages. These results show that it is difficult to determine which type of choice
concerning rules and properties is the most adapted for syntactical language classification. Results may
be biased by size, genre, and also the type of sentences composing the corpora (for example: length of
sentences and syntactic complexity).

4.2 Typological classification using similarity between language vectors

By using cosine distance between the language vectors built with syntactic features from lang2vec, we
obtain the classification present in Table 5.

Both Slavic languages (Slovenian and Bulgarian) are the most similar to Croatian, therefore more co-
herent to the typical genealogical classification of languages. As mentioned before, Slovak, also Slavic,
does not have values for the analysed features and was therefore excluded from this comparison. Latvian,
Greek, and Hungarian have similar distances, but much higher than the ones concerning Slavic languages
and Irish is the most distant one.

4.3 Dependency parsing results with combined corpora

In tables 6, 7, and 8 we present the UAS and LAS values obtained when Udify was trained using the
Croatian training set alone (baseline) and with the combined datasets (Croatian associated with another
language) with three different ratios, as well as the delta when compared to the baseline. Each result
corresponds to the mean value calculated with the six different trials using different Random Seed initial
values. Highlighted results concern the experiments for which p-value is inferior to 0.05. Development
and test sets were purely Croatian.

When the smaller ratio is used to train Udify (94% Croatian, 6% other language), we observe that only
Bulgarian, Greek and Irish contribute positively in increasing both UAS and LAS metrics. Association
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Training Corpus UAS delta UAS LAS delta LAS
Croatian (baseline) 92.32 - 88.99 -
Croatian + Bulgarian (Smaller) 92.38 0.06 89.05 0.06
Croatian + Greek (Smaller) 92.40 0.09 89.07 0.08
Croatian + Hungarian (Smaller) 92.33 0.02 88.98 -0.01
Croatian + Irish (Smaller) 92.42 0.11 89.09 0.10
Croatian + Latvian (Smaller) 92.39 0.07 88.98 0.00
Croatian + Maltese (Smaller) 92.32 0.01 88.97 -0.01
Croatian + Slovak (Smaller) 92.24 -0.07 88.89 -0,09
Croatian + Slovene (Smaller) 92.36 0.05 89.02 0.04

Table 6: UAS and LAS metrics obtained by training Udify with different training datasets: Croatian
alone and associated with other languages (94% Croatian, 6% other language).

Training Corpus UAS delta UAS LAS delta LAS
Croatian (baseline) 92.32 - 88.99 -
Croatian + Bulgarian (Medium) 92.35 0.03 89.02 0.03
Croatian + Greek (Medium) 92.35 0.03 89.98 -0.01
Croatian + Hungarian (Medium) 92.33 0.02 89.01 0.02
Croatian + Irish (Medium) 92.43 0.12 89.07 0.08
Croatian + Latvian (Medium) 92.26 -0.06 88.92 -0.06
Croatian + Maltese (Medium) 92.36 0.04 88.97 -0.01
Croatian + Slovak (Medium) 92.21 -0.11 88.89 -0,09
Croatian + Slovene (Medium) 92.42 0.10 89.09 0.10

Table 7: UAS and LAS metrics obtained by training Udify with different training datasets: Croatian
alone and associated with other languages (88% Croatian, 12% other language).

of Croatian and Irish being the one providing the highest increase. Negative synergy is only observed for
LAS metric when Croatian is combined with Slovak.

For the medium ratio (88% Croatian, 12% other language), combinations of Croatian with Irish and
with Slovene provide a positive synergy. As for the smaller ratio, when Croatian is combined with
Slovak, there is a negative synergy which is, this time, observed for both UAS and LAS.

Concerning the larger ratio (81% Croatian, 19% other language), again the combination of Croatian
and Slovak decrease significantly both UAS and LAS metrics. The corpus composed by both Croatian
and Irish no longer provides a positive synergy. The only significant increase is obtained for LAS metric
when Croatian is combined with Slovene.

5 Discussion

By analysing the UAS and LAS results presented in the previous section, it is possible to observe that
Bulgarian, Greek, Irish, and Slovene training corpora have the potential to improve UAS and LAS metrics
when combined with the Croatian training dataset. However, results strongly depend on the ratio between
Croatian sentences and the other combined language. Bulgarian and Greek languages provided a positive
synergy only for the smaller ratio, while the combination with Irish was positive for both smaller and
medium ratios. Slovene did not improve the metrics for the smaller ratio but had a positive impact for
both medium and larger ones. What is clear for all three ratios is the strong negative impact of Slovak
when this language is associated with Croatian.

In their article, (Kondratyuk and Straka, 2019) presented results for Croatian from a model which was
trained combining 124 languages. The obtained UAS and LAS values are respectively 91.10 and 86.78.
It is possible to see that all the models presented in this study are higher than these, even for our baseline
and for the combination with Slovak. Thus, it seems that finding typological ways to combine languages
wisely and on the smaller scale is more effective.
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Training Corpus UAS delta UAS LAS delta LAS
Croatian (baseline) 92.32 - 88.99 -
Croatian + Bulgarian (Larger) 92.33 0.01 88.97 -0.02
Croatian + Greek (Larger) 92.34 0.03 89.99 -0.01
Croatian + Hungarian (Larger) - - - -
Croatian + Irish (Larger) 92.37 0.05 89.03 0.04
Croatian + Latvian (Larger) 92.33 0.01 88.97 -0.02
Croatian + Maltese (Larger) - - - -
Croatian + Slovak (Larger) 92.20 -0.11 88.83 -0,16
Croatian + Slovene (Larger) 92.36 0.04 89.06 0.07

Table 8: UAS and LAS metrics obtained by training Udify with different training datasets: Croatian
alone and associated with other languages (81% Croatian, 19% other language). Hungarian and Maltese
training corpora do not have enough annotated sentences to be combined with Croatian in this specific
ratio.

Moreover, (de Lhoneux et al., 2018) included the Croatian language in their study and the LAS ob-
tained was 77.9, also inferior to the values in our experiments. However, the combined languages were
not the same.

In terms of typology, if we consider the traditional genealogical classification of languages, we can
state that being part of the same linguistic family and genus do not guarantee a positive synergy when
corpora are combined. Even though Bulgarian and, especially, Slovene can improve the final results
when combined with Croatian, Slovak, which is also from the same genus, is the only language with
a negative influence in all tested scenarios. Moreover, Irish, which is from a different genus is a good
candidate for improving UAS and LAS results when combined with Croatian.

If we consider the classifications established using Marsagram, it is not possible to find any corre-
lation between the classification lists considering the syntactic criteria with the observed results from
Udify. Slovene is the closest language to Croatian when all rules are considered (with all properties
considered and only linear ones too) and also when only common rules are compared. However, the
calculated distances between Irish and Croatian do not explain the improvement obtained by associating
both languages. Also, Slovak does not appear as being the most distant language when compared to
Croatian, a result that would explain the negative synergy observed when its corpus is combined with the
Croatian dataset.

One possible explanation for this lack of correlation may come from the fact that the distances were
calculated using the results obtained by Marsagram which were composed of rules coming from the
whole Universal Dependency datasets for each language. However, when Udify experiments were con-
ducted, only a small part of the respective corpora have been used. Therefore, a more precise correlation
may be possible if distances are calculated using only the sentences that have been added to the combined
training corpus. Another aspect that may need further research concern the homogeneity of extracted
rules using Marsagram from subcorpora of a dataset from a single language. It may be possible that the
variation inside a corpus may be higher than when two different languages are compared. This case could
be accommodated with the usage of controlled content, i.e. parallel corpora of languages investigated.
However, this is not always available, particularly for under-resourced languages.

Furthermore, the selected corpora have different sizes and different contents. It may impact heavily
the type of syntactic patterns that were extracted using Marsagram. The number of patterns obtained
seems to be correlated with the size of the corpus. A comparison using parallel corpora could avoid this
bias.

Moreover, positive synergies may not be caused by the whole ensemble of extracted rules but maybe
by specific syntactic relations which are shared by the associated languages. Further qualitative analysis
of similarities between Irish and Croatian Marsagram results should be conducted.

When analysing the typological classification using lang2Vec, Slovene and Bulgarian are the closest
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to Croatian, which we can relate to the positive synergy observed in Udify results. However, Irish is
the most distant one which is contradictory with the improvement obtained for both UAS and LAS in
two different scenarios. Also, as Slovak does not have values for the selected syntactic features, it was
impossible to check whether the combination with Croatian has any negative impact. Thus, even though
this tool is a powerful instrument to compare languages, in the approach described here, it seems limited.
The idea of combining corpora to improve parsing is most useful for under-resourced languages, and,
unfortunately, some of these languages are also under-resourced in terms of language vector information
in lang2vec. For example, from the 103 possible syntactic features, the Croatian language only has values
for 12 of them.

Considering all the aspects presented above, we can affirm that none of the genealogical and typo-
logical approaches were able to explain precisely what was observed when different languages were
combined to Croatian.

6 Conclusions and Perspectives

In this article, we presented different approaches to identify languages that can be combined with Croat-
ian to improve dependency parsing evaluation metrics (UAS and LAS) when using Udify deep learning
tool.

The possible typological classifications were compared to the results obtained when combining the
Croatian training dataset to other European languages from different linguistic families to train Udify
models. Three different association ratios were used.

We showed that the association of Croatian with Irish and Slovene languages showed the best positive
synergy, increasing UAS and LAS for at least two different combination ratios. Moreover, from all
selected languages, the only one which decreased significantly in both metrics is Slovak.

These results show that the classical genealogical classification of languages is not enough to explain
the observed phenomena. Slovak and Slovene are from the same linguistic family and genus as Croatian
but with totally different impacts on the final results. Also, the Irish language does not belong to the
same genus as Croatian, nevertheless, it helped improve UAS and LAS significantly.

The two typological approaches proposed in this paper, using rules from a context-free grammar with
Marsagram and comparing lang2vec syntactic features of language vectors, also did not allow us to
predict the results obtained when languages were combined. Slovene is identified as the closest language
to Croatian in three out of four different analysed Marsagram scenarios. However, the classification
of Irish and Slovak does not correspond to the influence these languages have when combined with
Croatian. Moreover, the lang2vec classification shows Irish as being the least similar to Croatian, and,
unfortunately, Slovak was not analysed due to the lack of syntactic information of this language in this
tool.

The study presented in this article was conducted only for Croatian, therefore, we intend to test this
approach with other under-resourced languages, also enlarging the selection of languages to be com-
bined to understand better the existing synergies and, also, possible exceptions as the one that has been
identified in this article concerning the association between Croatian and Irish.

For future research we will check the quality of Slovak data because it consistently differ from other
Slavic languages although genealogically and culturally Slovak is closely connected to Croatian.

Furthermore, our aim is to conduct a more detailed analysis concerning Marsagram results, first,
checking the homogeneity of rules extracted from different subcorpora of the same language, and, sec-
ondly, using only the sentences that were appended to the combined training corpora to calculate the
distances.
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Abstract 

By presenting a case study on Rigvedic equative and similative constructions, this paper 

demonstrates that treebanks constitute an important support for research in historical linguistics 

for two main reasons. First, by providing quantitative evidence on linguistic phenomena, they 

can confirm or dismiss hypotheses formulated on the base of qualitative data. Second, by 

capturing correlations among linguistic phenomena which could hardly be grasped by linguists’ 

naked eye, treebank-based analyses allow scholars to formulate new hypotheses. Since an 

analysis of Rigvedic equative constructions calls for a granular and informative annotation 

scheme, the Vedic Treebank implements the UD scheme for equative constructions with sub-

relations; while some such extensions were specifically designed for a study on Rigvedic 

similes, others might be adopted by every treebank developer interested in representing equative 

strategies. 

1 Introduction 

Historical linguistics has always relied on collections of written texts, i.e., corpora, which constitute the 

only source of evidence available for ancient languages. Annotated corpora revolutionized historical 

linguistics because they allow scholars to automatically retrieve large quantitative evidence on linguistic 

phenomena whose account has been previously based on qualitative evidence and to capture 

correlations among them which could hardly be grasped by linguists’ naked eye (Eckhoff et al., 2018: 

303; Biber, 2009; Anthony, 2013). Furthermore, morphosyntactically annotated corpora require 

automatic data selection through explicit query expressions, crucially making historical linguistic 

research replicable (Haug, 2015). 

By presenting a case study on Rigvedic equative and similative constructions, in this paper I provide 

further evidence for the relevance of treebanks for the study of ancient languages. The Rigveda (RV) is 

a collection of 1028 hymns, dating back to the second half of the second millennium BCE (Witzel, 

1995), which constitutes the oldest layer of Vedic literature and whose language is strongly conditioned 

by the poetic and ritual character of the text. The division of the collection into ten books reflects the 

internal chronology of the work. The core of the collection and its oldest part are books II to VII (the 

so-called “Family Books”), whereas book X is the most recent. Books I, VIII, and IX are generally 

younger than the Family Books. 

The Rigvedic treebank was created as part of the larger Vedic Treebank (VTB; Hellwig et al., 2020; 

Biagetti et al., 2021), a corpus of selected passages from Vedic Sanskrit literature syntactically 

annotated according to the Universal Dependency (UD) standard.1  The VTB is maintained within the 

Digital Corpus of Sanskrit,2 which provides a web-based interface for collaborative dependency 

annotation. A first version of the treebank was published in occasion of the release of UD version 2.6 

 
 
1 Although the UD standard covers most of the syntactic phenomena found in Vedic texts, some constructions require special 

attention during annotation and their annotation scheme within the VTB may deviate slightly from the official UD scheme 

(see the annotation guidelies available at: https://github.com/OliverHellwig/sanskrit/tree/master/papers/2020lrec/paper). 

While some such deviations were removed in occasion of the treebank  release within the UD platform, others remain and are 

fully documented in Hellwig et al. (2020).  
2 http://www.sanskrit-linguistics.org/dcs/index.php?contents=texte 
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(15 May 2020); a new version, revised and considerably expanded, is currently under development 

(Hellwig and Sellmer, forthc.). 

The case study presented in this paper is part of a project devoted to the study of Rigvedic similes. 

Similes, which are the most frequent trope found in the RV, are explicit comparative constructions that 

owe their figurative meaning to the fact that the compared entities are felt as being fundamentally unlike 

each other, and therefore unlikely to be compared (Israel et al., 2004). While the language of the RV 

disposes of different strategies for the encoding of comparison, equative and similative constructions 

introduced by the particles ná ‘as, like’, iva ‘as, like’ and yáthā (/yathā) ‘as, like’ have specialized for 

the encoding of figurative comparison. The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that a treebank-backed 

study on the syntax of these constructions allows us not only to understand their synchronic distribution, 

but also to confirm previous hypotheses on their origin and development, as well as to formulate new 

ones. Such a study calls for a granular and informative annotation scheme, which is able to capture the 

different strategies employed in the RV for the expression of comparison of equality; therefore, a 

second, major purpose of this paper is to present a new annotation scheme based on the UD standard 

for comparative constructions implemented with sub-relations. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the main strategies employed in the RV for 

the encoding of comparison of equality, among which we find similes introduced by ná, iva, and yáthā. 

After summarizing UD guidelines for the annotation of equative constructions (3.1), Section 3.2 

introduces the implemented annotation scheme adopted by the VTB for the analysis of such 

constructions. Section 4.1 shows that quantitative data extracted from the treebank can provide 

interesting insights about the syntax and origin of Rigvedic similes. Section 5 suggests extending part 

of the enhanced scheme to other languages and constructions. Section 6 contains the conclusions. 

2 Comparison of equality in the RV 

Equative and similative constructions encode similarity between a comparee (CPREE) and a standard 

(STAND) with respect to some action or property, called parameter (PAR), and by means of a standard 

marker (STM; Haspelmath and Buchholz, 1998; Treis, 2017). While equative constructions encode 

quantitative comparison of equality (e.g. Peter is as tall as Susan), similative constructions encode 

qualitative comparison, or comparison of manner (e.g. Peter runs like a hare.) 

In the RV, constructions introduced by the STMs ná, iva, and yáthā constitute the main strategy for 

the encoding of comparison of equality. They are characterized by systematic ellipsis of the verb in the 

STAND and by case transparency (Haspelmath and Buchholz, 1998: 307), i.e., identity of case and 

function between CPREE and STAND (Bergaigne 1887; Jamison 1982; Pinault 1997). Quantitative and 

qualitative comparison are encoded by the same constructions and are therefore nearly impossible to 

distinguish (henceforth: equatives). Rigvedic equatives occur in three main configurations of CPREE(s) 

and STAND(s). Single equatives can take an adjectival predicate as PAR or a verbal one, as in (1).3 

(1) ví  ślóka   etu  pathyā̀  iva sūréḥ 

LP  signal_call.NOM go.IMPV.3SG pathway.NOM like patron.GEN 

PAR- CPREE-   -PAR  STAND  STM -CPREE 

‘Let the signal-call of the patron go forth afar like a pathway.’4 (RV 10.13.1) 

Double equatives are characterized by the presence of two parallel elements in the CPREE and in the 

STAND, and thus have a gapping structure (2). Less often, equatives may be triple, with CPREE and 

STAND consisting of three elements each. 

(2) matáyaḥ  rihánti … índraṁ  vatsáṁ   ná mātáraḥ 

thought.NOM.PL lick.PRS.3PL Indra.ACC calf.ACC like  mother.NOM.PL 

CPREEi-  PAR  -CPREEj  STANDj- STM STANDi 

 
3 In glosses, the nominal number is specified only if it is plural or dual while gender is specified only if it is feminine or neuter 

(singular and masculine are not indicated). Among verbal categories, indicative mood and active voice are not indicated. 
4 Translations of Rigvedic passages are taken from Jamison and Brereton (2014). 
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‘Thoughts lick … Indra like mothers a calf.’ (RV 3.41.5) 

Besides being employed in syntagmatic comparison, the accented particle yáthā also introduces 

comparative clauses, whose main clause often contains a correlative adverb such as evá ‘so, in this way’ 

in (3). Note that the difference between clausal and syntagmatic comparison is not limited to the 

presence vs. absence of a verb: while in the former yáthā functions as a subordinator and occurs in 

clause-initial position, in the latter yáthā (with its unaccented variant yathā), ná, and iva have a clitic 

behavior and follow the STAND. 

(3) yáthā jaghántha  dhr̥ṣatā́   purā́   cid 

like  smite.PF.2SG  boldly   before  PTCL 

evā́  jahi    śátrum   asmā́kam  indra 

so  smite.IMPV.2SG  rival.ACC  1PL.GEN Indra.VOC 

‘Just as you also smote boldly before, so smite our rival, o Indra.’ (RV 2.30.4cd) 

Finally, comparison of equality can be expressed in the RV by a number of other constructions, 

including comparative compounds as in (4), adjectives meaning ‘same’ (samá-), or less 

grammaticalized strategies involving a verb whose meaning is ‘reach’ (“reach equatives” in Haspelmath 

et al., 2017), as in (5). For comparison and gradation in Vedic, see Kulikov (2021). 

(4) agní-bhrājaso  vidyúto    gábhastiyoḥ 

fire-flash.NOM.PL  lightning_bolt.NOM.PL  fist(M/F).LOC.DU 

STAND-PAR   CPREE  

‘Lightning bolts flashing like fire (are) in your fists.’ (RV 5.54.11c) 

(5) nákiṣ  ṭáṁ   kármaṇā   naśan 

no_one 3SG.ACC ritual_work.INST reach.SUBJ.AOR.3SG 

CPREE STAND-STM PAR   PM 

‘No one can equal [lit. reach] him (Agni) in his ritual work.’ (RV 8.31.17) 

3 Annotating Rigvedic similes 

3.1 UD annotation scheme for equative constructions 

UD guidelines provide annotation schemes for both basic and clausal equatives. In the former, the 

standard is linked to the parameter via the relation obl, while the standard marker depends on the 

standard via case (Figure 1). In clausal equatives, the verb of the comparative clause is attached to the 

main verb through advcl, the standard marker depending on it via mark (Figure 2). 

 

                                                    
   Figure 1. Basic equatives.    Figure 2. Clausal equatives.5

Gapping occurring in comparative constructions is treated in the same way as coordinate gapping. Thus, 

in the Swedish equative in (6), the promoted element Joakim takes the relation that the elided verb 

would otherwise bear (advcl), tennis takes the orphan relation, and the standard marker än, being a 

functional element, retains its relation mark (Figure 3). 

(6) Dan spelar  badminton bättre än Joakim   tennis 

Dan play.PRS badminton better than Joakim  tennis   

 
5 https://universaldependencies.org/u/overview/specific-syntax.html#comparatives 
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‘Dan plays badminton better than Joakim (does) tennis.’6 

 

 
Figure 3. Annotation scheme for gapping in comparison. 

3.2 Extending the scheme: language-specific relations  

In UD, there are no relations designed specifically to mark equative constructions. First, UD adopts the 

same scheme for equality and inequality comparison. Furthermore, basic comparatives are simply 

assimilated to other obliques (obl), whereas clausal equatives are treated in the same way as other 

adverbial clauses (advcl). Similarly, standard markers take the same deprel as other function words 

such as adpositions (case) and subordinating conjunctions (mark). Take for instance the two trees in 

Figure 4, where the clausal comparative contained in the first sentence takes the same labels as the 

temporal clause contained in the second. 

∼  
Figure 4. UD scheme for adverbial clause modifiers. L: comparative clause; R: temporal clause.7 

In Early Vedic, the particles ná, iva, and yáthā/yathā have other functions beside that of standard marker 

of equative constructions: for instance, when employed as a subordinator, Vedic yáthā also introduces 

temporal, final, causal, and content clauses with verbs of knowing and saying (Delbrück 1888: 592-

596). Furthermore, as we have seen in Section 2, Vedic has at its disposal several strategies for the 

encoding of comparison of equality. 

Following the UD scheme, it would be possible to extract, e.g., all basic equatives featuring a gapping 

structure by retrieving all nodes a) that are not a finite verb, b) whose deprel is advcl, c) that have a 

child whose deprel is mark and d) that have at least another child whose deprel is orphan. In order 

to exclude other types of subordinate clauses characterized by gapping structure, it would also be 

necessary to specify e) the lemma of the former child. Even so, one would obtain all basic equatives 

introduced by ná, iva, and yáthā (and not subordinates introduced, e.g., by yád ‘that’), but also other 

subordinates introduced by yáthā that present an elided verb. Cf. Figure 5: 

 
Figure 5. Udapi8 query: ‘display all basic equatives with gapping structure’. 

 
6 https://universaldependencies.org/workgroups/comparatives.html 
7 https://universaldependencies.org/docs/u/dep/advcl.html 

 8 https://udapi.github.io 
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Such query would also prevent one from detecting and isolating hybrid constructions such as the one in 

(7), whose standard has no verb, as in syntagmatic comparison, but in which yáthā precedes the 

standard, as in clausal comparison.  

(7) yáthā  naḥ   pitáraḥ    párāsaḥ  pratnā́so … 

like  1PL.GEN  father.NOM.PL  further.NOM.PL  ancient.NOM.PL 

śúcī́d   ayan    dī́dhitim   ukthaśā́saḥ  

blazing.ACC.N come.SUBJ.3PL  vision(F).ACC  reciting_praise.NOM.PL 

‘Like our further forefathers of old […], those reciting solemn speech (now) will come to the blazing 

(udder of sacrifice [=Vala]), to visionary power.’ (RV 4.2.16) 

In order to represent the syntax of equatives in detail and to be able to make granular and targeted 

queries on different types of constructions, the VTB makes use of language-specific extensions that 

enrich the universal dependency taxonomy. Like language-specific extensions found in UD, extensions 

employed within the VTB are regarded as subtypes of existing UD relations and have the format 

universal:extension: for instance, obl:manner stands for manner extension of the UD 

relation obl. As in UD, extensions employed within the VTB are neither recursive nor multi-

dimensional, which means that one node can instantiate at most one subtype of a universal relation. 

However, the VTB allows the user to employ a considerably high number of sub-relations for research-

related purposes, provided that such extensions are fully documented in the guidelines.  

Table 1 summarizes the scheme employed by the VTB for equative constructions. 

Table 1. Equative constructions with their respective annotation. 

 CONSTRUCTION EXAMPLE ANNOTATION (dependent → relation → head) 

PREDICATIVE 

SIMILE 

‘Agni is like the sun.’ sun → root 

sun → nsubj → Agni  

sun → case:sim → like 

SIMILE WITH 

ELLIPSIS 

‘Agni shines like the 

sun.’ 

shines → obl:grad → sun →  case:sim → like 

‘The lightning bellows 

like a cow.’ 

bellow →  obl:manner → cow → case:sim → like 

SIMILE WITH 

GAPPING 

‘Thoughts lick Indra 

like mothers a calf.’ 

lick → advcl:manner → mothers →  mark:sim → like; 

mothers → orphan → calf 

CLAUSAL 

SIMILE 

‘Just as you drank the 

previous soma drinks, 

so take a drink today.’ 

drink → advcl:manner → drank → mark → as; 

drank → obj → previous drinks; 

drink → advmod → so 

 

As shown by Table 1, the VTB formally distinguishes simple, basic equatives (annotated with obl and 

case) from double equatives characterized by gapping structure (annotated with advcl and mark). 

As we have seen in Section 2, Vedic employs the same standard marker for equative and similatives; 

in order to be able to observe any syntactic difference in the expression of quantitative and qualitative 

comparison, for example in the order of constituents, the sublabels :grad and :manner are given on 

a lexical basis to dependents of gradable and non-gradable adjectives respectively. 
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‘He (Agni) who shines like the blazing sun.’ (RV 1.43.5) 

Figure 6. Extended scheme for simple equatives. 

 
‘Thoughts lick Indra like mothers a calf.’ (RV 3.41.5) 

Figure 7. Extended scheme for equatives with gapping structure. 

The sublabel :sim9 attached to the relations case and mark allows the user to easily retrieve all 

particles that introduce basic equatives and to distinguish them from those that introduce clausal similes 

(which take mark alone). Compare for instance the annotation of basic equatives like those in Figure 

6 and Figure 7 with that of a clausal equative like the one in Figure 8: 

 

 
‘Just as you drank the previous soma drinks, Indra, so take a drink today.’ (RV 3.36.3cd) 

Figure 8. Extended scheme for clausal equatives. 

Ιn some cases, the verb is exceptionally constructed with the standard rather than with the comparee. 

As shown by Figure 9, such cases are also captured by the annotation scheme.10 

 
‘As an axe brings together a chariot, the chanters Ø the Hotar with their insight.’11 (RV 3.2.1) 

Figure 9. Annotation of equatives whose verb is constructed with STAND. 

 
9 :sim stands for “simile”. 
10 In this example, we would expect a plural verb sám rṇvati in agreement with the comparee vāghátas.NOM.PL ‘chanters’; the 

verb sám rṇvati.PRS.3SG ‘brings’ agrees instead with the nominative singular kúliśaḥ ‘axe’ which constitutes the standard of 

the simile. As a whole, the sentence is treated similarly to a case of leftward gapping in coordination 
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4 Treebank-based analysis of Rigvedic similes 

Despite employing different standard markers, Rigvedic comparisons introduced by ná, iva, and yáthā, 

constitute a coherent construction from the point of view of both syntax and semantics. Syntactically, 

they have a syntagmatic nature and present clitic standard markers; semantically, they are specialized 

for figurative comparison and can be defined as similes in all respects. 

With the support of extant literature on the origin of Rigvedic similes, quantitative evidence provided 

by the treebank can help understanding how different particles came to be employed in the kind of 

constructions attested in the RV. In particular, four groups of queries run on a corpus of 857 similes12 

yielded interesting results in this regard. Queries employed in this study are reported in Appendix A. 

Before presenting the results, two premises are in order. First, due to his complex internal chronology, 

the RV constitutes a diachronic corpus, thus lending itself to the study of language change. Second, in 

presenting word-order patterns attested in similes, I will only take similes introduced by ná and iva into 

account: basic equatives introduced by yáthā occur only 76 times in the RV and thus do not lend 

themselves to quantitative studies on word order (Levshina et al., fortch.).13 

1. Query: Factors determining the relative order of STAND - PAR in Rigvedic similes 

Typological studies on equative and similative constructions have shown that the STAND - PAR order 

correlates with the OV order (Andersen, 1983; Haspelmath et al., 2017: 26). Rigvedic similes feature 

STAND - PAR order in 60% of cases, a result which is in line with the fact that Vedic shows a preference 

for OV while also allowing the opposite order.14  

Besides a language word-order preferences, heaviness is also responsible for the relative order of 

standard and parameter. As show by Table 2, similes with gapping, whose standard consists of at least 

two arguments of the verb, have PAR - STAND order more frequently than simple similes (62% vs. 52%). 

In turn, Table 3 shows that the percentage of STAND - PAR order is especially high (68%) in those similes 

whose standard consists of a single element (e.g., pitā́ iva ‘like a father’, putrám ná ‘like a son’), and it 

decreases to 57% in those similes whose standard has adjectival, participial, or genitive modifiers (e.g., 

nítyaṁ ná sūnúm ‘like a dear son’). 

Table 2. Order of STAND and PAR in similes a) with ellipsis and b) with gapping. 
ORDER SIMILES WITH ELLIPSIS SIMILES WITH GAPPING 

STAND-PAR 360 62% 151 52% 

PAR-STAND 212 37% 134 47% 

TOTAL 572  285  

p-value (χ2 test) 0.0064 

Table 3. Order of STAND and PAR in a) similes with ellipsis and simple STAND, and b) similes with 

ellipsis and complex STAND. 

ORDER ELLIPSIS AND SIMPLE STAND ELLIPSIS AND COMPLEX STAND 

STAND-PAR 197 68% 163  57% 

PAR-STAND 91 31% 121  42% 

TOTAL 288  284  

p-value (χ2 test) 0.0083 

 

Finally, the percentage of PAR - STAND order is increased by the high frequency of thetic sentences (e.g. 

The telephone’s ringing), which in Vedic have verb-initial order (Lambrecht, 1994: 143; Viti, 2008). 

Cf. example (8): 

 

 
12 The annotated portion of the RV is available at: https://github.com/EricaBiagetti/VTB_Rigveda. 

13 Differently from ná and iva similes, whose origin is disputed, we do not need quantitative evidence in order to confirm the 

emergence of yáthā similes from comparative clauses and the consequent cliticization of the subordinator. 
14 In the annotated portion of the RV in the VTB (24109 tokens in 3092 sentences) OV occurs in 63% of cases. However, Ryan 

and Gunkel (2015) have shown that, in metrically neutral contexts, non-imperative finite verbs display OV order in 78% of 

cases (37 in total) and imperative forms in 77% of cases (22 in total). 
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(8) próthad  áśvo  ná yávase   aviṣyán 

snort.INJ.PRS.3SG horse.NOM like pasture(N).LOC  eager.NOM 

‘He has snorted like a hungry horse in his pasture.’ (RV 7.3.2a) 

Knowing which factors determine the order of standard and parameter helps envisaging diachronic 

tendencies in the development of equative constructions as attested in the RV, presented in points 2 to 

4 below. 

2. Query: Frequency of STAND - PAR and PAR - STAND orders in iva e ná similes 

Two main hypotheses have been proposed in the literature on the development of ná similes: a) 

according to Vine (1978), they derive from coordinate negative constructions with ellipsis of the verb 

in the second conjunct, (9); b) according to Pinault (1985), they stem from the so-called negative 

parallelism, i.e., a rhetorical device typical of Baltic and Slavic folk literature, consisting of two 

sentences, the first of which presents a negation and optional ellipsis of the negated verb (10). 

Thus while, according to Vine, similes introduced by ná originate from constructions in which the 

PAR (verb) preceded the STAND, according to Pinault they stem from constructions with the opposite 

order of STAND and PAR: 

(9) Coordinate negative constructions: PAR - STAND  

ná  ta  indra  sumatáyo  ná rā́yaḥ 

NEG 3PL.NOM.N Indra.VOC favor(F).NOM.PL NEG rich.NOM.PL 

saṁcákṣe  pū́rvā   uṣáso    ná  nū́tnāḥ 

enumerate.DAT earlier.NOM.PL.F dawn(F).NOM.PL NEG/like recent.NOM.PL.F 

‘Neither your favors nor your riches, o Indra, can be entirely surveyed, through the previous dawns, 

nor through the current ones.’ > ‘Neither your favors nor your riches, O Indra, can be entirely 

surveyed, just like the previous and the current dawns (cannot be entirely surveyed).’ (RV 7.18.20) 

(10) Negative parallelism: STAND - PAR  

vér   ná   druṣác  

bird.NOM  NEG/like wood_sitting.NOM   

camúvor  ā́ asadad   dháriḥ 

cup(F).LOC.DU LP seat.AOR.3SG  tawny.NOM 

‘It is not a bird sitting in the wood, the tawny one (Soma) has taken his seat in the two cups.’ > 

‘Like a bird sitting in the wood the tawny one has taken his seat in the two cups.’ (RV 9.72.5) 

Observing the relative order of standard and parameter separately for iva and ná similes, we gain some 

important insights on the origin of these constructions. Table 4 shows that simple similes introduced by 

ná have STAND - PAR order more frequently than those introduced by iva (68% vs. 60%). While this 

difference is statistically only weakly significant (χ2 test, p-value 0.06), the picture changes if we focus 

on similes whose standard is composed of one single element, with no modifiers: here, the percentage 

of STAND - PAR order reaches 78% with standards marked by ná, against 63% of standards marked by 

iva (p-value 0.013). On the contrary, no significant difference can be observed in word-order patterns 

of similes with gapping, since ná and iva similes of this type show STAND - PAR order in 54% and 52% 

of cases respectively. 

Table 4. N. of STAND - PAR and PAR - STAND orders in simple similes and in simple similes whose 

standard consists of only one element. 

SIMILE TYPE ALL SIMPLE SIMILES STANDARD = ONE ELEMENT 

                STM 

ORDER 

iva similes ná similes iva similes ná similes 

STAND - PAR 114 60% 234 68% 65 63% 121 78% 

PAR - STAND 76 40% 108 32% 37 37% 33 22% 

TOTAL 190  342  102  154  

p-value (χ2 test) 0.06 0.013 
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If we assume that, in the absence of other syntactic and pragmatic factors presented under point 1, 

similes tend to retain the original relative position of standard and parameter, the fact that simple ná 

similes have a more marked preference for the STAND - PAR pattern than iva similes may constitute an 

important clue in favor of their origin from the negative parallelism (Pinault 1985), where the standard 

always precedes the verb. The fact that the preference for the STAND - PAR order is less marked for iva 

similes, on the other hand, may support the hypothesis of its origin as a marker for syntagmatic 

comparison, which does not tie the standard to any position with respect to the parameter (see points 2 

and 3). Finally, the fact that ná and iva similes behave in the same way in the presence of gapping 

would be due to the heaviness of the standard in such constructions. 

 Turning to semantics, the origin of ná equatives from negative parallelism provides some interesting 

insights on their specialization for figurative comparison: in negative parallelism, the subject of the first 

clause usually represents a prototype participant of the action or quality expressed by the verb and thus 

lends itself to figurative readings.15 

3. Query: equatives whose verb (PAR) is construed with the STAND, and not with CPREE 

Query number 2 returns five cases in which the verb is constructed with a standard introduced by ná 

(as in Figure 9) and three cases in which yáthā occurs in a hybrid construction, as the one presented in 

(7). In contrast, the query does not return any case in which a standard marked by iva is clearly 

constructed with the verb. If we interpret such cases as remnants of a stage in which both the comparee 

and the standard clause could contain a verb, the presence of such evidence in ná similes confirms point 

2 on the clausal origin of the latter; accordingly, the lack of such evidence in iva similes may suggest 

that iva has always introduced syntagmatic comparison. 

4. Query: frequency of equatives with gapping structure 

If, as suggested by point 3, iva similes were always syntagmatic, we can assume that they originally 

had simpler standards and that only later allowed gapping structure on the model of ná similes (which, 

as suggested by point 2 and 3, originally contained a verb). By dividing the corpus into the ten books 

that make up the RV, we can check whether similes with gapping became more frequent in younger 

books (I, VIII-X) than they were in older ones (II-VII). Table 5 reports the frequencies of simple similes 

and similes with gapping introduced by iva and ná throughout the ten books; note that, if the whole RV 

is considered (last raw), the ratio of simple and gapped standards is virtually the same for iva and ná 

similes. 

Table 5. Percentage of simple similes and of similes with gapping in each book. 

 

Book 

iva similes ná similes 

Simple similes  With gapping Simple similes With gapping 

I 22 56% 17 44% 63 58% 45 42% 

II 31 76% 10 24% 17 65% 9 35% 

III 12 75% 4 25% 14 67% 7 33% 

IV 7 78% 2 22% 16 73% 6 27% 

V 19 90% 2 10% 13 72% 5 28% 

VI 10 67% 5 33% 32 70% 14 30% 

VII 10 67% 5 33% 27 64% 15 36% 

VIII 25 62.5% 15 37.5% 30 68% 14 32% 

IX 19 59% 13 41% 71 74% 25 26%  

X 35 55% 29 45% 59 71% 24 29% 

Total 190 65% 102 35% 342 67% 164 32% 

p-value 0.01 0.024 

 
15 Furthermore, Pinault (1985: 138-143) suggests that the comparative reading of ná must have spread thanks to the existence 

of comparative compounds (e.g. vā́ta-jūta- lit. ‘wind-swift’) and comparisons with an ablative STAND (e.g. manáso.ABL jávīyas 

‘swifter that thought’), which shared the STAND - PAR order with the negative parallelism. Comparative compounds are known 

cross-linguistically for their preference for generic comparisons (Haspelmath and Buchholz, 1998) and, at least within the IE 

domain, idiomatic ablative comparatives are also often employed in this function (cf. the type Latin melle dulcior ‘sweeter 

than honey’). 
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Table 5 suggests that gapping structure did indeed become more common for iva similes in younger 

books: a significant difference can be observed between, e.g., 9% of similes with gapping in book V 

and 43% in book I, or 45% in book X. Similes introduced by ná present a different picture: while book 

I has indeed the higher percentage of similes with gapping (41%), these were already frequent in old 

books such as II, III, and VII. In fact, Kruskal-Wallis tests suggest that older and younger books differ 

from each other in the frequency of iva similes with gapping (p-value 0.01) as well as in the frequency 

of ná similes with gapping (p-value 0.02). Due to the low absolute counts reported in Table 5, the tests 

do not point to clear diachronic differences in the structure of ná and iva similes and suggest that the 

issue should be investigated further on a larger data set. 

 To sum up, with the partial exception of point 4, results obtained from the four queries suggest that 

equative constructions introduced by ná and iva probably influenced each other: by systematic ellipsis 

of the negated verb in the negative parallelism, ná similes became syntagmatic and the standard marker 

ná developed a clitic behavior;16 iva similes, on the other hand, specialized for figurative comparison 

and started to feature gapping structure. 

5 Thinking big: cross-linguistic extensions 

As anticipated above, the annotation scheme presented in Section 3.2 was developed within a project 

devoted to the study of Rigvedic similes. As showed in Section 4, the introduction of language-specific 

extensions made it possible to perform precise, quantitative analyses on the syntax of Rigvedic similes; 

however, some language-specific extensions would be superfluous if employed in analyses of more 

general interest or for languages other than Early Vedic. 

This suggests that, in view of the next UD release, some extensions might be discarded whereas other 

might be considered for employment in other treebanks. For instance, the distinction between standard 

markers of clausal and phrasal equatives, which in the VTB are annotated as mark and mark:sim 

respectively, should be discarded as the difference between such constructions results in the presence 

vs. absence of a verb in the standard. Furthermore, the information stored in the :manner and :grad 

extensions should be moved to the MISC field of the CoNLL-U format and assigned on a lexical basis 

to the parameter, depending on whether it encodes a gradable or non-gradable quality.17 

More interesting is the possibility of extending the relation subtype :sim to standard markers of 

equative and similative constructions in other languages and construction types. In many languages, 

standard markers of equative constructions can be identical with conjunctive particles and subordinators 

(Haspelmath et al., 2017): remaining within the Indo-European domain, cf. Latin ut ‘as, how’, which 

introduces several other kinds of subordinate clauses. Beside particles and conjunctions, standards of 

equatives and similatives can be marked by adpositions or by case markers. When the parameter marker 

is expressed by an adjective or verb, the standard is marked by a case selected by the governing adjective 

or verb: cf. the Latin adjective consimilis in (11) and the Ancient Greek participle eidómenon in (12), 

both governing a dative standard. Figure 10 shows the suggested annotation scheme for example (12). 

(11) harum  est  consimilis capris   figura 

this.GEN.PL be.PRS.3SG similar.NOM goat.DAT.PL shape.NOM 

    PM   STAND.STM  CPREE 

‘their shape (scil. of elks) is similar to [that of] goats’ (Caes. Gall. 6.27.1; Ittzés 2021: 479) 

(12) ēlthé  moi  phásma  eidómenon   Arístōni 

come.AOR.3SG 1SG.DAT phantom.NOM resemble.PTCP.PRS.NOM  Ariston.DAT 

    CPREE   PM     STAND.STM 

‘A phantom came to me that resembled Ariston.’ (Herodotus 6.69.1; de Kreij 2021: 350) 

 
16 Note that negative ná, from which comparative ná derives (cf. Pinault, 1985), stands either in clause-initial position or before 

the predicate. 
17 Note that the CoNLL-U format adopted by the DCS does not include a MISC field. This determined the choice of extending 

the syntactic relations obl and advcl of the STAND with semantic information pertaining the whole construction such as 

:manner and :grad. 
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Figure 10. Annotation scheme for example (12). 

Extending the relation subtype :sim would allow accounting for equative and similative constructions 

that are otherwise not covered by the UD taxonomy. This is the case, for instance, of reach equatives 

such as (5), which are tagged like usual transitive clauses in the UD scheme (Figure 11). While in Early 

Vedic such constructions are sporadic and scarcely grammaticalized (Biagetti 2021),18 in some 

languages they constitute a major comparison strategy and extending their annotation scheme would 

enhance the possibility of studying equative constructions cross-linguistically.19 The extended 

annotation for reach equatives is illustrated by Figure 12 from Malgwa (Chadic; Löhr, 2002: 107). 

                    
‘No one can reach him in his ritual work.’                 ‘Manye reaches her father in growth.’ 

      Figure 11. UD scheme for reach equatives.         Figure 12. Extended scheme for reach equatives. 

The reason for adding relation subtypes to standard markers and not to parameter markers of equative 

constructions is suggested by Haspelmath et al. (2017: 25) Generalization 1, according to which “[n]o 

language has only a degree-marker, leaving the standard unmarked”. In other words, while 

constructions such as “Kim is Ø tall like Pat” are cross-linguistically common, constructions such as 

“Kim is equally/as tall Ø Pat” are not attested; thus, marking only standard markers with relation 

subtypes would allow capturing all types of equatives while avoiding redundancy. Finally, assigning 

the label :sim to elements of equative constructions would allow distinguishing them from elements 

of comparative constructions proper, which encode comparison of inequality (Treis 2017) and are 

marked by the extension :cmpr in some treebanks.20 

6 Conclusion 

By presenting a case study on Rigvedic equative constructions, in this paper I argued that treebanks 

constitute an important support to research in historical linguistics because they allow to confirm or 

dismiss previously formulated hypotheses (see especially query 2) and to observe correlations between 

language phenomena that could hardly be grasped by the naked eye (queries 1, 3,  and 4). However, the 

need to account for formal variations or hybrid constructions that may play a role in language change 

sometimes calls for more granular and informative annotation schemes. In the case of Rigvedic similes, 

I suggested implementing the UD scheme for equative and similative constructions with sub-relations; 

crucially, such extensions are not meant to be language specific and some of them might be adopted by 

every treebank developer interested in representing equative constructions.  

 
18 With Dixon (2012), we might say that they constitute comparative strategies rather than constructions proper. 

19 See for instance the examples from Malgwa (Chadic), Malian Tamashek (Berber), or Zay (Semitic) in Haspelmath et al. 

(2017: 21-22).  
20 Treebanks of Latin, Polish, and Tamil employ obl:cmpr for comparative oblique arguments and advcl:cmpr for 

comparative clauses. While the former is limited to comparison of inequality, the latter is instantiated with examples of clausal 

equatives. In order to increase consistency, I suggest limiting advcl:cmpr to proper comparative clauses and adding a new 

relation subtype (such as :sim) for clausal equatives. Note, in passing, that Telugu employs obl:cmp and Moksha 

obl:comp with the same purpose of obl:cmpr. Finally, Erzya employs advmod:comp for adverbs functioning as 

standard markers in comparatives proper. Cf. https://universaldependencies.org/ext-dep-index.html.  
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Appendix A: Queries 

This Appendix contains all the queries employed for the case study presented Section 4. All queries 

were written in Udapi query language (https://udapi.github.io). 

Query 1: 

a. N. of STAND - PAR and PAR - STAND orders in all similes 
cat RV.conllu | udapy util.See node='node.deprel in ("advcl:manner", 

"obl:manner", "obl:grad") and len([x for x in node.children if x.lemma in 

("na", "iva", "yathā")]) == 1' 

 

b. N. of STAND - PAR and PAR - STAND orders in all similes with ellipsis 
cat RV.conllu | udapy util.See node='node.deprel in ("obl:manner", 

"obl:grad") and len([x for x in node.children if x.lemma in ("na", "iva", 

"yathā") and x.deprel == "case:sim"]) == 1' 

 

c. N. of STAND - PAR and PAR - STAND orders in all similes with gapping 
cat RV.conllu | udapy util.See node='node.deprel in ("advcl:manner") and 

len([x for x in node.children if x.lemma in ("na", "iva", "yathā") and 

x.deprel == "mark:sim"]) == 1' 

 

d. N. of STAND - PAR and PAR - STAND orders in similes with ellipsis and simple STAND 
cat RV.conllu | udapy util.See node='node.deprel in ("obl:manner", 

"obl:grad") and len([x for x in node.children if x.lemma in ("na", "iva", 

"yathā") and x.deprel == "case:sim"]) == 1 and len([x for x in node.children 

if x.lemma not in ("na", "iva", "yathā")]) == 0' 
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e. N. of STAND - PAR and PAR - STAND orders in similes with ellipsis and complex STAND 
cat RV.conllu | udapy util.See node='node.deprel in ("obl:manner", 

"obl:grad") and len([x for x in node.children if x.lemma in ("na", "iva", 

"yathā") and x.deprel == "case:sim"]) == 1 and len([x for x in node.children 

if x.lemma not in ("na", "iva", "yathā")]) >= 1' 

 
Query 2: 
a. N. of STAND - PAR and PAR - STAND orders in similes introduced by ná: 
cat RV.conllu | udapy util.See node='len([x for x in node.children if x.lemma 

== "na" and x.deprel in ("case:sim", "mark:sim")]) == 1' 

 

b. N. of STAND - PAR and PAR - STAND orders in similes introduced by iva: 
cat RV.conllu | udapy util.See node='node.deprel in (len([x for x in 

node.children if x.lemma == "iva" and x.deprel in ("case:sim", "mark:sim")]) 

== 1' 

 

c. N. of STAND - PAR and PAR - STAND orders in ná-similes with ellipsis 
cat RV.conllu | udapy util.See node='len([x for x in node.children if x.lemma 

== "na" and x.deprel == "case:sim"]) == 1' 

 

d. N. of STAND - PAR and PAR - STAND orders in iva-similes with ellipsis 
cat RV.conllu | udapy util.See node='len([x for x in node.children if x.lemma 

== "iva" and x.deprel == "case:sim"]) == 1' 

 

e. N. of STAND - PAR and PAR - STAND orders in ná similes with ellipsis and simple STAND 
cat RV.conllu | udapy util.See node='len([x for x in node.children if x.lemma 

in ("na") and x.deprel == "case:sim"]) == 1 and len([x for x in node.children 

if x.lemma not in ("na", "iva", "yathā")]) == 0' 

 

f. N. of STAND - PAR and PAR - STAND orders in iva similes with ellipsis and simple STAND 
cat RV.conllu | udapy util.See node='len([x for x in node.children if x.lemma 

in ("iva") and x.deprel == "case:sim"]) == 1 and len([x for x in node.children 

if x.lemma not in ("na", "iva", "yathā")]) == 0' 

 

g. N. of STAND - PAR and PAR - STAND orders in ná-similes with gapping 
cat RV.conllu | udapy util.See node='len([x for x in node.children if x.lemma 

== "na" and x.deprel == "mark:sim"]) == 1' 

 

h. N. of STAND - PAR and PAR - STAND orders in iva-similes with gapping 
cat RV.conllu | udapy util.See node='len([x for x in node.children if x.lemma 

== "iva" and x.deprel == "mark:sim"]) == 1' 

 

Query 3: 
a. STAND constructed with a finite verb 
cat RV.conllu | udapy -TM util.Mark node='node.lemma in ("na", "iva", 

"yathā") and node.deprel in ("case:sim", "mark:sim") and node.parent.upos == 

"VERB" and node.parent.feats["VerbForm"] == ""' | less -R 

 

Query 4: 
a. N. of iva similes with ellipsis in each book 
cat rv1.conllu | udapy util.See node='node.deprel in ("obl:manner", 

"obl:grad") and len([x for x in node.children if x.lemma == "iva" and x.deprel 

== "case:sim"]) == 1' 

 

b. N. of ná similes with ellipsis in each book 
cat rv1.conllu | udapy util.See node='node.deprel in ("obl:manner", 

"obl:grad") and len([x for x in node.children if x.lemma == "na" and x.deprel 

== "case:sim"]) == 1' 

 

c. N. of iva similes with gapping in each book 
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cat rv1.conllu | udapy util.See node='node.deprel == "advcl:manner" and 

len([x for x in node.children if x.lemma == "iva" and x.deprel == "mark:sim"]) 

== 1' 

d. N. of ná similes with gapping in each book 
cat rv10.conllu | udapy util.See node='node.deprel == "advcl:manner" and 

len([x for x in node.children if x.lemma == "na" and x.deprel == "mark:sim"]) 

== 1' 
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Abstract

Medieval French is known to be relatively hard to parse, with several possible sources of confusion
for automatic parsers, among which its flexible word order and its graphical and syntactic vari-
ation, both synchronically and diachronically. In this work, we study in particular the influence
of word order, by comparing the performances of two state-of-the-art syntactic parsers trained
and evaluated on two treebanks: the Syntactic Reference Corpus of Medieval French (SRCMF),
a treebank of Old French (9th—13th century) and the Google Stanford Dependency treebank of
contemporary French.

1 Introduction
Parsing Old French is thought to be hard because the language has flexible word order, graphical and
syntactic variation. As a result, automatic parsers are underperforming for Old French as compared with
most other Romance languages when accounting to the amount of available data (Zeman et al., 2018).

However, while previous studies (Stein, 2014; Stein, 2016; Guibon et al., 2014; Guibon et al., 2015)
have investigated the issue with parsing from an intrinsic point of view, to our knowledge, there is no
comparative study of the impact of these characteristics on the behaviour of automatic parsers. In partic-
ular, there has been no specific study attempting to assess the impact of Old French free word order on
parsing.

In this work, we propose a first step in these directions by studying automatic dependency parsing
of Old French as compared to Contemporary French. To this end, we train state-of-the art parsers on
the closest alter ego in both languages: the Syntactic Reference Corpus of Medieval French (UD-Old-
French-SRCMF, henceforth SRCMF), a treebank of Old French (9th—13th century) and the Google
Stanford Dependency treebank of contemporary French (UD-French-GSD, henceforth GSD) ; both from
the Universal Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2020) projet.

Both corpora have some similarities — comparable sizes and French language — and some dissim-
ilarities as they represent different stages of the French language, with noticeable linguistic differences
between them. Our aim is to assess whether those discrepancies have an impact on the scores of the parser
and on the types of errors that they make.

We propose a quantitative and qualitative error analysis with a particular focus on word order, with
the following intuitive hypothesis: considering the flexibility of word order as well as the morphological
variation in Old French, we expect lower scores on the SRCMF treebank than on the GSD treebank and
different types of errors.

2 Data
The Universal Dependencies Old French Syntactic Reference Corpus for Medieval French (SRCMF)
treebank (Stein and Prévost, 2013) consists of texts spanning from the 9th to the 13th century. In its
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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most recent version, it consists of 199 700 tokens (including punctuation marks) in 18 030 sentences for
an average of 11.1 tokens per sentence.

Most of the development and test data is taken from texts sharing properties with training data, but
conversely pre-1100 texts only appear in the training set because they were deemed too small to reserve
anything for testing.

The Universal Dependencies French Google Stanford Dependency (GSD) treebank (Guillaume et al.,
2019) consists of Contemporary French data, mainly from encyclopedic articles and tourist reviews. It
includes 400 399 tokens for 16 341 sentences (averaging 24.5 tokens per sentence). There is no broad
chronological span, but the genre disparities may entail significant internal variability. The split sizes for
both corpora are reported in table 1.

Train Dev Test
Corpus Tokens Sentences Tokens Sentences Tokens Sentences

SRCMF 158 620 14 153 20 554 1888 20 526 1989
GSD 354 662 14 449 35 718 1476 10 019 416

Table 1: Corpus sizes, using their respective standard splits in Universal Dependencies

There are two explanations for the wide gap between the sentence lengths in the two corpora — which
might influence the performances of the parser. The first explanation is a linguistic one, as sentences in
Contemporary French tend to be more complex (and thus longer) than in Old French, especially because
they include more subordinate clauses. The second one is methodological, and lies in a different rep-
resentation of coordinated clauses: in SRCMF, any finite verb of a main clause gives rise to a sentence
and there is no coordination between main clauses. On the contrary, in GSD, main clauses may be co-
ordinated in a single sentence under specific conditions (if the second verb has no overt subject). Hence,
the following example is analysed as a single sentence in GSD while it would analysed as two separate
sentences in SRCMF: “Selon Alan «Dave m’a contacté il y a quelques semaines et m’a demandé si je
serais prêt à les rejoindre sur scène»” (“Dave contacted me a few weeks ago and asked if I would accept
to join them on stage”).

These differences in sizes could have an influence on the global performances of learned parsers, how-
ever neither the direction nor the magnitude of the difference is clear from the current state of the art.
Grobol and Crabbé (2021) for instance report better performances on the Sequoia treebank (Candito and
Seddah, 2012) than on GSD, despite its smaller size, but worse performances on the French Treebank
(Candito et al., 2010), which is larger than GSD. However, since our analyses in this work focus on tree-
level behaviours rather than word-level performances, our hypothesis will be that since GSD and SRCMF
have a similar number of trees, it makes sense to compare parsers trained on these treebanks.

3 Parser
The parser used in this study is HOPS (Grobol and Crabbé, 2021), a neural graph parser/POS tagger with
state-of-the-art results on the Universal Dependencies contemporary French corpora. More specifically,
HOPS is variant of Dozat and Manning (2018)’s Biaffine graph parser, that takes transformer language
model representations as inputs and where POS-tagging is not an explicit step independent of parsing,
but it is instead performed jointly with parsing in a hard parameter sharing (Ruder, 2017) multitask for-
mulation as in e.g. Coavoux and Crabbé (2017). Beyond its sheer performances, our choice was also
motivated by the versatility of this parser regarding word representations, as it is able to simultaneously
use contextual and non-contextual word embeddings along with character-level representations, which
— as noted by Smith et al. (2018) — can have a significant impact for parsing languages with rich mor-
phologies and/or flexible graphic systems. In all our experiments, we used the same hyperparameters as
Grobol and Crabbé (2021) for their FlauBERT-based models.

In order to parse UD-French-GSD, we retrain a parsing model from scratch, using a French transformer
model, FlauBERT-base (Le et al., 2020), for the contextual word embeddings. The results in terms of POS
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tagging, unlabelled attachment and labelled attachment F-scores are reported in table 2 and are similar to
those reported by Grobol and Crabbé (2021).

Partition UPOS UAS LAS
Dev 98.63 96.71 95.60
Test 98.61 95.90 94.35

Table 2: Performances of the parser (dev-best model out of 5 random seeds) on GSD development and
test partitions.

Grobol and Crabbé (2021) show that using Transformer-based contextual word embeddings (Devlin
et al. (2019) among others) greatly improves dependency parsing for contemporary French. In order to
benefit from comparable advantages when parsing Old French, we derive adapted contextual embeddings
in two different ways: by training a small RoBERTa model from scratch (Micheli et al., 2020) and by
further training of FlauBERT (Le et al., 2020), in both cases on a corpus of raw Old French and early
Middle French of about 10 Mwords1. This results in a situation where despite the resources disparities
between Old and Contemporary French in general, the parsers have access to comparable resources for
both languages.

Development UPOS UAS LAS
HOPS (scratch) 97.14 92.95 89.18
HOPS (FlauBERT) 97.72 93.70 90.93

Test UPOS UAS LAS
Straka et al. (2019) 96.26 91.83 86.75
HOPS (scratch) 96.60 92.20 87.95
HOPS (FlauBERT) 97.59 93.73 90.98

Table 3: Performances of the parser (dev-best model out of 5 random seeds) on SRCMF development and
test partitions.

Table 3 reports the results obtained using these two strategies to obtain contextual word embedding.
We note that our parser obtains rather good scores and improves on the state-of-the-art with a consid-
erable margin (which is not very surprising, since unlike Straka et al. (2019) we could rely on specific
monolingual contextual word embeddings). Considering these results, the rest of our analyses focus on
the better-performing FlauBERT-based model. To preserve the opacity of the test partition and avoid
design overfitting (van der Goot, 2021), we will only consider the development set of both corpora in the
rest of this work.

4 Comparative analysis
As interesting as UPOS, UAS, LAS may be from a computational point of view, when using automatic
parsing as a preprocessing step for a large-scale linguistic analysis, the proportion of trees that are fully
correctly parsed is also relevant.

For SRCMF, a total of 1100 sentences (58.26 %) of the sentences are parsed completely correctly and
788 sentences (41.74 %) have at least one parsing error (either a wrong attachment or a wrong dependency
label. For GSD, we find 660 sentences (44.72 %) of completely correct parses.

Therefore, somewhat unexpectedly, the parser obtains better results on SRCMF than on GSD for these
metrics. However, the picture is different with a more refined analysis. If we focus on the major con-
stituents, that is Subject, Object, Root and Copula, the picture is quite different. There are 1693 sentences

1This corpus consists of texts from the BFM (Guillot et al., 2018), AND (Trotter, 2012), NCA (Kunstmann and Stein, 2008),
Chartes Douai (Glessgen et al., 2010), OpenMedFr (Wrisley, 2018), Geste (Camps et al., 2019), MCVF (Martineau, 2008) and
Chartes Aube (Van Reenen et al., 2006) corpora.
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(88.67 %) in SRCMF where there are no errors on these syntactic functions, whereas in GSD this amounts
to 1423 sentences (96.21 %).

These results show that the parser is better for non major constituents (such as adverbial phrases or
clauses, or internal structure of NPs) on Old French, and for major constituents in contemporary French.

Two complementary observations could explain this difference. First, Old French is characterised by
high variations. A word can be spelled in many different ways, null subjects are very frequent, and
word order has a considerable flexibility, allowing for preverbal objects, postverbal subjects, and all six
permutations of S, V and O (SVO, SOV, OVS, OSV, VSO and VOS), even though SVO is the prevalent
form very early on. This multi-dimensional variation probably makes it more complex for the parser to
correctly identify subjects, objects (or even verbs) in SRCMF than in GSD. Secondly, as mentioned above,
sentences are longer and more complex in GSD than in SRCMF, with either more peripheral elements
and/or more complex NPs, which may be difficult to correctly analyse for the parser.

From now on, we will focus on two major constituents, subjects and objects, — both nominal or
pronominal — in main declaratives. We thus examine cases of parsing errors of the nsubj and obj re-
lations2, while taking into account the respective order of the main constituents in the sentence.

We focus first on the orders which are common to both treebanks, in order to determine whether there
are, for instance, more errors on the attachment and/or the label of the object in OVS than in SVO in
either treebank. Then we will turn more specifically to SRCMF, taking also into account unattested com-
binations in, trying to highlight some correlations between wrong parsing and the different combinations.
One important concern, as historical linguists, is not to miss alternative orders to SVO: even though they
are much rarer, they constitute a major feature, and their decrease represents a very important evolution
in the history of French. Table 4 reports the error rates for subject and object relations according to the
different word orders in both corpora

SRCMF GSD
Order sentences nsubj errs (%) obj errs (%) sentences nsubj errs (%) obj errs (%)

V 472 2.12 5.72 105 1.90 0.00
SV 424 4.25 1.65 895 0.78 1.67
VS 173 6.94 2.89 26 3.85 0.00
SVO 119 4.20 16.81 384 0.52 2.34
SOV 109 5.50 5.50 52 0.00 11.54
OVS 71 14.08 15.49 1 0.00 0.00
VO 250 4.80 8.00 13 0.00 0.00
Total 1618 4.80 5.93 1476 0.81 2.24

Table 4: Comparison between the error rates for the nsubj and obj relations in both corpora and in the
common word orders.

Table 4 shows that i) in both corpora the parser tends to be more high-performing for nsubj than for
obj, with exceptions for the SV, VS and V orders; ii) the parser always performs better on Modern French
than on Old French (except for obj in SV, but the difference is insignificant : 1,67 vs 1,65). We now turn
to a qualitative analysis of the errors that both corpora have in common: wrong nsubj in V, SV, VS and
SVO and wrong obj in SV, SVO and SOV.

4.1 Errors on subjects
V order in GSD expl:subj (PRO ce) are parsed as nsubj twice. In SRCMF, we find three main types of
errors: either a preverbal oblique is parsed as a nsubj, nsubj is wrongly attached to the root, or nsubj is
correctly attached to a wrong root.

2We restrict our study to nouns and pronouns, since clausal constituents obey different mechanics. Therefore, we leave csubj
and ccomp aside in this work.
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SV order in GSD there are two main types of errors: in a complex NP a dependent element is labelled
as the head, i.e. as nsubj; nsubj is attached to a wrong root. In SRCMF, there are three types of errors:
most often, nsubj is wrongly labelled (as xcomp, root, obj, vocative, csubj, nmod) which results in the
absence of any nsubj; in a few cases, an element is wrongly labelled as a nsubj, which results in a double
nsubj; in another few cases, nsubj is attached to a wrong root.

VS order in GSD nsubj is wrongly labelled only once, as an xcomp while an apposition of an obl is
labelled as nsubj. In SRCMF, nsubj is wrongly labelled as an obj or an obl in half cases, but also as a root
or a case, or attached to a wrong root. In most cases this entails the absence of nsubj; an amod is once
wrongly labelled as an nsubj, which results in a double nsubj.

SVO order in GSD there are two errors: nsubj is labelled as flat (and flat as nsubj) or nsubj is attached
to a wrong root. In SRCMF, either nsubj is labelled as an obl or an obj or a root, or it is attached to a
wrong root.

SOV, OVS and VO orders nsubj are all correctly parsed in GSD. In SRCMF, in SOV and OVS, most
often nsubj is wrongly labelled as obj (which sometimes entails a double obj), obl, xcomp, disloc, ap-
position; sometimes it is attached to a wrong root; exceptionally an obj is labelled as a nsubj (leading
to a double nsubj). In VO, on the contrary, the most frequent error is the wrong labelling of a category
(mainly obj) as a nsubj (with cases of double nsubj).

4.2 Errors on objects
SV order in GSD, most errors consist in the wrong analysis as an obj of se (PRO), which is expected
to be an expl:pass. In other cases, an obl or xcomp is wrongly labelled as an obj. In SRCMF, a nsubj or
xcomp is wrongly labelled as an obj, or obj is attached to a wrong root.

SVO order in GSD most errors result from the analysis of obj as xcomp in existential contructions such
as “cette disparition reste une énigme” (“this disappearance remains a puzzle” (let it be noticed that the
analysis as obj is not uncontroversial, as one could have expected to find an obl instead). In a few cases obj
is wrongly parsed as obl. In SRCMF errors are far more diversified. Most often, obj is wrongly analysed
(obl, advmod, amod, advcl, root, nsubj, hence a double nsubj in an unexpected order SVS) ; in a few
cases, obj is wrongly attached.

SOV order in GSD, obj can only be a pronoun. Most errors result from the analysis of reflexive se as an
expl: pass instead of an obj, both analyses being actually acceptable. In SRCMF, we find nominal objects
(albeit rarely: “Li rois Tristran menace”). In some cases, obj (nominal or pronominal) is wrongly parsed
(obl or flat), or a category is wrongly parsed as an obj, in addition to the correct obj (hence a double obj).

V, VS, OVS and VO orders obj are all correctly parsed in GSD. In SRCMF errors in V and VS orders
necessarily involve a category being wrongly parsed as an obj. In V order, in most cases, an obl is wrongly
analysed as an obj in existential constructions (where the SRCMF scheme expects obl). In VS, most often
nsubj is wrongly parsed as an obj. In VO, most often obj is wrongly analysed (nsubj, obl, nmod, flat,
ccomp). It is rarely wrongly attached and the root is correct in most cases. The same holds true for OVS
(obj wrongly parsed as obl, advmod, iobj, root, nsubj, hence a double nsubj), though we also find one
nsubj parsed as obj, hence a double obj.

Finally, to summarise these analyses, we can note a few main trends:

• both treebanks display both types of errors for nsubj and obj: the absence of a correct label (recall)
and/or the presence of a wrong label (precision);

• in GSD a wrong label is never correlated to a wrong part-of-speech, whereas this is the case in 10 %
of cases (16/169) in SRCMF;

• not only are the scores better in GSD than in SRCMF, but the errors are usually of a different nature,
and less damaging: wrong parsing of obj is always at the benefit of a close category (obl, xcomp,
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expl: pass), and this also holds true for nsubj (flat, appos, amod, expl:subj). Wrong attachments or
wrong roots are exceptional3. On the contrary, in SRCMF, wrong roots and wrong attachments are
not an exception4, and wrong parsing of nsubj and/or obj often results in distant categories, with
even possible inversions between nsubj and obj.

5 Influence of word order frequencies for parsing SRCMF

We now turn more specifically to SRCMF, in order to highlight a few correlations between frequencies
of word orders and performances of the parsing. Table 5 reports the error rates for the nsubj, obj and root
relations in all eleven attested combinations.

Prevalence Error rates (%)

Order sentences % root nsubj obj core any

V 472 25.02 2.75 2.12 5.72 9.32 40.04
SV 424 22.48 2.36 4.25 1.65 6.60 36.79
VS 173 9.17 2.89 6.94 2.89 8.67 36.42
SVO 119 6.30 4.20 4.20 16.81 16.81 51.26
SOV 109 5.77 0.92 5.50 5.50 7.34 42.20
OVS 71 3.76 1.41 14.08 15.59 19.72 53.52
OSV 17 0.90 0.00 5.88 0.00 5.88 47.06
VSO 23 1.21 0.00 0.00 30.43 30.43 69.57
VOS 7 0.37 14.29 14.29 0.00 28.57 71.43
VO 250 13.25 1.20 4.80 8.00 10.40 42.00
OV 221 11.71 0.00 2.71 6.79 6.79 44.80
Total 1888 2.12 4.34 6.30 9.54 41.74

Table 5: Comparison between the error rates for the root, nsubj and obj relations in SRCMF in all the
occurring word orders. The “core” column is the ratio of trees where are at least one relation among root,
nsubj and obj has an error.

From table 5, it appears that there is no significant correlation between word order frequency and parser
performances: the five most frequent orders (V > SV > VO > OV > VS) respectively rank as 6, 3, 7, 2
and 5 in terms of total error rate. On the contrary SOV and OSV, ranked respectively 7 and 10 in terms
of frequency, are respectively in position 4 and 1 position in terms correctness.

From a qualitative point of view, we may account for the high performance for SOV by the fact that obj
is most often a pronoun (le, la, les, …), with an unambiguous function (versus an NP, which can be obj
or nsubj), which probably reduces options and hence errors. For OSV, in most cases (14/17), either nsubj
or obj (or both) is a unambiguous pronoun. It should also be noticed that the verb is always a complex
one, hence a structure such as: obj aux nsubj verb.

Furthermore, orders with both nsubj and obj are the least frequent ones, and, globally, those show the
worst parsing performances, which can be accounted for by the higher complexity of the tree. On the
contrary, the high score of wrong parsing in VO is unexpected as i) VO is not infrequent (13.25 %, 3rd
position) and ii) obj is often wrongly parsed as an nsubj, with results in a VS order, less frequent (9.17 %).
Globally speaking, the highest rate of wrong parsing concerns obj (6.3 %), followed by nsubj (4.34 %)
then by root (2.12 %). However this hierarchy varies according to word orders, at least as concerns nsubj
and obj, since root always displays the lowest rate of errors (except in V order). Getting back to linguistic
concerns, we observe that 3 out of the 4 very rare (less than 5 %) word orders are very badly parsed, with
error rates over 20 %: OVS, VSO and VOS, which is of course more damaging for subsequent linguistic
studies than when it happens with more frequent orders.

3Wrong parsing of roots in general in the seven orders amounts to 0.54 %.
4Wrong parsing of roots in general in the seven orders amounts to 2.35 %.
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6 Conclusion
Our results suggest that parsing Old French is indeed harder than contemporary French, at least in the
current state of existing treebanks (in terms of amount of text and heterogeneity). This is manifested both
in word-level metrics and in terms of exact match for major constituents. In term of exact match for all
words, our results favour Old French, but this metric is very likely to be influenced by the significantly
smaller sentence lengths. Qualitative analyses concur with this trend: parsing errors seem less severe in
general in GSD. Finally, rather surprisingly, while errors are not homogeneous among word orders, the
most common word orders are not necessarily those that are best dealt with, although the least common
word orders are those where there are the most errors.

These are provisional conclusions which deserve further investigations, especially in order to refine the
correlations between word orders and wrong parsing, be it as regards the types of errors or the factors
likely to be of influence. Orthogonally to these considerations, a broad study of the impact of treebank
sizes and sentence lengths on parsers’ behaviours could also be a useful complement of this work.

We reserve for future work transverse analyses with other facets such as time period and genre that
we have abstracted over in this work. Going forward, being able to narrow down the sources of errors
could help design parsers with better handling of rare phenomena, which would be crucial to support
fine-grained quantitative linguistic analyses.
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Abstract 

This paper presents practical and theoretical guidelines for the development of treebanks for 
spoken languages in the UD and SUD annotation schemes. We discuss text-sound alignment, 
segmentation into “sentences”, use of “punctuation”, paradigmatic lists, disfluencies, and 
paratactic constructions. This proposal is based on the development of (Surface-Syntactic) 
Universal Dependencies treebanks for spoken French, Naija, and Beja. 

1. Introduction 

This paper presents our recommendations for the development of treebanks for spoken languages, based 
on our experience in the development of several treebanks for spoken French (Gerdes & Kahane 2009, 
Lacheret et al. 2014, 2019), Cantonese (Wong et al. 2017), and more recently a large treebank for spoken 
Naija, an English-lexifier pidgincreole from Nigeria which is spoken by more than 100 million people 
(Caron et al. 2019), as well as a small treebank for Beja, an Afro-Asiatic language spoken in Sudan 
(Kahane et al. 2021). All of these treebanks are dependency-based, and our more recent treebanks use 
the SUD (Surface-Syntactic Universal Dependencies) framework (Gerdes et al. 2018, 2019, 2021), 
which can be automatically converted into UD (Universal Dependencies) (de Marneffe et al. 2021). 
Previous attempts to provide guidelines for UD-based spoken treebanks include Dobrovoljc & Nivre 
(2016) and Øvrelid et al. (2018). 

The need for special guidelines for spoken language treebanks arises from several particularities of 
spoken language corpora and spoken language grammar. 

Spoken corpora are transcriptions of audio and video recordings. We will not discuss the issue of 
these transcriptions, as conventions can vary from language to language.1 However, the relationship 
between the written text and the sound file which characterizes oral corpora introduces some 
specificities in the treebank itself, which are discussed in Section 2. The identification of speakers and 
the marking of overlaps between speakers are also considered. 

The next challenge in the transcription of spoken languages is the fact that recorded speech does 
not contain any consistent sentence boundaries. A segmentation based on prosody is sometimes 
adopted, especially for interlinear glossed texts (IGTs), but prosodic units can be strongly divergent 
from syntactic units (Beliao et al. 2015, Kahane & Lacheret 2019). Section 3 is devoted to segmenting 

 
1 Each language we considered is bound by different constraints. French has a strong tradition of orthographic normalization 
(even if there remains some room for discussion, see Dister et al. 2019). Naija orthography has yet to be codified, even if the 
language now enjoys some official written media presence through outlets like BBC News Pidgin 
(https://www.bbc.com/pidgin). We therefore gave our transcriptors the freedom to choose how best to represent the language 
in writing. Beja has no written tradition whatsoever, which means that our Beja corpus is an interlinear glossed text with a 
phonetic transcription and a word segmentation done by a linguist (Vanhove 2014). 
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spoken texts into maximal syntactic units. Following the French tradition of studies of the syntax of 
spoken French (Blanche-Benveniste 1990, Berrendoner 1990), we consider two levels of analysis, 
referred to as microsyntax and macrosyntax in the French scholarly tradition: microsyntax, which is the 
syntax of government (Fr. rection), describes marked relations where one word imposes its form, 
category, or position on another; macrosyntax concerns looser relations, such as those involving 
detached/dislocated units, parentheses, inserts, discourse markers, etc. Macrosyntactic units generally 
correspond to units that are delimited by punctuation in written texts. The choice of the delimiters also 
requires some discussion.  

One particularity of spoken productions is the great number of paradigmatic lists or “piles”, which 
are successions of units piled up in the same syntactic position. This is the case with coordination, but 
also reformulation, or apposition. Section 4 proposes a homogeneous treatment of these constructions. 

Section 5 is devoted to the analysis of disfluencies due to incomplete units. 
The last characteristic of spoken languages we examine is the variety of paratactic constructions 

used in spoken production. In Section 6 we propose splitting the parataxis relation of UD into seven 
different subtypes.  

2. Text-sound alignment and speech turns 

UD-based treebanks are encoded using the CoNLL-U format (https://universaldependencies.org/ 
format.html). In this tabular format, each sentence is encoded separately. Each token occupies a row 
and information associated with that token is divided into 10 columns (see Fig. 1).2 Metadata associated 
with a given sentence precede the table describing the dependency tree. These metadata must contain 
the text of the sentence (# text) and a sentence id (# sent_id). For spoken corpora, two main pieces of 
information should be added: a (permanent) link to the sound file (# sound_url) and, if the corpus is not 
a monologue, an id for each speaker (# speaker_id). 

#sound_url = http://www.tal.univ-paris3.fr/trameur/iTrameur-naija/mp3/KAD_22_Chatting-At-The-Restaurant_DG.mp3 
#speaker_id = Sp205 
#text = na wa for dat woman o !// 
#text_en = It's a shame for that woman! 
#text_ortho = Na wa for dat woman o! 
1 na na PART _ PartType=Cop 0 root _ AlignBegin=15240|AlignEnd=15382|ExtPos=INTJ|Gloss=be1|Idiom=Yes 
2 wa wa INTJ _ PartType=Cop 1 comp:pred _ AlignBegin=15382|AlignEnd=15523|Gloss=wow|InIdiom=Yes 
3 for for ADP _ _ 1 comp:obl _ AlignBegin=15523|AlignEnd=15665|Gloss=for 
4 dat dat DET _ Number=Sing|PronType=Dem 5 det _ AlignBegin=15665|AlignEnd=15807|Gloss=SG.DEM 
5 woman woman NOUN _ _ 3 comp:obj _ AlignBegin=15807|AlignEnd=15948|Gloss=woman 
6 o o PART _ PartType=Disc 1 mod:emph _ AlignBegin=15948|AlignEnd=16090|Gloss=EMPH 
7 !// !// PUNCT _ _ 1 punct _ AlignBegin=16090|AlignEnd=16090|Gloss=PUNCT 

Figure 1. Encoding of text-sound alignment (from SUD_Naija-NSC) 

With the sound url and an additional temporal alignment, it is possible to listen to the sound 
associated with each word. In (S)UD_Naija-NSC and in (S)UD_Beja-NSC, each word is time-aligned 
using the features AlignBegin and AlignEnd, with a value in milliseconds from the start of the sound 
file.3 If the corpus features punctuation marks, the two features should typically be equal in value unless 
the symbol corresponds to a prosodic break. These word-level features also allow one to determine the 
timespan of a given utterance: the AlignBegin value of the first token correspond to the beginning of 

 
2 SUD_Naija-NSC uses a macrosyntactic markup (see Section 3) with special punctuation signs, such as < or //. This markup 
is part of the annotated text, given in #text. An orthographic variant is proposed in #text_ortho, with traditional punctuation 
signs and an uppercase at the beginning of the sentence. Moreover an English translation is given in # text_en, as well as a 
gloss for each token. 
3 In the case of SUD_Naija-NSC, only some time boundaries were stored during the transcription process; others have been 
roughly assessed by dividing each time segment by the number of words. It would have been also possible to keep the features 
on some words only. 
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the utterance, while the AlignEnd value of the final token corresponds to the end.  For corpora with 
only a sentence-level alignment, we recommend adding a single AlignBegin feature to the first token, 
and an AlignEnd feature to the last. 

For the time being, (S)UD_Naija-NSC, (S)UD_Beja-NSC, and (S)UD_French-ParisStories are the 
only (S)UD treebanks that provide a link towards a sound file. UD_English-GUM (Zeldes 2017), a third 
of which represents spoken data, contains # speaker and # addressee features, which are, to our 
knowledge, the only way to distinguish spoken from written utterances. UD_Polish-LFG (Patejuk & 
Przepiórkowski 2018) contains a feature # genre = spoken (prepared) to distinguish the spoken data. 
UD_Frisian_Dutch-Fame (Braggaar & Vander Goot 2021) and UD_Scottish_Gaelic-ARCOSG 
(Batchelor 2019) have a # speaker feature, while UD_Norwegian-NynorskLIA (Øvrelid et al. 2018) has 
metadata including compound features like # dialect: eidsberg speakerid: eidsberg_uio_03, which 
include both a location and a speaker id. UD_Latvian-LVTB (Pretkalniņa et al. 2018) has a feature 
# newpar id, which probably contains the speaker id of new participant. Other treebanks of spoken 
languages (UD_Turkish_German-SAGT, UD_Slovenian-SST, UD_Cantonese-HK, UD_Komi_ 
Zyrian-IKPD, UD_Swedish_Sign_Language-SSLC, UD_Chukchi-HSE)4 do not contain any specific 
metadata, while some treebanks (UD_English-Lines, UD_Greek-GDT, UD_Persian-Seraji) that are 
partially composed of spoken data do not contain any metadata allowing one to distinguish between 
speech and writing. For mixed corpora, we think that a feature # genre = spoken should be used to 
facilitate the identification of speech. Outside of (S)UD, the CHAT transcription system used in the 
CHILDES database of childhood speech marks each utterance with a three-letter speaker identifier, 
each of which is associated with a name and role (i.e., father, mother, child) in the file header. Additional 
information may be provided about a speaker’s background (age, socioeconomic status) and the context 
of the recording, while special punctuation can be used to designate overlapping speech (MacWhinney 
2000).   

Note that in (S)UD corpora only one speaker and one # speaker_id is allowed for each utterance. In 
instances of co-constructions between two speakers, we use the special features AttachTo and Rel. By 
co-constructions, we mean two trees T1 and T2 from two different speakers that form a cohesive 
syntactic construction, as in (1) from SUD_French-Rhapsodie.5  

(1) $L3 ^et c'est récupéré ( bien sûr ) par l'équipe $- argentine //+  
$L2 qui -$ sont de nouveau en possession ( les Argentins ) du "euh" ballon // 
‘$L3 ^and it is recovered ( of course ) by the $- Argentinian team //+.  
$L2 who -$ are again in possession ( the Argentines ) of the "uh" ball //’ 

One token from T1 is the governor of the root of T2 in this new construction. In (1), L2’s utterance 
is a relative clause that modifies the noun équipe ‘team’ from L3’s utterance. This is indicated on the 
root of the second tree by the feature AttachTo=11@Rhap_D2003-92bis indicating that this utterance 
could be attached to the 11th token of tree Rhap_D2003-92bis, and by the feature Rel=mod@relcl 
indicating the relation between the two tokens (see Fig. 2 and 3).6 

 
4 UD-Chukchi-HSE (Tyers & Mishchenkova 2020) has a feature # text[phon], with a phonetic transcription, but it is not a 
feature specific to spoken corpora. 
5 SUD_French-Rhapsodie is the former SUD_French-Spoken, which was initially the Rhapsodie treebank (Lacheret et al. 
2019). The treebank has been renamed due to the introduction of a new treebank of spoken French, SUD_French-ParisStories. 
Rhapsodie uses a markup, where sentence boundaries are indicated by // and co-constructions by //+. Overlaps are indicated 
by $- …-$. But contrary to SUD_Naija-NSC, # text is based on standard punctuations and the macrosyntacic markup is stored 
in # macrosyntax. 
6 UD requires the root of a tree to have the relation root. 
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# macrosyntax = ^et c'est récupéré ( bien sûr ) par l'équipe $- argentine //+  
# text_ortho = et c'est récupéré, bien sûr, par l'équipe, euh, argentine. 
# speaker = L3 
# sent_id = Rhap_D2003-92bis 
1 et et CCONJ _ _ 3 cc _ _ 
2 c' ce PRON _ Gender=Masc|Number=Sing|Person=3|PronType=Dem 3 subj@pass _ _ 
3 est être AUX _ Mood=Ind|Number=Sing|Person=3|Tense=Pres|VerbForm=Fin 0 root _ _ 
4 récupéré récupérer VERB _ Gender=Masc|Number=Sing|Tense=Past|VerbForm=Part 3 comp:aux@pass _ _ 
5 , , PUNCT _ _ 6 punct _ _ 
6 bien bien ADV _ _ 7 mod _ ExtPos=ADV|InIdiom=Yes 
7 sûr sûr ADJ _ Gender=Masc|Number=Sing 3 mod _ PhraseType=Idiom 
8 , , PUNCT _ _ 9 punct _ _ 
9 par par ADP _ _ 4 comp:obl _ _ 
10 l' le DET _ Definite=Def|Number=Sing|PronType=Art 11 det _ _ 
11 équipe équipe NOUN _ Gender=Fem|Number=Sing 9 comp:obj _ _ 
12 , , PUNCT _ _ 13 punct _ _ 
13 euh euh INTJ _ _ 11 discourse _ _ 
14 , , PUNCT _ _ 15 punct _ _ 
15 argentine argentin ADJ _ Gender=Fem|Number=Sing 11 mod _ Overlap=Rhap_D2003-92ter 
16 . . PUNCT _ _ 3 punct _ _ 
 
# macrosyntax = qui -$ sont de nouveau en possession ( les Argentins ) du "euh" ballon // 
# text_ortho = qui sont de nouveau en possession du, euh, ballon. 
# speaker = L2 
# sent_id = Rhap_D2003-92ter 
1 qui qui PRON _ _ 2 subj _ Overlap=Rhap_D2003-92bis 
2 sont être VERB _ Mood=Ind|Number=Plur|Person=3|Tense=Pres|VerbForm=Fin 0 root _

 AttachTo=11@Rhap_D2003-92bis|Rel=mod@relcl 
3 de de ADP _ _ 5 mod _ ExtPos=ADV|PhraseType=Idiom 
4 nouveau nouveau ADJ _ Gender=Masc|Number=Sing 3 unk _ InIdiom=Yes 
5 en en ADP _ _ 2 comp:obl _ _ 
6 possession possession NOUN _ Gender=Fem|Number=Sing 5 comp:obj _ _ 
7 les le DET _ Definite=Def|Number=Plur|PronType=Art 8 det _ _ 
8 Argentins Argentin PROPN _ _ 2 dislocated _ _ 
9-10 du _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
11 de de ADP _ _ 6 udep _ _ 
12 le le DET _ Definite=Def|Gender=Masc|Number=Sing|PronType=Art 16 det _ _ 
13 , , PUNCT _ _ 12 punct _ _ 
14 euh euh INTJ _ _ 16 discourse _ _ 
15 , , PUNCT _ _ 14 punct _ _ 
16 ballon ballon NOUN _ Gender=Masc|Number=Sing 11 comp:obj _ _ 
17 . . PUNCT _ _ 2 punct _ _ 

Figure 2. Encoding of a co-construction (from SUD_French-Rhapsodie) 

 
Figure 3. Visualization of the encoded information. In red: the AttachTo link and the Overlap. 

In cases of overlap between two speech turns, words that overlap have a feature Overlap whose 
value is the id of the overlapping sentence. In our previous example, argentine, of sentence 
Rhap_D2003-92bis, has a feature Overlap=Rhap_D2003-92ter, indicating that it overlaps with sentence 
Rhap_D2003-92ter, more specifically with the word qui ‘who’, which itself carries the feature 
Overlap=Rhap_D2003-92bis. Overlaps can also be deduced from time alignment, but some corpora 
indicate overlaps without also containing temporal information, and for most query engines it is much 
simpler to request overlaps if a feature is present. 

3. Sentence segmentation and punctuation 

With the exception of rehearsed speeches and other kinds of highly prepared oratory, oral language 
cannot typically be segmented into units equivalent to the written sentence. Instead, we segment our 
corpora into illocutionary units (IUs) (Cresti 1995, Pietrandrea et al. 2014). An IU is defined as a speech 
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segment that corresponds to a single speech act, i.e., a single question, declaration, or command. 
Consider the following examples from French and Naija.  

(2) ceux qui sont en location < la moyenne < c’est environ trois ans //  
those who are on lease < the average < it is about three years // 
‘For those that rent, the average lease is about three years.’ 

(3) e get one lady < hm she just enter inside shop o // 
there was one lady < hm she just came into the shop // 

These utterances represent cohesive linguistic units serving to express a single primary idea. One 
can split these into internal units sharing no marked relations of dependency with one another, separated 
in these examples by the character <. The cohesiveness of these units can nevertheless be demonstrated 
by their varying degrees of autonomy. For example, the utterances c’est environ trois ans ‘it is about 
three years’ and hm she just enter inside shop o ‘hm she just came into the shop’ form perfectly 
acceptable utterances in isolation that carry the same basic message as the original utterance. However, 
la moyenne ‘the average’ or e get one lady ‘there was one lady’ would either be unacceptable or serve 
a very different illocutionary purpose in isolation. In oral corpora, we recommend preserving this 
cohesiveness by using the IU as the primary unit of segmentation. Within each IU, internal components 
can be delimited through special symbols, either placed directly in the list of tokens, or in a dedicated 
sentence feature containing the macrosyntactic annotation (and replaced in the text by standard 
punctuation signs; see Note 5).  

In our corpora, the end of each IU is marked by a symbol indicating an IU boundary. In the 
corresponding CoNLL-U file, these may be integrated directly into the list of tokens and annotated as 
punctuation marks. In order to better identify the modality of each IU, we recommend introducing a 
separate boundary marker for each type of utterance. In our corpus of spoken Naija, the symbol // is 
used to mark the end of an assertion, ?// the end of a question, and !// the end of an order or an 
exclamation. The symbol &// is used to mark the end of an interrupted or incomplete utterance. 
However, more traditional symbols such as periods and question marks may also be used so long as 
they are used consistently as IU boundary markers. 

(4) I no pass all di subjects // 
‘I didn’t pass all of the subjects.’ 

(5) wetin be Ponzi Scheme ?// 
‘what is a Ponzi Scheme?’ 

(6) listen attentively !// 
‘listen attentively!’ 

(7) e get things wey you &// 
‘there are things that you…’ 

As demonstrated previously in examples (2) and (3), IUs can contain internal units with varying 
degrees of autonomy. All completed utterances must contain at least one (and typically only one) 
nucleus, a fully autonomous macrosyntactic unit capable of forming an acceptable utterance when 
spoken alone in the same discursive position (Pietrandrea & Kahane 2019). Examples (4-6) are each 
composed of one nucleus, but IUs can also contain multiple adnuclei located to the left or right 
peripheries of the nucleus. These are illocutionarily dependent on the nucleus and typically lack any 
marked microsyntactic relationship with the elements of the nucleus. These can be divided into 
prenuclei, located to the left of the nucleus, and postnuclei, located to the right. Like the IU boundaries, 
we recommend explicitly delimiting these units using a dedicated set of symbols. In our corpora, we 
favor using < to mark the ends of prenuclei (see ex. 8-9) and > to mark the beginning of postnuclei (ex. 
10-11). However, more traditional symbols such as commas may also be used.  
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(8) les chaises < il faut me les donner // 
‘the chairs, you need to give them to me.’ 

(9) en ce qui me concerne < j’aimerais enseigner dans un établissement public // 
‘as for me < I would like to teach in a public school’ 

(10) dat's what de use to do > some of dem o // 
‘that’s what they used to do, some of them.’ 

(11) good evening > my daughter //  
‘good evening, my daughter.’ 

Note that it is possible for an IU to contain strings of adnuclei 

(12) donc < alors < ça date de quand à peu près > ce fauteuil-là ?// 
‘so, then, it dates from when approximately, this armchair?’ 

(13) Osas < dis your wedding wey you dey prepare < me < I dey look forward to di ting o !//  
‘Osas, that wedding of yours that you are preparing, me, I’m looking forward to it!’ 

These adnuclei are typically connected to the root of the utterance using the UD relations dislocated, 
vocative, discourse, and in some cases parataxis. These are discussed in Section 6.7 

It is important to note that our segmentation generally avoids coordination between main verbs in 
a single IU, since each part can form an autonomous utterance. (13) shows a string of consecutive IUs 
each containing a single main verb. 

(14) vous oubliez vos produits habituels. 
et vous mettez à l’intérieur la boule magique, la boule de lavage avec vos vêtements. 
et vous allez voir le résultat. 
‘you forget your usual products. 
and you put inside the magic ball, the washing ball with your clothes. 
and you will see the result.’ 

4. Paradigmatic lists 

The annotation of paradigmatic structures is challenging in any analysis that marks heads, such as 
dependency- and X-bar-based phrase structure, because the idea of paradigm itself supposes that two 
or more elements jointly qualify as the head of a phrase. SUD and UD use the same set of basic relations 
to encode paradigmatic structures: The conj and cc relations for standard coordination, the list relation 
that is absent from the analysis of spoken data that we propose,8 and finally the orphan and reparandum 
relations used respectively for ellipsis and disfluency. 

As shown in Blanche-Benveniste et al. (1990) and Gerdes & Kahane (2009), reformulation is hard 
to delimit on a spectrum from coordination to actual repairs, where a second phrase replaces the first. 
Are (15a) and (15b) coordinations or reformulations? 

(15) a. et puis après, ben, j'ai travaillé sur les micro-processeurs, l'informatique. (Rhap_D0005-9) 
‘and then, well, I worked on microprocessors, computers.’  
b. mais comme toujours, l'acte d'écrire peut prendre différents masques, différentes valeurs. 
(Rhap_2009-2) 
‘but as always, the act of writing can take on different masks, different values.’ 

 
7 Fillers uttered by the listener, such as Fr. mh ‘hum’, are considered discourse markers attaching to the speaker's utterance. 
They have their own tree but carry the features AttachTo and Rel=discourse. 
8 list encodes a list containing only fragments such as address information or phone numbers. 
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Reformulations are not necessarily repairs but rather elaborations that are also frequently used by 
rhetorically skilled speakers.  

(16) a. from dat day < as I go meet am for shop < im con { dey observe me || dey observe my 
attitude } // (ABJ_GWA_12_Accident_MG__123)  
‘From that day, as I went to meet him in the shop, he started observing me, observing my 
attitude.’ 
b. mais le, le dis~, le commissaire du district, le préfet du lieu ne voulait pas de, de femme non 
mariée. (Rhap_D2004-11)  
‘but the, the dis~, the district commissioner, the prefect of the place did not want any, 
unmarried woman.’  
c. euh, deux petites phrases, deux vraies options qui dessinent votre route, une route qui 
témoigne d’une certaine, d’une bonne, d’une très bonne conduite. (Rhap-D2001-3)  
‘uh, two small sentences, two real options that draw your road, a road that testifies to a certain, 
a good, a very good conduct.’ 

We excluded the reparandum relation from the analysis of spoken data in our SUD annotation 
scheme, and instead use the concept of paradigmatic lists developed by Blanche-Benveniste et al. (1990) 
and produce a simple typology of paradigmatic lists (Kahane & Pietrandrea 2012) by annotating three 
sub-relations of the conj dependency: 

● conj:coord: the standard coordination, where each conjunct denotes a different referent; 
● conj:dicto: used for several denotations of the same referent, which are repetitions or 

reformulations of the same denotation, as in (16), including disfluencies as in (16b);  
● conj:appos: used for double denotations of the same referent, as in (17).9 

We decided not to distinguish reformulation and disfluencies because the line between voluntary 
and unvoluntary reformulation or correction is very difficult to draw.10 In the transfer to UD annotation, 
conj:dicto is renamed reparandum, even if it is not exactly a standard reparandum annotation, because 
the first conjunct remains the head.11 

(17) a. match nul, zéro partout pour Lille au Mans. (Rhap_M2006-72) 
‘draw, zero all for Lille at Le Mans.’ 
b. et c’est dans cet esprit qu’est proposée par Szymanoski l’ouverture du concert, son opus 
douze. (Rhap_D2012-47) 
‘and it is in this spirit that Szymanoski proposes the opening of the concert, his opus twelve.’ 
c. eh bien, le secret, il est là, dans ce petit bruit que l'on entend. (Rhap_D2011-57) 
‘well, the secret is there, in this small noise that we hear.’ 

In the case of a partial answer to a wh-question, we also consider that the answer forms a conj:appos 
pile with the wh-word, encoded using the AttachTo and Rel features. 

 
9 UD uses the same appos relation for appositions that form paradigmatic lists and appositions where one unit modifies the 
other. We propose encoding the latter as a standard modification (mod in SUD or nmod in UD) or as subtype of modification 
(mod:appos in SUD or nmod:appos in UD) since the two constructions have different semantic and prosodic properties: in 
conj:appos, the two conjuncts are separate prosodic units, the apposed unit being in a different register, while in mod:appos, 
the two elements form one cohesive prosodic unit (my brother John, le journal Le Monde). 
10 The initial Rhapsodie annotation considered seven different cases of paradigmatic lists (Kahane & Pietrandrea 2020). The 
distinction between disfluencies and reformulation was based on purely formal criteria (repetition of a unit) to avoid poor inter-
annotator agreement (Bawden et al. 2014). 
11 The notion of reparandum presupposes that the second conjunct repairs the first (Shriberg 1994). Following Blanche-
Benveniste (1990), we instead consider that, in reformulations, even involuntary ones, information is cumulative, and nothing 
that has been said can be completely forgotten. 
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(18) $L1 Magalie utilise depuis combien de temps notre boule magique? 
$L5 depuis deux mois. 
‘$L1 how long has Magalie been using our magic eight ball? 
$L5 for two months.’ 

5. Disfluencies 

One kind of disfluency, often called repair, is observed when a unit, then called the reparandum, gets 
overridden by a new unit, the repair. As shown in section 4, this is a subtype of the common mechanism 
of listing, which is not necessarily disfluent and which we formalize with the relation conj:dicto. 
Another case of disfluency corresponds to incomplete units. In this case, UD chooses to promote one 
element as the head of the unit and to attach the other elements to it (Dobrovoljc & Nivre 2016). When 
this produces nonstandard relations, we propose adding a feature. In SUD, we add the feature scrap on 
these relations using @ as a separator (@scrap) This is converted into UD by inserting the Scrap=Yes 
feature on the dependent. Fig. 4 and 5 show some uses of @scrap. This feature is particularly useful for 
error mining: for instance, a relation between a verb and a determiner, as in Fig. 4, should not be allowed 
without a @scrap. 

 
‘it can have some …’ 

Figure 4. Incomplete object (comp:obj@scrap). 

 
‘and they REFL, they both fall’ 

Figure 5. Unknown relation inside a reparandum (unk@scrap). 

6. Paratactic constructions 

Paratactic constructions are particularly frequent in spoken corpora. The UD parataxis relation covers 
all cases where a finite verbal construction is neither the root of an utterance, nor a governed clause. In 
our corpora, we have identified seven different situations that we propose to distinguish: parataxis:obj, 
parataxis:discourse, parataxis:parenth, parataxis:insert, parataxis:dislocated, parataxis:mod, 
parataxis:conj. 

The first occurs when an illocutionary unit occupies a governed position. The most common 
situation is reported speech in the object position of a verb of saying. In such cases, UD uses the 
relation parataxis, which we propose replacing with parataxis:obj. 
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‘and he told me but you are wasting your time.’ 

Figure 7. Reported speech. 

We add the feature Reported=Yes on the head of the reported IU, because some of them are not 
directly governed, such as the second reported IU in (19), ça pourrait être grave, encoded as a separate 
sentence.12  

(19) après, elle a dit, on est aux affaires. ça pourrait être grave. 
‘then she said, we're in business. it could be serious.’ 

Thanks to the feature Reported=Yes, a standard comp:obj relation can be used in SUD and should be 
preferred because reported speech can commute with a complementizer phrase and, in accordance with 
SUD principles, two units that are in the same commutation paradigm must have the same syntactic 
function. 

Another case of an IU in a governed position is called a graft by Deulofeu (1999). A graft is an IU 
that is produced in a position where a noun phrase is expected, such as the IU disons ma carrière pour 
simplifier ‘let’s say my career to simplify’, which occupies a subject position.  

(20) vous avez dit que, euh, disons ma carrière pour simplifier, témoigne de ma bonne conduite. 
‘you said that, uh, let's say my career to simplify, shows my good behavior.’ 

In such a case we use a plain subj relation rather than a parataxis relation, but we add a feature 
Graft=Yes. Some graft constructions are lexicalized such as the construction (21) from SUD_French-
ParisStories, where an IU is introduced by the idiom en mode ‘in the mode’, or the construction (22), 
where a question is apposed to the word question ‘question’. 

(21) et là lui il l’a regardée en mode euh mais ça va madame ? 
‘and there he looked at her in the mode uh but is it ok miss ?’ 

(22) alors on pourrait poser la question les écrivains ont-ils existé ? 
‘then one could ask the question did the writers exist?’ 

UD uses the relation discourse for discourse markers, except for verbal expressions, such as I mean, 
I guess, you know, etc., as in (23), as well as tag questions, where parataxis is used.13 This is a category-
based distinction that we believe is unwarranted.14 In SUD, we decided to extend discourse for these 
cases, which is automatically converted into parataxis:discourse in UD. The relation has already been 
introduced in the UD spoken Slovenian treebank (Dobrovoljc & Nivre 2016). 

 
12 Another solution could be to add quotation marks during the transcription, but this might become unreadable as the reported 
speech can span over a whole set of illocutionary units. 
13 As shown by Kahane & Pietrandrea (2009), verbal discourse markers have properties that distinguish them from parentheses. 
They do not accept tense modifications and they cannot be modified. And they have a transitive verb without an overt object, 
but which takes its host as its object argument. 
14 Many distinctions for relations are category-based in UD, such as nsubj vs csubj, for nominal vs clausal subjects, obj vs 
ccomp for nominal vs clausal objects, or amod vs advmod vs nmod, for adjectival vs adverbial vs nominal or adpositional 
modifiers. 
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(23) you know gote na kind of delicacy weh dem dey prepare // 
you know gote is a kind of delicacy which they prepare.’ 

The third case is parenthetical clauses or parentheses, which are real illocutionary units that could 
be autonomous, but which are inserted in the middle of another illocutionary unit, as my mama dey dat 
time ‘my mum was alive at the time’ in the Naija sentence (24) or je suis désolée ‘I’m sorry’ in the 
French sentence (25). We note them as parataxis:parenth. 

(24) sometimes ( my mama dey dat time //) she go help me carry small // 
‘Sometimes, my mum was alive at the time, she would help me to carry a little.’ 

(25) sauf que le clip, enfin, je suis désolée, mais il faisait pas très professionnel, hein. 
(ParisStories_2020_concoursInstagram_49) 
‘except that the clip, well, I'm sorry, but it was not very professional, eh’ 

The fourth situation is that of incises or inserts, which are distinguished from parenthetical ones by 
the fact that they are not saturated and could not form an independent statement (Bonami & Godard 
2008). They belong to a more formal register (news, sermons, stories, etc.). In French, they are also 
characterized by the inversion of the subject. We annotate them as parataxis:insert. An insert can be 
found at the end of an illocutionary unit. 

(26) vraiment, dit Job, la vie de l’homme sur terre est une corvée. (Rhap_M2003-33) 
‘truly, says Job, man's life on earth is a chore.’ 

(27) alors, que va faire maintenant le président ? se demande Le Progrès à Lyon. 
(Rhap_D2013-45) 
‘So what will the president do now? wonders Le Progrès in Lyon.’ 

The fifth case is that of verbal constructions in the prenucleus position where they function as 
dislocations. In example (28), j’ai des copines actuellement ‘I have friends at present’ is clearly not an 
illocutionary unit (it is not asserted by the speaker that she has friends). It is a prenucleus, which can 
switch with a nominal phrase like mes copines ‘my friends’. For the time being, we use dislocated for 
these cases in SUD and UD, but we consider revisiting it as parataxis:dislocated in UD. 

(28) j'ai des copines euh actuellement euh, je m'entends super bien avec. 
(ParisStories_2019_experienceFac_37) 
‘I have friends uh at present uh, I get along great with.’ 

 
Figure 8. Parataxis:dislocated. 

The sixth case of paratactic construction is the case of clausal modifiers that are not introduced by 
a subordinating conjunction. As in the previous case, the first clause creche no dey my office, lit. 
‘daycare is not (in) my office’, is not asserted by the speaker and is a clear prenucleus. For such cases, 
we use parataxis:mod or simply mod in SUD (equivalent to UD advcl). 

(29) creche no dey my office now < e for no dey easy // 
‘If I hadn't had a daycare in my office, it wouldn't have been easy.’ 
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UD makes a seventh use of the parataxis relation, to link juxtaposed propositions, as in (19), taken 
from the spoken part of UD_English-GUM. 

(30) God, I didn't spend the night, that's what makes me so mad, I'm grounded for nothing. 

Our IU segmentation avoids this case most of the time; thus (30) can be perfectly split into three 
autonomous assertions. Nevertheless, in cases where we do not separate two juxtaposed or coordinated 
statements, we propose using parataxis:conj. In SUD_Naija-NSC, this relation has been used for 
sequences of parallel IUs. 

 
‘then they went to the river, and they swam.’15 

Figure 9. Parataxis:conj. 

So far, we have not found any examples of parataxis which do not fit into one of the seven cases 
considered, and as we have shown, quite a few can be done away with in SUD (e.g. parataxis:obj, 
parataxis:discourse and parataxis:mod). 

7. Conclusion 

The goal of this paper was to present the additional features we have introduced in our spoken treebanks 
and to give some proposals for future developments of spoken treebanks, in order to converge on a 
common set of features. This concerns both practical recommendations for text-sound alignment 
(# sound_url, BeginAlign, EndAlign), and theoretical propositions concerning text segmentation into 
sentences, paradigmatic lists, and paratactic constructions. 

Our set of relations and tags are meant to be extended to the annotation of constructions typical of 
spoken texts in other languages as well. This can only be verified by the elaboration of more spoken 
treebanks for typologically different languages. We hope that the phenomena presented in this paper 
will motivate other linguists to work on spoken language treebanks and that this paper can serve as a 
first guide in this endeavour. 
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Abstract 
The paper presents the first UD treebank for Beja, a Cushitic language spoken in Sudan. It has 
been built from the conversion and enhancement of an Interlinear Glossed Text (IGT). The 
paper’s objectives are three-fold: we explain our choice to use a morph-based annotation and its 
consequences, we describe the processing chain from an IGT to a morph-based dependency 
treebank and a word-based treebank, and we present several interesting constructions in Beja. 
 

1 Introduction 

This paper presents a small treebank for Beja, a Cushitic language spoken in Sudan. Initially developed 
in SUD (Surface-Syntactic Universal Dependencies) (Gerdes et al. 2018, 2019, 2021), the treebank is 
also available in UD (de Marneffe et al. 2021). It has been built from an Interlinear Glossed Text (IGT) 
(Comrie et al. 2008) developed by Martine Vanhove (2014). The original corpus contains 5899 words 
and 12507 morphs representing slightly less than one hour of recordings divided into 18 files. Two files, 
containing 1101 morphs, 418 stems, and 56 sentences, have been completely annotated and constitute 
the UD2.8 Beja-NSC treebank.1 

One of our goals was to avoid losing information contained in the original resource, which led us to 
adopt a morph-based tokenization rather than a word-based annotation.  

The paper focuses on three aspects of developing this treebank. Section 2 presents the Beja corpus 
and the IGT annotation we started with, the UD annotation scheme, and the adjustments to it which were 
necessary for our morph-based annotation. An overview of the conversion to a word-based treebank is 
also provided. Section 3 explains the processing chain from an IGT to a UD treebank and the 
optimization of this chain. Section 4 introduces some challenges faced during the syntactic annotation 
of Beja. 

2 A morph-based annotation for Beja 

2.1 Beja and CorpAfroAs  
Beja is the sole member of the North Cushitic branch of the Afroasiatic phylum. It is mostly spoken in 
eastern Sudan, as well as in southern Egypt and northern Eritrea. In Sudan, the country where the data 
were collected, the number of speakers is about 2,000,000, but the language has no official recognition 
and exists purely as an oral language. As explained by Martine Vanhove (2006), Beja is not poorly 
described compared to other Sudanese languages, and the most recent grammar, published in French, 
goes back to 2017 (Vanhove 2017). However, some elements required for a complete description of the 
language remain unavailable. 

The data used for the development of this treebank comes from the CorpAfroAs project (Mettouchi 
& Chanard 2010). CorpAfroAs is a multilingual corpus which aimed at providing a structured database 
of natural records of Afroasiatic languages, transcribed, translated and annotated to allow for complex 

 
1 The first version of the treebank published on May 1st, 2021, for UD2.8, and released on November 1st, 2021, for UD2.9, is a 
morph-based treebank. New modifications have been done for the publication of this article that will be incorporated for 
UD2.10 on May 1st, 2022. We also plan to publish the word-based version of the treebank on the same occasion. 
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requests. CorpAfroAs is organized around two axes: prosodic analysis and morphosyntactic glossing. It 
is this morphosyntactic glossing that served as the raw material for our work.  

2.2 Beja’s Interlinear Glossed Text 
All CorpAfroAs corpora use a common format for IGTs presented in Comrie (2015). 

(1) w=ʔiːd       arraf-i /          a-di=t           a- ba       i-ni                       // 
 DEF=Aid  congratulate-AOR.1SG   1SG-say\PFV=COORD  1SG-go  3SG.M-say\PFV 

‘I went to wish him a blessed Aid, he said.’ 

 
Figure 1. ELAN screenshot of the CorpAfroAs IGT for (1) 

The top of Figure 1 contains the timeline. Tier 1 is the segmentation into prosodic units. Tier 2 is a 
broad phonetic transcription; / marks a minor prosodic break (rising final continuative intonation) and 
// a major prosodic break (falling final intonation). Tier 3 contains the prosodic words and Tier 4 a 
tokenization into the smaller units with a non-segmentable signifier (i.e. the morphs, as defined by 
Haspelmath 2020). The tokens considered are lexical stems, inflected forms of stems (when the 
inflectional “morphemes” are not affixes), inflectional affixes, and derivational affixes. For the sake of 
simplicity, we will call these tokens morphs, even if some of them are a combination of morphemes, 
such as ni, which is the perfective form of the stem of the verb di ‘to say’. This inflected stem also 
combines with a prefix i-, which is a subject agreement morph, giving the verbal form ini at the end of 
example (1). 

Tier 5, labelled GE, is a gloss. Tier 6, labelled RX, contains morphosyntactic features, including 
POS (DET, N, V1…) and inflectional categories (TAM, PNG for Person-Number-Gender, …).  

Tier 7 is a translation of each prosodic unit and Tier 8, called the “major free translation” (MFT), is 
a translation based on larger units, allowing for better translations. It is this last tier which was used as 
the basis for the sentence segmentation. Since the end of each MFT unit does not necessarily corresponds 
to the end of a sentence, understood as a coherent syntactico-semantic unit, we copied the MFT tier 
(Mft-cp) on which we signaled the end of each sentence by a # sign (Figure 2).2 

 

 

Figure 2. ELAN screenshot of the sentence segmentation 
 

The IGT does not contain lemmas (which supposes a more advanced description and a lexicon), but 
contains glosses and translations. The corpus contains a time alignment and each IGT sample is coupled 
with a sound file accessible on the CorpAfroAs website. 

 
2 The segmentation of spoken corpora into major syntactic units (often called sentences, even if the notion can be problematic 
for spoken production) is a complex question that will not be addressed here. See Kahane et al. (2021) for some guidelines and 
Pietrandrea et al. (2014) for a more comprehensive study. 

T1 
T2 

T3 (word) 
T4 (morph) 

T5 (GE) 
T6 (RX) 

T7 
T8 (MFT) 
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2.3 A morph-based annotation scheme for SUD and UD 
We use the “morph” segmentation for tokenization. The content of the tiers GE and RX is kept in 
features GE and RX. The time alignment gives us the features AlignBegin and AlignEnd of each token, 
including the prosodic breaks (Figure 3) (see Kahane et al. 2021 for the conventions we use for spoken 
corpora). 

 
‘I said and I went, he said’ 

Figure 3. The UD annotation for the end of (1) 

Some pieces of information of the GE tier are used to instantiate morphosyntactic features, such as 
Number, Person, Gender, Aspect, Definiteness… (see Section 3.2). A TokenType is added on each 
token, with five values: Stem for stems (including some inflected stems), Clit for clitics, InflAff for 
inflectional affixes, DerAff for derivational affixes, and Break for prosodic breaks. 

In addition to the usual #text and #sent_id features (see online UD guidelines or de Marneffe et al. 
2021), the metadata contain a #sound_url feature for the URL of the sound file corresponding to the 
transcription and #phonetic_text for the phonetic transcription from Tier 2 (Kahane et al. 2021). The 
#text value, which is the concatenation of the tokens, including simple and double hyphens, is distinct 
from the #phonetic_text value. 

We decided to give each token a POS as if it was a word. In consequence, pronominal affixes are 
PRON, verb nominalizers are SCONJ, TAM or causatives are AUX, case markers are ADP, plurals are 
DET, and purely phonetic signs are PART.  

In our SUD annotation, SCONJ, ADP, and AUX affixes are treated as governors of their base, as if 
they were words (Gerdes et al. 2018). We use the corresponding SUD syntactic relation with the aff 
extension: In other words, subject pronominal affixes are subj:aff of their base, plurals are det:aff, while 
for SCONJ, ADP, or AUX, the base is comp:aff of the affix. Figure 4 gives the example of the deverbal 
noun siganfo:j ‘settling’ where the verbal stem ganf ‘make kneel’ combines with two derivational 
affixes, the causative prefix si- and the nominalizer -o:j, 

 
‘settling’ 

Figure 4. Derivational affixes (SUD-style) 

Note that the fact that some affixes are treated as heads allows us to indicate in which order they 
combine. In the case of siganfo:j, ganf combine first with the causative si- and then with the nominalizer 
-o:j. Derivational affixes receive an additional feature DerPos indicating the POS of the derived form: 
AUX affixes have a DerPos=VERB and SCONJ affixes have a DerPos=NOUN. For inflected forms, 
the POS of the inflected form remains the POS of the stem. Note also that in the case of an inflected 
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form, the base can have its own dependents, while in the case of a derived form all dependents are on 
the derivational affix.3 

In the UD version of the morph-based, all affixes are dependent of the stem. We use the UD syntactic 
relation corresponding to their functional role, with an additional aff extension: subject pronominal 
affixes are nsubj:aff, case markers are case:aff, nominalizers are mark:aff, AUX affixes are aux:aff, 
plurals are det:aff. Figure 5 gives the UD version of the two words of Figure 4. (See Figure 3 of the 
example of pronominal affixes in UD-style.) Note that the order in which the affixes combine with the 
stem is lost in the UD version. This is a problem for the conversion to the word-based version, because 
we cannot easily determine whether siganfo:j is a noun or a verb (see Gerdes et al. 2021 for a similar 
discussion about the fact that UD underspecifies the internal structures of nuclei). For this reason, the 
word-based UD version of the treebank is derived from the morph-based and word-based SUD versions 
and not from the morph-based UD version. 

 
Figure 5. Derivational affixes (UD-style) 

2.4 From a morph-based treebank to a word-based treebank and back  
UD theoretically requires treebanks to be word-based. However, we think that the fact that our treebank 
is morph-based does not pose a problem because the morph-based annotation is explicit, due to the 
different features we introduced (TokenType on tokens and aff on relations) and because it is not difficult 
to merge every stem with its affixes to obtain a word-based treebank. Note that the question to have 
morph-based (generally called morpheme-based) treebank rather than word-based treebank has been 
discussed several times for different languages: see Tsarfaty & Goldberg (2008) for Modern Hebrew, 
Vincze et al. (2010) for Hungarian, Zhan et al. (2014) for Chinese, or Park (2017) for Korean.4 

For the conversion into a word-based treebank, the lists of morphosyntactic features attached to the 
different parts of a word must be merged in different ways. Some features had to be concatenated, such 
as the feature form, containing the form, and the features GE and RX containing the morphosyntactic 
glosses. See Figure 6 for the word-based version of Figures 4 and 5. 

 
Figure 6. The word-based annotation of the derived word siganfo:j 

 
3 Compare in English: 

(i) He cleaning the table was impressive. 
(ii) His cleaning of the table was impressive. 

In (i), cleaning is an inflected form and clean can have a subject and a direct object, while, in (ii), cleaning is a derived noun 
with a determiner and a noun complement. 
4 We would like to thank one of our reviewers, who pointed out that our segmentation was morph-based rather than morpheme-
based. 
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The most challenging feature is upos (the UD feature for the “universal” POS) for derived forms. 

Thanks to the SUD annotation where the derivational affixes are head and to the DerPos feature, it 
becomes trivial to compute the upos of a derived form: it is the DerPos of the topmost derivational affix. 
Except for the features form, GE, and RX, which are concatenated, and upos, which is replaced by 
DerPos, the features of the derived form are the features of the topmost derivational affix. 

For inflected forms, the upos of the word is the upos of the stem. The features form, GE, and RX are 
concatenated as for derived forms, but contrary to derived forms, other features are unified for inflected 
forms. Figure 7 shows the word-based version of the morph-based analysis of Figure 3, where we can 
see that the Person and Number features coming from the pronominal affixes are reported on the verb 
forms. 

 

Figure 7. The word-based UD annotation for the end of (1) 
 
We faced one unexpected problem with a clitic placed between a stem and an inflectional affix. We 

analyzed this case as an amalgam with only one word corresponding to two lexemes (Figure 8). 

   
‘our grand-father’     ‘our grand-father’ 

Figure 8. The morph-based and word-based SUD annotation of an incorporated clitic 

We must also compute the AlignBegin  and AlignEnd features of words, which are easily deductible 
from the corresponding features of the morphs. Note that in the word-based version of the treebank, 
some information is lost and it will not be possible to recover the segmentation into morphs, as well as 
the features associated to this morphs. This is why we decided to distribute the Beja UD@2.8 treebank 
in a morph-based version. On our side, we will maintain the morph-based SUD version, which is the 
most informative one (see in particular the discussion of Section 3 when the word contains two 
derivational affixes). 

 

3 From IGT to UD 

The construction of the UD treebank was carried out in three steps: the conversion of the IGT into a 
CoNLL-U (Section 3.1); the automatic pre-annotation by enrichment of the CoNNL-U (Section 3.2); 
the manual SUD annotation, the conversion to UD and the validation of the treebank (Section 3.3). 
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3.1 From IGT to CoNLL-U 
The first obstacle to the conversion to CoNLL-U is the fact that the corpus is segmented into prosodic 
units that do not necessarily correspond to syntactic units. We decided to base our major segmentation 
on the “major free translation” segmentation, which corresponds more or less to illocutionary units as 
illustrated in Figure 2 in section 2.2. The tokenisation is based on the segmentation into “morphs”.  

Once the choice of the tiers for the tokenization and the segmentation into sentences is made, the 
conversion of the IGT to a CoNLL-U is straightforward and loses no information from the IGT format. 
For each token, the time alignment is stored in the features AlignBegin and AlignEnd, the content of the 
GE and RX tiers is stored in the features GE and RX. 

3.2 Automatic pre-annotation 
The first CoNLL-U we obtain is almost similar to the IGT. The second step consists in enriching this 
CoNLL-U by transferring the content of the GE and RX tiers into UD features in order to fit the UD 
annotation scheme. The annotation specific to the morph-based level was introduced entirely 
automatically.  

As the GE and RX formats of CorpAfroAs IGTs are enriched versions of the Leipzig Glossing Rules 
(Comrie 2015), they allow us to infer the UD POS and all the UD morphosyntactic features that must 
be associated with the tokens. We built a lexicon that proposes a translation into a UD feature for each 
label used in the GE and RX tiers. It was also possible to infer the syntactic relation for many tokens. 
The Grew tool (Guillaume, 2021), through its graph rewriting function, makes it possible to write a 
grammar of rules matching elements within dependency trees.  

The feature TokenType, which distinguishes stems, affixes, clitics, and prosodic breaks, is based on 
the form of the token: As usual in IGTs, affixes have a hyphen (a- or -a) and clitics a double hyphen 
(ba= or =i), while prosodic breaks are assigned to special symbols (/ and //). For affixes and clitics, the 
governor was the closest stem and the positions of the hyphens indicate if the stem occurs after or before 
them. The distinction between inflectional and derivational affixes can be computed from the syntactic 
RX feature (most derivational affixes have a DER value in RX).  

The syntactic label set of CorpoAfroAs, corresponding to the RX tier, is richer than the UD upos 
set of POS and the POS conversion was trivial for most of the labels. For instance, the labels V1, V2, 
LV, and IRG are all converted to the VERB upos tag. In order not to lose information, V1 and V2 receive 
a VerbClass feature with values 1 and 2 according to the original label. LV is provided with a 
VerbType=Light feature. In a similar way, the label DEM is converted into a DET upos with the 
PronType=Dem feature. The label REL for relativizers gives us an SCONJ upos, as well as the SUD 
relation mod@relcl (translated into UD acl:relcl). Moreover, due to the head-final behaviour of Beja, 
the relativizer can be linked to the verb preceding it (Figure 9).5 

 
‘a camel that I had let loose’ 

Figure 9. Relative clause (UD-style) 

 
5 This figure, as well as all the following figures, is extracted from the morph-based UD version of the treebank, revised for the 
paper, and which will be distributed on May 1st, 2022, for the UD2.10 release. All the SUD versions of the treebanks are 
available on the SUD website https://surfacesyntacticud.github.io/ and all versions can be requested on the Grew-match website 
(the latest versions of UD treebanks converted from SUD treebanks are at the end of the list of UD treebanks). 
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3.3 Manual SUD annotation and conversion from SUD to UD 
The manual annotation was carried out in the SUD annotation scheme by a linguist specializing in Beja 
(Martine Vanhove), with the help of a specialist of treebank annotation (Sylvain Kahane) and a master 
student in NLP (Rayan Ziane), as well as some feedback from two native speakers (Ahmed Mohamed-
Tahir Hamid and Mohamed-Tahir Hamid Ahmed). It was not possible to have a double annotation for 
this language. Some problems of analysis we faced during the annotation process are discussed in the 
next section. For the conversion from SUD to UD, we had to customize the conversion of the relations 
introduced for the affixes. The fact that UD forces the coordination relation conj to be head-initial was 
also a problem and SUD head-final conj relations were converted into an ad hoc dep:conj UD relation 
(see Section 4.2). The different conversions were mastered by Rayan Ziane and Bruno Guillaume. 

4 Some constructions of Beja 

Below, we discuss four features of Beja syntax: affixes and word order (4.1), coordination (4.2), relative 
clauses (4.3) and serial verb constructions (4.4). 

4.1 Affix and word order 
The Beja treebank contains 684 words if we count both stems and clitics; 39% of words are clitics. The 
treebank contains 244 affixes for 418 stems, or a proportion of 58%. 59% of them are suffixes and 41% 
prefixes. 88% of the affixes are on verbs, 7% on nouns, and 5% on auxiliaries. All affixes on nouns are 
suffixes. Not all inflectional morphemes are affixes: 44% of the stems are in fact inflected forms, 
containing an inseparable inflectional morpheme, which increases the proportion of inflectional 
morphemes to 102% (102 inflectional morphemes for 100 stems). 

Beja is a head-final language: only 11% of the dependencies between two stems have the governor 
before the dependent in the SUD version of the treebank. Among the 31 dependencies concerned, 11 
are for modifiers, 6 for discourse markers, 4 for dislocated objects, 2 for objects in canonical position, 
and 2 for determiners. Clitics occur on both sides: 47% are proclitics and 53% are enclitics. Clitics are 
mainly on verbs (56%) and nouns (38%). Clitics on nouns are determiners (70%), possessives (15%), 
postpositions (11%), and coordinating conjunctions (3%). Clitics on verbs are subordinating 
conjunctions (35%), object pronouns (25%), coordinating conjunctions (14%), an optative particle (2%), 
and, on nominalized forms, determiners (15%) and copulas (8%). 

Beja adpositions are postpositions, either as independent words (Figure 10) or as enclitics 
(Figure 11): 

 
‘next to a rock’ 

 Figure 10. A Beja independent postposition (UD-style) 
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‘in turn’ 

Figure 11. A Beja enclitic postposition (UD-style) 

When the postposition complement is a pronoun, it is an enclitic and the postposition precedes its 
complement (Figure 12): 

 
‘in front of her’ 

Figure 12. Postposition with an enclitic pronoun (UD-style) 

4.2 Coordination in a head-final language 

In Beja, verbal and nominal coordination are expressed with different enclitic morphemes. The texts 
contain 20 tokens of the verbal coordinating conjunction =t (and its allomorphs =it and =ajt) (Figure 
13). For half of the tokens, the conjunctions occur at the end of a prosodic unit, be it a major or a minor 
prosodic break, or a sentence. For this reason, we attach the coordinating conjunctions to the first 
conjunct and we consider that the second conjunct is the head of the coordination. See Kanayama et al. 
(2018) for a similar analysis in two other head-final languages, Japanese and Korean. As the conj relation 
is forbidden from right to left in UD, we introduced a dep:conj relation. 

 
‘they took them and they came to me’ 

Figure 13. Verbal coordination (UD-style) 

The verbal coordinating conjunction is tightly linked to the right of the verb. It even occurs before 
enclitic object pronouns (6 tokens), as in Figure 14. 
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‘you told me and …’ 

Figure 14. Position of the verbal coordinating conjunction (UD-style) 

The nominal coordinating conjunction is the enclitic wa. It is expressed on each conjunct as shown 
in Figure 15.  

 
‘a sword and the stick’ 

Figure 15. Nominal coordination (UD-style) 

4.3 Relative clauses 
In the texts, only object relative clauses occur, for which the number of tokens amounts to 18. They are 
marked by several clitics, either proclitics (ji=, j=, wi=, w=), or enclitics (=eːb, =eːt, =t, =b, =eː). There 
are also instances of a zero morph. 7 tokens were found with a preposed antecedent and 11 tokens with 
a postposed antecedent. 

The anteposition of an antecedent is an unusual word order in verb-final languages. The SUD 
annotation revealed that this construction occurs in two contexts linked to information structuring:  

1. when the object of the transitive verb of the matrix clause is topicalized (in Figure 16 two 
relative clauses precede the verb of the matrix clause) 

2. when the relative comes as an afterthought (Figure 17). 

 
‘(a girl) who has a fringe in front of her’ 

Figure 16. Topicalized preposed antecedent (UD-style) 
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‘(The man was carrying on his shoulder a lamb.) That he had grilled.’ 

Figure 17. Preposed antecedent in an afterthought (UD-style) 

Otherwise the canonical constituent order is used: relative clause – object antecedent – main verb 
(Figure 18). 

 
‘a story like that (happened to me)’, lit. a travel that resembles 

Figure 18. Antecedent in canonical word order (UD-style) 

Complement clauses may also be formed on the basis of a relative clause. In such cases, the 
antecedent, which is the dummy noun na ‘thing’, is always placed after the relative clause, i.e. the 
canonical constituent order (Figure 19). 

 
‘he realized that I was a man’ 

Figure 19. Relative-based complement clause (UD-style) 

4.4 Non canonical Serial Verb Constructions 
We chose to label as SVCs any series of two finite verbs of the same semantic domain which are not 
coordinated and do not have a predicate–argument relation. This characterization only partly complies 
with e.g. Haspelmath’s (2016: 296) narrow definition of serial verb constructions as a comparative 
concept: “A serial verb construction is a monoclausal construction consisting of multiple independent 
verbs with no element linking them and with no predicate–argument relation between the verbs.” Such 
a definition does not impose any semantic restriction on the semantic domains of SVCs (apart from 
expressing a dynamic event, Cleary-Kemp 2015: §4.2.1.3; Haspelmath 2016: 302), as is the case in Beja. 
Moreover, SVCs seem to be unproductive, limited to very few semantic domains, and restricted to series 
of two verbs. There are 3 occurrences of SVCs in our data, 1 with a verb of saying (Figure 20), and 2 
with motion verbs (Figures 21) conjugated at various TAM. 
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‘(I went) to wish him a blessed Aid’ 

Figure 20. SVC with verbs of saying (aorist + perfective) (UD-style) 

 
‘chase the donkey away!’ 

Figure 21. SVC with motion verbs (both imperfective) (UD-style) 

5 Conclusion 

Beja belongs to a sub-family of Afroasiatic languages, the Cushitic languages, for which there were no 
treebanks. It is a language with a rich morphology and which, unlike its cousins, the Semitic languages, 
is a head-final language with non-canonical serial verb constructions. 

The Beja treebank that we present is a very small treebank, but richly annotated, with a segmentation 
into morphs, glosses, and an alignment to the sound file. 

While developing a morph-based treebank for Beja we have been led to bring some enrichments to 
the SUD and UD annotation schemes. We introduced the TokenType feature which takes five possible 
values (Stem, InflAff, DerAff, Clitic, Break) and an aff extension for syntactic relations to indicate more 
explicitly the internal relations of words. We also introduced the feature DerPos on derivational morphs 
for indicating the POS of the derived form. 

We have also seen that the SUD version of the morph-based treebank makes it easier to compute 
the word-based version of the treebank, since it explicitly indicates the internal structure of the word 
and the order in which the affixes combine with the stem. 

As it is possible to convert the morph-based annotation into a word-based annotation, we think it is 
better to distribute the morph-based annotation, which contains more information and is closer to the 
format that field linguists use. This format allows us to extract qualitative and quantitative information 
about the inflectional morphology of the language, which is extremely useful for typological studies 
(Greenberg 1960).  

The Universal Dependency project was initially developed to unify treebank annotation schemes in 
order to have a common format for the development of NLP tools. The UD annotation scheme is heavily 
based on the output format developed for the Stanford parser for English (de Marneffe et al. 2006). The 
33 languages of the UD1.2 (Nivre et al. 2016) were all languages with long-standing writing traditions, 
and all corpora were written corpora following well-established orthographic conventions, most of them 
with a segmentation into words. 

UD is now integrating a wide range of new languages coming from different families. Many field 
linguists having data that are already analyzed in IGT are ready to enrich their corpus with a syntactic 
annotation. It is necessary that UD offer the possibility of a morpheme-based view of annotation, which 
allows them to keep the IGT structure. This paper is a first step in this direction by setting up a processing 
chain to convert an IGT into a morph-based treebank, then a word-based treebank.  
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Abstract

In this paper, we describe the creation of a morphosyntactically annotated treebank for modern
written Tamil following the Universal Dependencies (UD) framework to support the implemen-
tation and evaluation of Tamil dependency parsers. At present, this treebank consists of 534
sentences. This paper discusses unique constructions found in Tamil and explains sub-relations
and language-specific relations introduced, apart from outlining the methodology. This carefully
annotated treebank can also serve as the benchmark dataset to evaluate Tamil Natural Language
Processing (NLP) tools. The treebank will be extended further to cover more complex con-
structions in Tamil, and annotations will be enriched by incorporating the Enhanced Universal
Dependencies scheme.

1 Introduction

The paper presents a treebank for modern written Tamil following the Universal Dependencies (UD)
framework called Modern Written Tamil Treebank (MWTT). The sentences in MWTT are extracted
from Lehmann’s A Grammar of Modern Tamil (Lehmann, 1989), which consists of various well-formed
sentences from modern written Tamil covering different sentence structures. The first and the current
release of the treebank has 534 sentences containing 2536 tokens.

Tamil is a Dravidian language spoken natively by more than 78 million people worldwide,1 including
in India, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Singapore, and Mauritius. Despite its significant speaker population
and historical time depth, Tamil is low-resourced from the perspective of Natural Language Processing
(NLP) (Bhattacharyya et al., 2019). Although there have been enormous efforts in creating resources
and building NLP applications for Tamil, most of them are not available for public use or obsolete/not
maintained.

Neural-based approaches are the state-of-the-art when it comes to the development of NLP applica-
tions, including syntactic parsing. These approaches require a significant amount of annotated data for
training. However, there are no morphosyntactically annotated data with acceptable quality and with a
wide syntactic structural coverage available publicly to develop and evaluate applications. In this context,
we have created the UD-based treebank carefully. This paper also gives an account of unique syntactic
constructions in Tamil, which we encountered when analysing and tagging simple sentences.

2 Review of Literature

2.1 Tamil Treebanks

There are many syntactic annotation schemes that are being used to create treebanks, including PennTree-
bank (Marcus et al., 1993), Prague Dependency Treebank (Böhmová et al., 2001), AnnCorra (Bharati et
al., 2006), and the UD (Nivre et al., 2016). There have been few attempts to create treebanks for Tamil
using these schemes. However, except Loganathan’s Tamil PDT (Ramasamy and Žabokrtský, 2012) and
UD Tamil TTB,2 others are not available for public use.

1http://www.languagesgulper.com/eng/Tamil.html
2https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/UD Tamil-TTB/tree/master
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Tamil TTB is mapped from Tamil PDT using a script. We noticed several inconsistencies and errors
in tokenisation and annotation in the Tamil TTB treebank. For instance, some words are segmented
incorrectly. Although in Tamil, nouns with dative case marking can be used to mark subjects, obliques
and indirect objects, it is incorrectly used to mark objects at least in 37 instances, and indirect objects are
wrongly marked as objects at least in eight instances. Further, there are inconsistencies with the usage of
tags nmod and obl that are found widely in the treebank.

There is also a need to create an error-free gold standard treebank for Tamil, which can be used as a
benchmark dataset, as so far, different researchers have used different datasets to validate the system they
developed. The current attempt is to build such annotated dataset covering different sentence structures
for modern written Tamil.

2.2 Universal Dependencies Framework
UD (Nivre et al., 2016) is a dependency framework, which proposes a morphosyntactic annotation
scheme. This cross-linguistically consistent scheme has been developed by deriving existing standards
on POS, morphology, and dependency annotations to facilitate multilingual research studies and parser
development. The dependency relations are created between syntactic words; words that have more than
one syntactic information are broken into separate tokens before the relations are established.

We identified that most of the newly created treebanks, even low-resource and morphosyntactically-
rich languages, are annotated using the UD scheme; hence adopting it for Tamil is also beneficial. This
allows us to create cross-lingual mapping with other languages, and to make use of tools and resources
which are already built around UD.

2.3 Syntactic Parsers for Tamil
Tamil is morphologically rich and relatively free-order in nature. It has an (S)OV word order with
left-branching. Several attempts have been made to develop syntactic parsers for Tamil using various
formalisms. However, apart from ThamizhiUDp (Sarveswaran and Dias, 2020), and the other off-the-
shelf parsers such as Stanza (Qi et al., 2020), UDPipe (Straka and Straková, 2017), and TranKit (Nguyen
et al., 2021) others are not available publicly to use and build upon. All available parsers are implemented
using state-of-the-art neural-based approaches. These approaches require more and more annotated data
to improve the parsing accuracy. Further, it is also noticed that there is no well-curated benchmark dataset
to evaluate and compare the accuracy of these parsers.

3 Data selection

We aim to create the UD annotated treebank consisting of different syntactic types of sentences to im-
plement and evaluate syntactic parsers. Dataset without much noise and covering widely acceptable sen-
tence structures in the modern written Tamil would be beneficial for such tasks. Though we initially put
efforts in compiling datasets from real-time occurrences from news-papers, blogs and online platforms,
they did not comprehensively cover all grammatical constructions which can be used as a representative
dataset to implement and evaluate syntactic parsers. Hence, we have chosen sentences from Lehmann’s
A Grammar of Modern Tamil (Lehmann, 1989) to start with, as they cover different linguistic structures
with exceptions and these sentences represent written Tamil which are even today widely accepted.

4 Methodology

The annotations of the treebank consist of POS, lemma, morphological, and dependency information in
accordance with UD. We have used a step by step process given below to annotate the treebank:

1. The dataset is pre-processed and tokenised.

2. Multi-word tokens are identified and expanded. The multi-word expansion is an essential feature
in UD, using which tokens are divided into multiple syntactic units; this is discussed in detail in
Section 4.2.

3. The processed text are POS tagged using ThamizhiPOSt (Sarveswaran and Dias, 2021).
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4. Morphological tags are added to each token using Apertium Tamil morphological analyser
(Parameswari, 2011).

5. Dependency relations are marked manually on the top of POS and morphological information.

4.1 Preprossessing and Tokenisation

We chose 534 simple sentences with mostly one clause as the first step. As the next step, we plan to
extend the treebank by including complex sentences that comprise embedded clauses. We extracted the
sentences and cleaned them manually. Unicode normalisation is done using the script we developed.3

The sentences were then tokenised to separate symbols and special characters and converted to CoNLL-U
annotation format.

4.2 Multi-word Token Expansion

In UD, the basic unit of annotation is syntactic words, not phonological or orthographic words.4 When
language is morphologically rich, it tends to add multiple grammatical pieces of information within a
word that are morpho-syntactically relevant. There are instances where languages do add syntactic ele-
ments such as clitics, conjunctions, particles, compound verbs etc. within a word, which need to be split
and provided with the token status for further processing. In MWTT, multi-word tokens are identified
and given token status. For instance, Figure 1 shows the clitic -um, which expresses coordinating con-
junction and it is identified as multi-word. Similarly, Figure 2 explicates the clitic -ō that functions as a
complementiser; hence it is tokenised for its syntactic relation though morphologically manifested.

kumār -um kamalā.v -um vantārkal.
PROPN CCONJ PROPN CCONJ VERB
Kumar -conj Kamala -conj came

root

cc

conj
nsubj

cc

Figure 1: ‘Kumar and Kamala came’

avan
¯

yār -ō en
¯

a-kku.t teriyum
PRON PRON SCONJ PRON VERB

he who COMP I-DAT know

root

nsubj

ccomp

mark nsubj:nc

Figure 2: ‘I know who is he’

Similarly, in compound verb (Verb (V1) + Verb (V2)) constructions, when V2s express aspect, mood,
passive, causation and polarity, they are identified as multi-word tokens as in Figure 7. However, it is not
split when the V2 is semantically bleached for its meaning and functions as an explicative verb. In the
compound verb ōt.ip-pō run.PART-go ‘elope’, the V2 -pō ‘lit. go’ has partially lost its original meaning;
hence it has not been split.

There are 43 multi-word tokens found in our treebank. On average, one multi-word token consists of
2.12 syntactic words.

4.3 POS Tagging

We used ThamizhiPOSt (Sarveswaran and Dias, 2020), a contextual POS tagger to tag data with POS
information. This POS tagger is trained on the text, which is not multi-word expanded. Therefore,
most of the multi-word tokenised elements i.e. clitics, particles, compound verbs etc were not annotated
correctly. Therefore, after the POS tagger output, we manually reviewed the POS tags.

Our treebank uses 14 POS tags out of 17 tags given in the UD POS scheme, see Table 1 for the POS
tag inventory.

Table 1: POS tag frequencies of MWTT
ADJ 36 ADP 70 ADV 161 AUX 86 CCONJ 10 DET 57 NOUN 534
NUM 105 PART 2 PRON 171 PROPN 315 PUNCT 534 VERB 512 SCONJ 2

3https://github.com/sarves/thamizhi-preprocessor
4https://universaldependencies.org/u/overview/tokenization.html
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Since the present version of MWTT consists only the simple sentences, the treebank does not contain
any interjections, symbols and unknowns; therefore, INTJ, SYM and X were not utilised. PUNCT,
NOUN, VERB and PROPN are the most frequent POS tags found with the frequency of 534(21%),
524(21%), 512(20%), and 315(12%), respectively.

4.4 Morphological Analysis

Tamil is known for its agglutinating morphology, where words are loaded with rich linguistic informa-
tion. Words are morphologically analysed using Apertium Tamil Morphological Analyser (Parameswari,
2011), and then the output is mapped to UD features.5 Nouns and pronouns are mainly analysed for their
gender, number, person, case, politeness and rationality features. Adjectives are looked over for their
gender, number and person details. Verbs and auxiliaries are analysed for gender, number, person, tense,
aspect, mood, polarity, voice and verb form. However, since the morphological analysis is not contextual
in nature, we have also reviewed the annotations.

4.5 Dependency Annotation

We annotated dependency relations according to UD schema. Around 22 relations are utilized to annotate
the simple sentences out of 37 relations that are documented in UD. Apart from these main relations,
although the treebank covers a simple and very limited number of syntactic constructions, it uses 17 sub-
relation types that provide language-specific syntactic information separating by a colon (:) (see Table 2
for the top 5 sub-relations). All these annotations were done manually. Some of these syntactic analyses
require in-depth linguistic inquiry. We have given an initial account of these constructions and issues in
Section 5. This dataset is evaluated with Tamil UDPipe parser6 and ThamizhiUDp. While UDPipe which
is trained on Tamil TTB treebank provides a Labeled Attachment Score (LAS) of 27.19, ThamizhiUDp
which is trained using news data provides a LAS of 83.31.

5 Dependency Relations in Tamil

This section presents the discussion on predicates, subjects, oblique relations, compounds, coordinations,
and other Tamil specific relations.

5.1 Predicates in Tamil

Sentences in contemporary written Tamil is constructed most commonly with verbal predicates. Complex
predicates in Tamil consist of (i) verb+verb construction where a series of verbs can be added periphrasti-
cally to the first verb which is either in the form of verbal participle or infinitive forms to express aspect,
mood, passive, causation, negative polarity and attitude (see Figure 7), (ii) noun+verb construction where
a noun functions as the head and a verb as the light verb (see Figure 12 (cf. (Lehmann, 1989; Rajendran,
2004; Sarveswaran and Butt, 2019)).

However, in copular constructions, nominal predicates are identified as root. The copula verb āku
‘lit. to become’ optionally occurs in nominal predicates. Figure 3 is an example of nominal predicate
where the nominative case marked noun is identified as root and the copula verb is attached to it with
the relation cop. The negative copula verb illai appears obligatorily to express constitution negation as
in Figure 4. When the verb illai ‘not’ occurs as an existential negation, it is considered as root as seen in
Figure 5. There are instances where the nominal predicate is dative-case marked to express benefaction
as in Figure 6 and the copula is absent.

5https://universaldependencies.org/u/feat/index.html
6http://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/udpipe/
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Table 2: Sub-relations or Language-specific relations used in MWTT
Relation Description Count
nsubj:nc Non-canonical nominal subject 47
obl:tmod Temporal modifier – oblique 45
nmod:poss Nominal modifier – possessive 28
compound:lvc Light verb 18
obl:lmod Locative modifier – oblique 16

kumār vakkil (āvān
¯

)
PROPN NOUN AUX
Kumar lawyer.NOM is

nsubj cop

root

‘Kumar is a lawyer’
Figure 3: Nominal Predicate

kumār vakkil illai
PROPN NOUN AUX
Kumar lawyer.NOM not

nsubj cop

root

‘Kumar is not a lawyer’
Figure 4: illai as Copula

kumār vı̄t.t.-il illai
PROPN NOUN VERB
Kumar home-LOC not

nsubj

obl

root

‘Kumar is not at home’
Figure 5: illai as Predicate

inta paricu kumār-ukku
DET NOUN PROPN
this gift Kumar-DAT

nsubjdet

root

‘This gift is for Kumar’
Figure 6: Dative as Predicate

kumār appā.v-āl at.ikka.p pat.-t.-ān
¯PROPN NOUN VERB AUX

Kumar father-INS beat-INF PASS-PST-3.SG.M.

nsubj:pass

obl:agent aux:pass

root

‘Kumar was beaten by (his) father’
Figure 7: Subject in Passive Construction

5.2 Subjects in Tamil
In Tamil, most commonly, a nominative case marked noun phrase functions as a subject and controls
verb agreement. However, in the passive construction, the nominal subject with the nominative case
marker (not a proto-agent) is identified as nsubj:pass which controls the verb agreement and the agent as
obl:agent (see Figure 7).

Subjects in Tamil are also realised with non-nominative markers such as the dative, the instrumental
and the locative case markers. There are several discussions and diagnostic tests of Non-Nominative
Subjects (NNS) (Siguresson, 2004; Subbārāo, 2012), which include NNSs that can occur as antecedents
to anaphors and NNSs as controllers of PRO.

In NNS, the dative subject construction is the most widespread in Dravidian languages (Subbārāo,
2012) and are called experiencer subjects. Verma and Mohanan (1990) describes “in the so-called expe-
riencer subject constructions in South Asian languages, the thematically prominent argument, which we
expect to be a grammatical subject, is quite often an experiencer, and is marked with the case otherwise
associated with indirect objects”. In Tamil, stative predicates expressing the notion of mental, emotional
and physical experience require the case-marking pattern of DAT-ACC (Lehmann, 1989; Pappuswamy,
2005). The tag nsubj:nc is used to mark non-canonical subjects. Dative subjects can also occur to express
need or necessity, but the object is not explicitly marked for the accusative marker in Tamil as in Figure
8.

While expressing inalienable possession and kinship, the subject is marked with the dative in Tamil.
The verb iru ‘to be’ is used as a possessive verb (‘to have’) and occurs optionally. In such constructions,
the possessed noun is marked as root and the verb iru as a light verb i.e. compound:lvc as seen
in Figure 9. The subject is marked with the locative case marker to show the temporary or alienable
possession, and the existential verb iru ‘to be’ is used as the possessive verb (see Figure 11). When the
predicate expresses capabilitative mood in Tamil, the subject is marked for the instrumental case marker,
see Figure 10. It is also seen that the theme is marked for the accusative though the subject is NNS.
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kumār-ukku oru vı̄t.u vēn. t.um
PROPN NUM NOUN VERB

Kumar-DAT a house.NOM want

nsubj:nc

nummod obj

root

‘Kumar wants a house’
Figure 8: Dative Subject-1

en
¯

a-kku iran. t.u kul
¯
antai-kal. (iru.k-kir

¯
-ārkal.)

PRON NUM NOUN VERB
I-DAT two children be-PRES-3.PL.H.

nsubj:nc

nummod compound:lvc

root

‘I have two children’
Figure 9: Dative Subject-2

en
¯

n
¯

-āl avan
¯

-ai at.i.kk-a mut.iyum
PRON PRON VERB AUX
I-INS he-ACC beat-INF can

nsubj:nc

obj aux

root

‘I can beat him’
Figure 10: Instrumental Subject

en
¯

n
¯

-it.am iran. t.u vı̄t.u iru.k-kir
¯

-ātu
PRON NUM NOUN VERB
I-LOC two house-SG be-PRES-3.SG.N.

nsubj:nc

nummod compound:lvc

root

‘I have two houses’
Figure 11: Locative Subject

5.3 Oblique Cases
Non-core arguments are grouped under oblique cases in UD (Nivre et al., 2016). Language-specific
oblique tags to differentiate locative (obl:loc), instrumental (obl:inst), ablative (obl:abl),
sociative (obl:soc), place (obl:pmod) and temporal modifiers (obl:tmod), comparatives
(obl:cmpr), agents in passive (obl:agent) are introduced in our treebank.

5.4 Compound
The relation compound is majorly marked for noun-noun compounds in UD. In Tamil, a language-
specific tag compound:lvc is adopted for light-verb constructions where the noun occurs in juxta-
position to verb and carries the semantic content. The same tag is also used in Telugu treebank (Rama
and Vajjala, 2018), however in our case, the noun is marked as root, and the light-verb is marked as
compound:lvc as in Figure 12 following the practice in UD standard, whereas they are seen in the
reverse direction in Telugu.

Reduplication and echo-word formation are other linguistic processes that are commonly found in
many South-Asian languages (Subbārāo, 2012). They provide emphasis or distributive meaning. In
Tamil, verbs (see Figure 13), nouns, determiners, adjectives and adverbs can be reduplicated. They are
marked with the relation compound:redup.

kumār ōyvu et.u-tt-ān
¯PROPN NOUN VERB

Kumar rest take-PST-3.SG.M.

nsubj compound:lvc

root

‘Kumar took rest’
Figure 12: compound:lvc

kumār var-a(.v) +ē var-a-māt.t.-ān
¯PROPN VERB ADV VERB

Kumar come-INF EMPH come-INF
-FUT.NEG-3.SG.M.

nsubj

compound:redup

advcl:emph

root

‘Kumar won’t come (with emphasis)’
Figure 13: compound:redup

5.5 Coordination
In Tamil, most commonly the clitic -um ‘and’ (see Figure 1), -ō ‘or’, -āvatu ‘either.. or’ are added as
suffixes to each word or phrase or clause which are coordinated. The free morphemes mar. r. um ‘and’,
allatu ‘or’, and ān. āl ‘but’ are also used, similar to English coordinators. The relation conj is used to
conjoin them with the head-first approach in compliance with UD guidelines.
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5.6 Other Relations

An open clausal complement (xcomp in UD) is found in Tamil as explicated in Figure 14, where the
subject in the higher clause behaves as a subject to the subordinate predicate pār ‘to see’. The relation
nmod:poss is marked on possessive noun which is either realised in genitive case marker or oblique
stem as in Figure 15. Auxiliaries are distinguished with relations aux, aux:neg and aux:pass in
Tamil as negative and passive information are encoded as auxiliaries. Similarly, other relations such as
acl:relcl is marked for relative clauses, advcl is marked for adverbial clauses and advcl:cond
is for conditional adverbial clauses. Modifier relations such as advmod, nummod, nmod and amod are
utilised in the treebank. To capture the emphasis to the meaning of any constituent, either the emphatic
clitic -ē as a bound morpheme or the free morpheme tān. is used and identified as advmod:emph.

kumār-ukku pat.am pār.kk-a pit.ikkum
Kumar-DAT movie.ACC see-INF like

PROPN NOUN VERB AUX

nsubj:nc

obj xcomp

root

‘Kumar likes to see movies’
Figure 14: The relation xcomp

anta periya paiyan
¯

en
¯

makan
¯that big boy my son

DET ADJ NOUN PRON NOUN

det

amod

nsubj

nmod:poss

root

‘That big boy is my son’
Figure 15: The relation nmod:poss

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have reported the creation of a Modern Written Tamil Treebank (MWTT) according
to the Universal Dependencies framework.7 We followed a hybrid approach and used an existing POS
tagger and a morphological analyser to reduce manual annotation. We have also highlighted different
syntactic constructions of simple sentences found in our corpus and how those are captured using the
Universal Dependencies formalism. This treebank is useful as a benchmark dataset to evaluate syntactic
parsers and other NLP tools such as POS taggers and morphological analysers.

As part of the future work, we will extend the resource by adding other complex syntactic constructions
found in Lehmann’s grammar book and other Tamil grammar books that we can access. Further, the
Enhanced Universal Dependencies (EUD) scheme will also be incorporated to capture deep syntactic
information.
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Abstract

This work provides the first in-depth analysis of genre in Universal Dependencies (UD). In con-
trast to prior work on genre identification which uses small sets of well-defined labels in mono-
/bilingual setups, UD contains 18 genres with varying degrees of specificity spread across 114
languages. As most treebanks are labeled with multiple genres while lacking annotations about
which instances belong to which genre, we propose four methods for predicting instance-level
genre using weak supervision from treebank metadata. The proposed methods recover instance-
level genre better than competitive baselines as measured on a subset of UD with labeled in-
stances and adhere better to the global expected distribution. Our analysis sheds light on prior
work using UD genre metadata for treebank selection, finding that metadata alone are a noisy
signal and must be disentangled within treebanks before it can be universally applied.

1 Introduction

Identifying document genre automatically has long been of interest to the NLP community due to its
immediate applications both in document grouping (Petrenz, 2012) as well as task-specific data selec-
tion (Ruder and Plank, 2017; Sato et al., 2017).

Cross-lingual genre identification has however remained a challenge, mainly due to the lack of stable
cross-lingual representations (Petrenz, 2012). Recent work has shown that pre-trained masked language
models (MLMs) capture monolingual genre (Aharoni and Goldberg, 2020). Do such distinctions man-
ifest in highly multilingual spaces as well? In this work, we investigate whether this property holds for
the genre distribution in the 114 language Universal Dependencies corpus (UD version 2.8; Zeman et al.,
2021) using the multilingual mBERT MLM (Devlin et al., 2019).

In absence of an exact definition of textual genre (Kessler et al., 1997; Webber, 2009; Plank, 2016), this
work will focus on the information specifically denoted by the genres metadata tag in UD. We hope
that an in-depth, cross-lingual analysis of what this label represents will enable practitioners to better
control for the effects of domain shift in their experiments. Previous work using these UD metadata
for proxy training data selection have produced mixed results (Stymne, 2020). We investigate possible
reasons and identify inconsistencies in genre annotation. The fact that genre labels are only available at
the level of treebanks makes it difficult to gather a clear picture of the sentence-level genre distribution
— especially with some treebanks having up to 10 genre labels. We therefore investigate the degree to
which instance-level genre is recoverable using only the treebank-level metadata as weak supervision.

Our contributions entail the, to our knowledge, first detailed definition of all UD metadata genre labels
(Section 3), four weakly supervised methods for extracting instance-level genre across 114 languages
(Section 4) as well as genre identification experiments which show that our proposed two-step procedure
allows for effective genre recovery in multilingual setups where language relatedness typically outweighs
genre similarities (Section 5).1

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.

1Code available at https://personads.me/x/syntaxfest-2021-code.
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2 Related Work

The largest hurdle for cross-lingual genre classification is the lack of shared representational spaces.
Sharoff (2007) use shared POS n-grams in order to jointly classify the genre of English and Russian
documents. Petrenz (2012) similarly seek out features which are stable across languages in order to
classify English and Chinese documents into four shared genres. A recent data-driven approach finds that
monolingual MLM embeddings can be clustered into five groups closely representing the data sources
of the original corpus (Aharoni and Goldberg, 2020). In this work, we investigate whether this holds for
multilingual settings as well.

Being able to identify textual genre has been crucial for domain-specific fine-tuning (Dai et al., 2020;
Gururangan et al., 2020) including dependency parsing. For parser training, in-genre data is typically
selected by proxy of the data source (Plank and van Noord, 2011; Rehbein and Bildhauer, 2017; Sato
et al., 2017). Data-driven approaches which include automatically inferred topics based on word and
embedding distributions (Ruder and Plank, 2017) as well as POS-based approaches (Søgaard, 2011;
Rosa, 2015; Vania et al., 2019) have also been found effective.

Universal Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2020) aims to consolidate syntactic annotations for a wide vari-
ety of languages and genres under a single scheme. The latest release contains 114 languages — many
with fewer than 100 sentences. In order for languages at all resource levels to benefit from domain
adaptation, it will continue to be important to identify cross-lingually stable signals for genre. While lan-
guage labels are generally agreed upon, differences in genre are more subtle. Metadata at the treebank
level provides some insights into genres of original data sources, however these are “neither mutually
exclusive nor based on homogeneous criteria, but [are] currently the best documentation that can be
obtained” (Nivre et al., 2020).

Stymne (2020) performs an initial study on using these treebank metadata labels for the selection
of spoken and Twitter data. Results show that training on out-of-language/in-genre data is superior to
out-of-language/out-of-genre data. However the best results are obtained using in-language data regard-
less of genre-adherence. This holds across multiple methods of proxy dataset selection (e.g. treebank
embeddings; Smith et al., 2018).

Recently, Müller-Eberstein et al. (2021) have shown that combining UD genre metadata and MLM
embeddings can improve proxy training data selection for zero-shot parsing of low-resource languages.
The use of genre in their work is more implicit as it is mainly driven by the genre of the target data. In
contrast, this work takes a holistic view and explicitly examines the classification of instance-level genre
for all sentences in UD.

As genre appears to be a valuable signal, we set out to investigate how it is defined and distributed
within UD. Due to the coarse, treebank-level nature of current genre annotations, we hypothesize that a
clearer picture can only be obtained by moving to the sentence level. We therefore transition from prior
supervised document genre prediction to weakly supervised instance genre prediction. Additionally, we
expand the linguistic scope from mono- or bilingual corpora to all 114 languages currently in UD.

More generally, this task can be viewed as predicting genre labels for all sentences in all corpora of a
collection while only being given the set of labels said to be contained in each corpus.

3 UD-level Genre

We analyze genre as currently used in the genresmetadata of 200 treebanks from Universal Dependen-
cies version 2.8 (Zeman et al., 2021). Section 3.1 provides an overview of all UD genre types and Section
3.2 analyzes how these global labels relate to the subset of treebanks which do provide treebank-specific,
instance genre annotations.

3.1 Available Metadata
UD 2.8 (Zeman et al., 2021) contains 18 genres which are denoted in each treebank’s accompanying
metadata. Around 36% of treebanks contain a single genre while the remaining majority can contain
between 2–10 which are not further labeled at the instance level. There is no official description of each
genre label, however they can be roughly categorized as follows:
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� academic Collections of scientific articles covering multiple disciplines. Note that this label may
subsume others such as medical.

Ã bible Passages from the bible, frequently from older languages (e.g. Old Church Slavonic-
PROIEL by Haug and Jøhndal, 2008). Largely non-overlapping passages are used across treebanks.

x blog Internet documents on various topics which may overlap with other genres such as news.
They are typically more informal in register. Some treebanks group social media content and reviews
under this category (e.g. Russian-Taiga by Shavrina and Shapovalova, 2017).

! email Formal, written communication. This includes English-EWT’s (Silveira et al., 2014) sub-
section based on the Enronsent Corpus (Styler, 2011) as well as letters attributed to Dante Alighieri as
part of Latin-UDante (Cecchini et al., 2020).

Y fiction Mostly paragraphs from diverse sets of fiction books and magazines.

ý government The least represented genre, mainly denoting texts from governmental sources.
These include political speeches (English-GUM by Zeldes, 2017) as well as inscriptions from Neo-
Assyrian kings from around 900 BCE (Akkadian-RIAO by Luukko et al., 2020).

! grammar-examples Sentences from teaching or grammatical reference books which are typically
short, but cover a wide range of dependency relations (e.g. Tagalog-TRG by Samson and Cöltekin, 2020).

� learner-essays Small genre occurring in three single-genre treebanks. Sentences were written by
second-language learners and either contain original errors (English-ESL by Berzak et al., 2016), manual
corrections (IT-Valico by Di Nuovo et al., 2019) or both (Chinese-CFL by Lee et al., 2017).

s legal Relatively frequent genre based mostly on laws and legal corpora within the public domain.

3 medical Scientific articles/books in the field of medicine (e.g. cardiology, diabetes, endocrinology
for Romanian-SiMoNERo by Mitrofan et al., 2019). It is subsumed by academic for some treebanks (e.g.
Czech-CAC by Hladká et al., 2008).

Z news The highest-resource genre by a large margin corresponding to news-wire texts as well as
online newspapers on specific topics (e.g. IT-news in German-HDT by Borges Völker et al., 2019).

ð nonfiction Second most frequent genre with a high degree of variance, subsuming e.g. academic
and legal. German-LIT (Salomoni, 2019) contains three philosophical books from the 18th century.
Other non-fiction treebanks can originate from multiple sources (e.g. books and internet) and time spans.

W poetry Smaller, yet distinct genre covering mostly older texts and language variations (e.g. Old
French-SRCMF by Stein and Prévost, 2013).

j reviews Medium-resource genre covering informal online reviews with unnormalized orthogra-
phy (e.g. English-EWT) as well as formal reviews (e.g. newspaper film reviews in Czech-CAC).

Ç social Encompasses social media data such as tweets (e.g. Italian-TWITTIRÒ by Cignarella et al.,
2019) as well as newsgroups (e.g. English-EWT). Some spoken data is co-labeled with this genre when
it refers to colloquial speech (e.g. South Levantine Arabic-MADAR by Zahra, 2020).

Õ spoken Distinct genre which typically consists of spoken language transcriptions. Sentences
contain filler words and may have abrupt boundaries. Sources range from elicited speech of native
speakers (Komi Zyrian-IKDP by Partanen et al., 2018) to radio program transcriptions (Frisian Dutch-
Fame by Braggaar and van der Goot, 2021).

~ web Similarly ambiguous genre as non-fiction. It occurs in conjunction with specific genres such
as blog and social and never appears alone (e.g. Persian-PerDT by Sadegh Rasooli et al., 2020).

¡ wiki Denotes data from Wikipedia for which cross-lingual authoring guidelines exist.
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Figure 1: Genre Distribution in UD Version 2.8. Ranges indicate upper/lower bounds for sentences
per genre inferred from UD metadata. Center marker reflects the distribution under the assumption that
genres within treebanks are uniformly distributed. Labels above the bars indicate the number of treebanks
which contain each genre.

Figure 1 shows the approximated distribution of these genres in UD. Maximum/minimum sentence
counts are inferred from the size of single-genre treebanks plus the size of all treebanks in which a genre
is said to occur. The center line denotes the distribution under the assumption that genres are uniformly
distributed within each treebank.

It is clear that news and non-fiction constitute more than half of the entire dataset. Specialized genres
such as medical are less represented. For broader genres such as web, which frequently co-occurs with
others, the exact number of sentences is hard to estimate, but must lie between 0–20%. Considering these
large variances, access to instance-level genre will likely be crucial for effective proxy data selection and
downstream domain adaptation.

3.2 Instance-level Annotations

In addition to the aforementioned 18 treebank-level genre labels, some treebanks provide instance-level
genre annotations in the comment-metadata before each sentence. We find such annotations in 26 out of
200 treebanks in UD 2.8 amounting to 124k or 8.25% of all sentences.

Out of this set, 20 treebanks belong to the Parallel Universal Dependencies (PUD; Nivre et al., 2017).
They are split 500/500 between news and wiki, as denoted by sentence IDs beginning with n and w
respectively. The parallel nature of PUD makes it interesting for analyzing cross-lingual genre identifi-
cation performance. However these two genres only represent a small fraction of non-fiction texts and
furthermore, each PUD-treebank is test-split-only. Note also that Polish-PUD as an exception has the
metadata labels news and non-fiction.

The remaining six treebanks for which we were able to identify instance-level genre annotations are
Belarusian-HSE (Lyashevskaya et al., 2017), Czech-CAC (Hladká et al., 2008), English-EWT (Silveira et
al., 2014), German-LIT (Salomoni, 2019), Polish-LFG (Patejuk and Przepiórkowski, 2018) and Russian-
Taiga (Shavrina and Shapovalova, 2017). They cover a wider set of 12 genres. Annotation schema
vary across treebanks and are neither fully compatible amongst each other nor with the 18 UD labels.
Approximate mappings can however be drawn thanks to source data documentation by the respective
authors (Section 4.2).

Further comment-metadata which may guide genre separation within treebanks includes document,
paragraph and source identifiers. Again, these are unfortunately not available for all sentences (although
coverage of these metadata reaches up to 45%) and their values do not provide further indications about
genre adherence.
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4 Instance Genre from Treebank Labels

From the previous analysis, it is evident that finer-grained genre labels are needed before domain adap-
tation can be successful across all languages.

Formally, the task of predicting instance-level UD genre can be defined as assigning a set of labels
L = {l0, l1, . . . , lK} (i.e. genres) to all instances xn of a corpus X (i.e. UD). The corpus consists of S
distinct subsets X = {X0 ∪ X1 ∪ . . . ∪ XS} (i.e. treebanks) each with a subset of labels Ls ⊆ L. As no
instance-level labels xn → l are available, models must learn this mapping based solely on the subset of
labels said to be contained in each data subset Xs → Ls.

4.1 Genre Prediction Methods

As instance-level labels are noisy and sparse, we investigate two classification-based and two clustering-
based approaches for inferring instance genre labels from the treebank metadata Ls alone. Building on
Müller-Eberstein et al. (2021), our proposed methods leverage latent genre information in the pre-trained
mBERT language model (Devlin et al., 2019).

BOOT In order to select proxy training data which matches the genre of an unseen target, Müller-
Eberstein et al. (2021) propose a bootstrapping-based approach to genre classification (BOOT). An
mBERT-based classifier (Devlin et al., 2019) is initially trained on sentences from single-genre tree-
banks, corresponding to standard supervised classification. Above a confidence threshold (i.e. softmax
probability of 0.99), sentences from treebanks containing a known genre in mixture are bootstrapped as
single-genre training data for the next round. After bootstrapping sentences from all known genres, the
remaining unclassified instances of any treebank containing a single unknown genre are inferred to be
of that last genre. While this method was previously used for targeted data selection, we investigate the
degree to which it actually recovers instance-level genre.

CLASS With approximate classification (CLASS), we simplify BOOT to naively learn instance genre
labels from weak supervision. It fine-tunes the same mBERT MLM with a 18-genre classification layer
on the [CLS]-token. For single-genre treebanks it is possible to measure the exact cross entropy between
the predicted probability and the target (i.e. xn → l with l ∈ Ls and |Ls| = 1). For multi-genre treebanks
with |Ls| > 1, this is not possible as the gold label is unknown. For the CLASS approach, each sentence
from a k-genre treebank is therefore classified k times — once for each class in Ls.

GMM In addition to classification, we also evaluate two common clustering algorithms. First we
investigate whether clusters formed by untuned MLM sentence embeddings (mean over sentence sub-
words) represent genre to such a degree that Gaussian Mixture Models can recover the 18 UD genre
groups. For monolingual data from five genres, such clusters were shown to be recoverable (Aharoni and
Goldberg, 2020). We extend this approach to the 114 language setting of UD.

LDA As all methods so far are to some degree dependent on the pre-trained MLM representations,
we also evaluate the recoverability of genre using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei et al., 2003) with
lexical features. Feature vectors are constructed using the frequency of character 3–6-grams.

Cluster Labeling Both clustering methods produce 18 groups of sentences from UD, however these
will not carry meaningful labels as with classification. While labels could be assigned manually post-hoc
by matching representative sentences in each cluster to one of the 18 global UD genres, this process is
bound to be subjective and also depends on the annotator to be fluent in most of the 114 languages.

In order to automate this procedure, we propose GMM+L and LDA+L which combine clustering and
classification. Both methods start by clustering each treebank Xs into the number of genres specified by
its metadata (note that standard GMM and LDA cluster all of UD at once, i.e. X ).

Next, the mean embedding of each cluster is computed such that they can be compared in a single
representational space. Note that this would not be possible using monolingual models as their latent
spaces are not as cross-lingually aligned. Analogous to BOOT, single-genre treebanks can then be used
as a single-label signal such that the closest cluster from each treebank containing the respective genre
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can be extracted. Newly identified clusters are added to the pool of single-genre clusters. This process
need only be repeated for three rounds before all sentences in UD can be assigned a single label.

Using these four methods, we aim to assign a single genre label to each sentence in UD. By comparing
model ablations, we further depart from prior work and explicitly quantify the genre information in MLM
embeddings as well as how it manifests within and across treebanks in UD.

4.2 Supervised Evaluation
For the 26 treebanks with instance genre labels, we are able to measure standard F1 after applying a
mapping from the treebank-specific labels to the 18 global UD genre labels. The mapping was created
according to the following criteria.

First, we only allowed treebank-specific genre labels to be mapped to the set of UD genre labels
specified in each treebank’s metadata.

Second, if possible treebank labels are mapped to UD labels of the same name (e.g. fiction →
fiction) or to the closest subsuming category (e.g. spoken (prepared)→ spoken).

Third, decisions involving subjective uncertainty were based on the label which covers the majority
of data sources. E.g., Czech-CAC has the metadata label set {legal, medical, news, non-fiction, reviews}
and only three types of instance labels (aw, nw, sw). The sw (scientific-written) label is attached to
many medical articles, but also to articles on philosophy or music. While academic may be the most
fitting label, it is not in the metadata. As such we chose the broader non-fiction as the target label.

The full mapping is in Appendix A and we hope future work will be able to expand upon it.

4.3 Unsupervised Evaluation
For the remaining 174 treebanks without sentence-level gold labels it is difficult to measure the exact
quality of the predicted genre distributions. Nonetheless, treebank annotations provide enough informa-
tion for approximate, global comparisons.

Based on label/cluster assignments, it is possible to compute the standard cluster purity measure (PUR;
Schütze et al., 2008). Across treebanks of the same genre, the majority of sentences should belong to
the same label/cluster. We measure this using the ratio of cross-treebank label agreement (AGR). As in
prior work (Aharoni and Goldberg, 2020) it is important to note that the aforementioned metrics can be
misleading when taken on their own: A perfect score can for example be achieved by simply assigning
all instances to the same genre.

To mitigate this issue we turn to the expected overlap of inter-treebank genre distributions. For multi-
genre treebanks, it is known which genres are present, but not how they are distributed. Since treebanks
are expected to have a certain amount of overlap, we can however estimate a global error. A {fiction, spo-
ken, wiki} treebank should for example have no clusters in common with a {news} treebank, but should
have many sentences in the same clusters as a {fiction, medical, spoken} one. Assuming that genres are
uniformly distributed within each treebank, the first pair would share 0 mass between distributions while
the second pair would share 2

3 . Intuitively, a good prediction would produce a global genre distribution
that falls precisely between the metadata range bars of Figure 1, close to the center markers.

To quantify the overlap between two treebank genre distributions p and q over the genres in Ls, we
use the discrete Bhattacharyya coefficient:

BC(p, q) =
∑

l∈Ls

√
p(l)q(l) (1)

which has often been applied to distributional comparisons (Choi and Lee, 2003; Ruder and Plank,
2017). It is computed for all pairs of treebanks such that the overlap error ∆BC ∈ [0, 100] is the mean
absolute difference between the expected distributional overlap of each treebank pair and the predicted
one (i.e. lower is better).

While none of these metrics can individually provide an exact measure of a prediction method’s fit to
the UD-specified distribution, they complement each other as to allow for global comparisons in absence
of any sentence-level annotations.
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Figure 2: Genre Predictions on UD (Test). Ranges indicate upper/lower bounds inferred from UD
metadata and the distribution under treebank-level uniformity at the center marker. Bars show averaged
distribution predictions with standard deviations by FREQ, ZERO, BOOT, CLASS, GMM+L and LDA+L.

5 Experiments

5.1 Setup

Data From the 1.5 million sentences in UD, we construct global training, development and testing
splits. All original test splits are left unchanged and gathered into one global test split containing 204k
sentences. Note that test-only treebanks and languages are thereby never seen during training or tun-
ing. For instance-level, supervised evaluation, this means that all PUD treebanks and German-LIT are
excluded, leaving five treebanks for tuning.

Next, all original training and development splits are concatenated and split 10/90 into a global training
and development split with 102k and 915k sentences respectively. The reason for this small “training”
split is that it is only required for training CLASS and BOOT. Within it, we again split the data 70/30
(71k and 31k sentences) for classifier training and held-out data for early stopping. All exact splits are
provided in Appendix A.

Baselines For our comparisons, we use a maximum frequency baseline (FREQ) which labels all
sentences within a treebank with the metadata genre label that is most frequent overall. For example, in
any treebank containing news, all instances are labeled as such.

In order to measure the untuned classification performance of mBERT, we propose an additional zero-
shot classification baseline (ZERO). Prior research has found that classifying sentences based solely on
their cosine similarity to genre label strings in MLM embedding space can be remarkably effective (Veer-
anna et al., 2016; Yin et al., 2019; Davison, 2020). For example, a sentence is labeled as academic if this
is the closest embedded label out of all 18 genre strings.

Training Every method from Section 4.1 is run with three initializations. CLASS and BOOT are
trained for a maximum of 30 epochs with an early stopping patience of 3. ZERO, GMM+L and LDA+L

(by extension GMM, LDA) do not require training and can be directly applied to the target data. Imple-
mentation details and development results are reported in Appendices B and C.

5.2 Results

Using the 8% subset of annotated instances (Section 4.2) in addition to the unsupervised metrics from
Section 4.3, we can gather an estimate of each method’s performance in Table 1. UD-level genre predic-
tions in addition to instance-level confusions are further visualized in Figures 2 and 3.

Baselines The FREQ baseline highlights the issue of using individual unsupervised metrics for esti-
mating performance. As it assigns all sentences per treebank to the same genre, it automatically achieves
100% single-genre treebank purity and agreement. Considering that the instance-level F1 covers 12 gen-
res, a baseline score of 47 is also competitive. Note that this is mostly due to the data imbalance towards
news. This unlikely distribution predicted by FREQ is also reflected in Figure 2.
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METHOD PUR AGR ∆BC F1

FREQ 100±0.0 100±0.0 21±0.0 47±0.0

ZERO 46±0.0 56±0.0 47±0.0 12±0.0

CLASS 83±1.4 63±3.9 34±1.1 32±0.9

BOOT 86±0.4 70±0.7 29±0.3 38±1.2

GMM 90±0.5 45±2.6 31±0.3 —
+LABELS 100±0.0 100±0.0 4±0.2 54±2.1

LDA 77±0.8 34±2.6 31±0.2 —
+LABELS 100±0.0 100±0.0 2±0.1 51±1.5

Table 1: Results of Genre Prediction on UD (Test). Purity (PUR ↑), agreement (AGR ↑), overlap error
(∆BC ↓) and micro-F1 over instance-labeled TBs (F1 ↑) for FREQ, ZERO, CLASS, BOOT and GMM,
LDA with/without cluster label predictions (+LABELS). Standard deviation denoted ±.

ZERO-shot classification is not fine-tuned on UD-specific signals and as such predicts a genre distri-
bution that does not adhere to the metadata at all (see Figure 2). It severely underpredicts high-frequency
genres such as news and overpredicts less frequent genres such as email. This reflects in our metrics,
with ZERO obtaining the lowest PUR, AGR and F1 while having the highest ∆BC of 47.

Classification With regard to explicit genre fine-tuning, CLASS increases purity by 38 points com-
pared to ZERO. Agreement across treebanks also improves, while overlap error decreases. These differ-
ences are also reflected in Figure 2 in that the predicted distribution is more within the range that would
be expected given the metadata.

BOOT fits the UD genre distribution more closely, resulting in a purity that is 4 points higher and
agreement that is 11 points higher than CLASS. F1 also increases by 6 points while overlap error de-
creases by 4 points, indicating that these improvements are not merely due to e.g. assigning all sentences
to the same genre. While instance-level F1 is below the FREQ baseline, both methods improve upon the
untuned ZERO by a factor of 3.

The benefits of the less noisy training signal are visible in Figure 2: Compared to CLASS, BOOT

predicts labels in a way that more closely resembles the expected distribution even when the label only
occurs in multi-genre treebanks and is ambiguous (e.g. web). While BOOT agrees upon the same genre-
label across languages (e.g. all social treebanks are labeled as such), CLASS tends to overassign the
globally most frequent labels (e.g. half of social treebanks are labeled wiki) and has a larger variance in
its assignments across initializations.

Clustering GMM clusters from untuned mBERT embeddings follow the distribution specified by
UD metadata more than the LDA clusters produced from lexical information. Although sentence rep-
resentations are gathered using a naive mean-pooling approach, the resulting clusters reach 90% PUR

compared to 77% for LDA. AGR follows a similar pattern and ∆BC is equivalent.
Turning to our cluster labelling approaches, both GMM+L and LDA+L obtain the highest overall F1

scores, outperforming both baselines. They achieve 100% PUR and AGR by the same process as the
FREQ-baseline while their overlap error is significantly lower at 4 and 2 points respectively. Figure 2
reflects this, as GMM+L and LDA+L are always closest to the expected genre distribution, regardless
of overall genre frequency. This shows how focusing on treebank-internal differences before applying
a global labelling procedure combines the benefits of local clustering with the benefits of bootstrapped
classification, resulting in an effective overall method.

5.3 Analysis

From the F1 scores in Table 1 it is clear that predicting instance genre based on treebank metadata alone
— while accounting for its skewed distribution and inter-treebank shifts of genre definitions — is a
difficult task. In the following we analyze the performance characteristics of each method.
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Figure 3: Confusions of Instance-level Genre. Ratios of predicted labels (columns) per target (row) for
ZERO, BOOT, CLASS, FREQ, GMM+L, LDA+L on test splits of 26 instance-annotated treebanks.

Overall, trends of the unsupervised metrics follow the supervised F1, leading us to believe that the
methods would behave comparatively should labels for all instances in UD be available. The confusion
matrices with prediction ratios per gold label in Figure 3 reflect our previous observations.

Baselines The FREQ baseline’s predictions are clearly dominated by the most frequent news genre,
followed by the similarly high frequency non-fiction and blog (see Figure 3d).

ZERO appears to follow a pattern similar to BOOT (e.g. blog and email), however it also makes more
predictions away from the diagonal (see Figure 3a).

Classification Both CLASS (Figure 3c) and BOOT (Figure 3b) assign most instances of a genre to a
single prediction label, often strongly aligning with the target diagonal. CLASS more often assigns a sin-
gle label per target instead of spreading out predictions across multiple labels as in BOOT. Nonetheless,
both methods make some unintuitive errors such as BOOT classifying parts of poetry as wiki. For these
68 samples from Russian-Taiga, BOOT likely overfits the language signal from Russian-GSD (McDonald
et al., 2013; wiki).

Compared to ZERO which approximates the predictions of an untuned mBERT model, BOOT and
CLASS fine-tuning appears to amplify existing patterns and shifts some predictions to better align with
genres as defined in UD (e.g. fiction and legal in BOOT).

Clustering Grouping all 1.5 million sentences of UD into 18 unlabeled clusters using GMM and
LDA results in purity and ∆BC comparable to CLASS and BOOT. However, looking into the cluster
contents of the former reveals that they are oversaturated with large treebanks such as German-HDT.
Cosine similarities of cluster centroids from the mBERT-based GMM further indicate that proximity
corresponds foremost to language similarity.

Some clusters predominantly contain news, wiki or social. This corresponds to cases such as the Italian
Twitter treebank TWITTIRÒ in which specific tokens (e.g. “@user”) are distinct enough to override the
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language signal. Overall, most UD-level clusters do not have clear genre distinctions and are influenced
more strongly by language than genre, resulting in high treebank purity while having low intra-treebank
agreement. Attempting to cross-lingually cluster all sentences in UD directly is therefore not as effective
for recovering instance-level genre as it was in the monolingual setting (Aharoni and Goldberg, 2020).

Initially constructing clusters within each treebank as in the GMM+L and LDA+L methods appears
to restore the benefits observed in the monolingual setting. A qualitative analysis of the treebank-level
LDA clusters reveals that wiki clusters often contain lexical indicators for the genre, such as brackets,
while news features often contain n-grams which may be related to spoken quotes such as “said”, “Ik ”
(first person pronoun).

Attaching labels to these clusters using the globally shared mBERT space yields confusion plots for
GMM+L and LDA+L which most closely follow the diagonal (see Figures 3e and 3f). Overall, their
predictions follow a similar pattern indicating that clustering at the treebank-level using either mBERT
embeddings or lexical features results in similar sentence groups.

Within the instance-labeled subset, all models share confusions between news and wiki (mainly from
PUD). While wiki is often predicted as news, both GMM+L and LDA+L substantially improve upon this
“news-bias” with a confusion ratio that is 13%–56% lower compared to all other methods. The sentence-
bounded context from which all models must make their genre predictions nonetheless limits the amount
of improvement possible. For example, using the aforementioned LDA features the algorithm would very
likely be unable to distinguish between news and wiki (both non-fiction, edited texts describing facts) for
cases such as, “Weiss was honored with the literature prizes from the cities of Cologne and Bremen.”

6 Discussion and Conclusion

This work provided an in-depth analysis of the 18 genres in Universal Dependencies (UD) and identified
challenges for projecting this treebank metadata to the instance level. As these genre labels were not
part of the first UD releases, but were added in later versions, we identified large variations in the way
they are interpreted and applied — resulting in far less universal definitions of genre than for syntactic
dependencies. Most treebanks furthermore contain multiple genres while not providing finer-grained
instance-level annotations thereof. This also sheds light on prior work which used UD metadata for
training data selection, where treebank-level genre improved in-language parsing performance (Stymne,
2020) and where moving to instance-level genre signals lead to additional increases even across lan-
guages (Müller-Eberstein et al., 2021).

Building on the latent genre information stored in MLM embeddings, we investigated four methods for
projecting treebank-level labels to the instance level. In contrast to prior monolingual work, immediately
clustering multilingual embeddings yielded clusters dominated by language similarity instead of genre
(Section 5.3). Similarly, zero-shot labelling using the untuned mBERT latent space proved to be insuf-
ficient for producing a genre distribution which adheres to the UD metadata. The classification-based
CLASS and BOOT methods are able to extract a stronger genre signal from mBERT than ZERO.

Our proposed GMM+L and LDA+L methods which combine local treebank clusters with the global,
cross-lingual representation space reach the best overall performance, outperforming both baselines as
well as both classification methods at a much lower computational cost (Section 5.2; Appendix B). This
highlights how the current genre annotations are far from universal, yet can still guide our local-to-global
instance-level genre predictors in identifying cross-lingually consistent, data-driven notions of genre.

Future work may be able to improve instance genre prediction by using a more consistent label set
or human annotations. The definition of genre macro-classes or a broader taxonomy covering existing
annotations could also guide further investigations into cross-lingual language variation. Nonetheless,
we expect the task of predicting sentence genre to remain difficult due to the short context within which
both annotators and models must make their predictions.

Within the complex scenario of highly cross-lingual, instance-level genre classification, our methods
have nonetheless demonstrated that genre is recoverable across the 114 languages in UD — shedding
light on prior genre-driven work as well as enabling future research to more deliberately control for
additional dimensions of language variation in their data.
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Appendix

A Universal Dependencies Setup

All experiments make use of Universal Dependencies v2.8 (Zeman et al., 2021). From the total set of
202 treebanks, we use all except for the following two (due to licensing restrictions): Arabic-NYUAD
and Japanese-BCCWJ. In total 1.51 million sentences are used in our experiments.

Data Splits The experiments in Section 5 use the 204k global test split. Initial comparisons were
performed on the 915k dev set. The 102k training split was used to fine-tune CLASS and BOOT. For
early stopping, 31k sentences from the latter split were used as a held-out set. The exact instances are
available in the associated code repository for future reproducibility.

Genre Mapping For 26 treebanks with instance-level genre labels in the metadata comments before
each sentence, we created mappings from the treebank genre labels to the UD genre label set according to
the guidelines described in Section 4.2. The genre metadata typically either follow the format genre =
X or are implied by the document source specified in the sentence ID (e.g. sent_id = genre-...).
There are a total of 91 mappings which will be made available with the codebase upon publication.

B Model and Training Details

The following describes architecture and training details for all methods. When not further defined,
default hyperparameters are used. Implementations and predictions are available in the code repository
at https://personads.me/x/syntaxfest-2021-code.

Infrastructure Neural models are trained on an NVIDIA A100 GPU with 40 GB of VRAM.

Language Model This work uses mBERT (Devlin et al., 2019) as implemented in the Transformers
library (Wolf et al., 2020) as bert-base-multilingual-cased. Embeddings are of size demb =
768 and the model has 178 million parameters. To create sentence embeddings, we use the mean-pooled
WordPiece embeddings (Wu et al., 2016) of the final layer.

Classification CLASS and BOOT build on the standard mBERT architecture as follows: mBERT→
CLS-token → linear layer (demb × 18) → softmax. The training has an epoch limit of 30 with early
stopping after 3 iterations without improvements on the development set. Backpropagation is performed
using AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) with a learning rate of 10−7 on batches of size 16. The fine-
tuning procedure requires GPU hardware which can host mBERT, corresponding to 10 GB of VRAM.
Training on the 71k relevant instances takes approximately 10 hours.

Clustering Both Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei et al.,
2003; LDA) use scikit-learn v0.23 (Pedregosa et al., 2011). LDA uses bags of character 3–6-grams
which occur in at least 2 and in at most 30% of sentences. GMMs use the mBERT sentence embeddings
as input. Both methods are CPU-bound and cluster all treebanks in UD in under 45 minutes.

Random Initializations Each experiment is run thrice using the seeds 41, 42 and 43.
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C Additional Results

Table 2 shows results on the 915k development split of UD. Performance patterns are similar to those
on the test split: the labeled clustering methods GMM+L and LDA+L perform best out of our proposed
methods and outperform the baselines on the majority of metrics. With respect to classification, BOOT

outperforms both the noisier CLASS and ZERO. Note that the frequency baseline FREQ performs espe-
cially well on the dev set, since only 5 of 26 instance labeled treebanks are included and 4 of these have
the majority genre news.

METHOD PUR AGR ∆BC F1

FREQ 100±0.0 100±0.0 23±0.0 27±0.0

ZERO 43±0.0 66±0.0 50±0.0 5±0.0

CLASS 87±1.2 77±3.9 29±1.9 9±4.5

BOOT 95±0.2 100±0.0 24±0.3 16±1.0

GMM 92±0.1 55±5.5 30±0.7 —
+LABELS 100±0.0 100±0.0 5±0.1 17±1.6

LDA 88±1.0 42±2.2 30±0.2 —
+LABELS 100±0.0 100±0.0 5±0.0 15±0.9

Table 2: Results of Genre Prediction on UD (Dev). Purity (PUR ↑), agreement (AGR ↑), overlap error
(∆BC ↓) and micro-F1 over instance-labeled TBs (F1 ↑) for FREQ, ZERO, CLASS, BOOT and GMM,
LDA with/without labels. Standard deviation denoted ±.
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Abstract 

In this contribution we briefly present methodological and theoretical aspects of the “Asia Mi-

nor Greek in Contact” (AMGiC) treebank. AMGiC is a project in preparation that comprises 

annotated sentences of contact-induced morphosyntactic change observed in Greek varieties 

spoken in the region of Cappadocia in Anatolia until the beginning of the 20th century. The 

treebank is being compiled in accordance with the Universal Dependency annotation scheme 

and incorporates a geodemographic and a sociolinguistic component in its metadata so that it 

serves as a tool for comprehensive research in the domain of language contact. 

1 An Asia Minor Greek treebank focusing on language contact 

“Asia Minor Greek in Contact” (AMGiC) is a treebank in preparation which follows the Universal 

Dependencies (UD) annotation scheme (Nivre et al. 2020, Marneffe et al. 2021). The treebank, which 

we present herein, is characterized by two “peculiarities”: 

a) AMGiC consists of material from Inner Asia Minor Greek (AMG). Inner AMG comprises several 

interrelated but clearly distinct Cappadocian subdialects as well as the varieties of Silliot and Pharasiot 

(cf. Manolessou, 2019). Cappadocian Greek (CG), Silliot and Pharasiot are in fact classified as distinct 

dialects (cf. Janse, 2020: 203). Nevertheless, there are several arguments in favor of examining these 

dialects together: the dialects share several lexical and grammatical similarities, in terms of geography 

they were all located in central Anatolia1 and they were all subject to considerable influence of Turkish 

varieties. Given that the ISO 639-3 code we utilize for AMGiC is cpg, i.e. “Cappadocian Greek”, we 

sometimes employ CG as a pars pro toto designation for all Inner AMG varieties. Thus, the terms ‘CG’ 

and ‘Inner AMG’ are interchangeable in our text unless we specify the (sub)dialect within Inner AMG. 

b) The treebank chiefly gleans instantiations of sentences which exhibit cases of Contact-Induced 

MorphoSyntactic Phenomena (CIMSP) triggered by a century-long contact between Greek and Turkish 

varieties in Central Anatolia. The impact of Turkish on CG is regarded in the relevant literature as a par 

excellence case of intensive Language Contact (LC) which led the Greek (sub)dialects to significant 

grammatical changes (cf. Thomason and Kaufman, 1988; Thomason, 2001; Johanson, 2002; Winford, 

2003). Several CIMSP attested in CG have been thoroughly examined and analyzed (cf. e.g. Janse, 

2009a; Kappler, 2011) yet there is neither an annotated CG treebank nor a detailed list of these phe-

nomena. AMGiC aims to offer both. 

 

 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http://creativecom-
mons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 
1 The term ‘Anatolia’ is usually identified with the Asian part of Turkey although, geographically, it is more correct to 
distinguish the Mesopotamian area of southeastern modern Turkey from the Anatolian one. The terms ‘Anatolia’ and ‘Asia 
Minor’ are used as synonymous here.  
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AMGiC aligns with BOUN Laz treebank in offering a UD compliant treebank of a linguistically under-

studied Anatolian variety (cf. Türk et al, 2020). It also resembles Turkish–German code-switching tree-

bank (Çetinoğlu and Çöltekin, 2019) inasmuch as AMGiC is similarly a treebank having a “special 

focus” on contact-induced grammatical phenomena occurring within the boundaries of a sentence. On 

the other hand, AMGiC’s architecture entails certain novelties which we briefly present below.  

The structure of this paper is as follows: in section 2 we provide some information regarding the 

linguistic profile of the varieties we will examine (§2.1), we argue in favor of the relevance of a UD 

approach to Inner AMG/CG in the light of a “peculiar” syntactic structure of the variety (§2.2) and we 

present the methodology we follow towards the compilation of AMGiC (§2.3). In section 3 we deal 

with certain particularities of the Inner AMG/CG treebank and we refer to some challenges that emerge 

while working on AMGiC. Section 4 sums up our discussion and highlights the importance of the prep-

aration of an annotated treebank of these Greek varieties. 

 

2 Grammatical Features of Inner AMG/CG and the AMGiC treebank 

2.1 Introductory remarks 

Inner AMG/CG (and related varieties) were spoken in Anatolia until 1923, the year when a population 

exchange between Greece and Turkey obliged CG speakers to abandon their homeland. The diachronic 

development of CG varieties is shrouded in mystery due to the absence of any written records until the 

end of the 19th century when certain writers present some short text collections which are however very 

unsystematically collected. It was a single work published in 1916 by Dawkins, a British scholar, who 

conducted in situ research in central Anatolia and compiled a grammar of Inner AMG (sub)dialects, 

that shed light on the linguistic situation in Cappadocia at that time. Along with reporting and recording 

the Greek dialects in a region in which Turkish was expected to be dominant, Dawkins also emphasized 

that CG was shaped under the intensive influence of Turkish varieties to the extent that Dawkins apho-

ristically stated that “the Turkish has replaced the Greek spirit; the body has remained Greek, but the 

soul has become Turkish” (Dawkins, 1916: 198). The dramatic undertones of Dawkins are suggestive 

of the fact that CG has undergone a substantial grammatical restructuring that differentiates it from the 

rest of the Greek dialects, even from Pontic or Aegean AMG. Some of the contact-induced grammatical 

features that CG developed under the Turkish influence is the borrowing of numerous free grammatical 

elements (cf. Melissaropoulou and Ralli, 2020), development of agglutinating-like declension and con-

jugation (cf. Janse, 2009b, 2019; Karatsareas, 2016; Revithiadou et al., 2017), encliticization of the 

copula verb, left-branching/head-final syntactic structures etc. It is due to all these contact-induced fea-

tures that Janse (2009a: 37) described CG as a “mixed language” (similarly Winford, 2003 referred to 

CG as “a Greek Turkish mixture”).  

While Dawkins had already provided us with a first-detailed list of the contact-induced phenomena 

(Dawkins, 1916: 209), there are only few attempts to revise this list in the light of state-of-the-art LC 

research (cf. Theodoridi, 2017 and Karantzola et al., forthc.) and, crucially, there is no annotated tree-

bank of Cappadocian2. AMGiC aims to offer a treebank of that sort with a focus on contact-induced 

phenomena which attract the interest of LC scholars as well as with a sociolinguistic metadata compo-

nent to which we will refer in section 3 below. 

 

2.2 Dealing with syntactic issues 

An obvious advantage of a UD analysis for CG is the fact that this facilitates an immediate typological 

comparison between - for instance - CG and Standard Modern Greek (SMG) or Standard Turkish. Not-

withstanding their Greek provenance, several Cappadocian varieties’ syntactic structures considerably 

differ from respective SMG ones. Consider example (1) below:  

 

 

2 A CG Dialectal Atlas as well as a Dialectal eDictionary have been announced within the framework of  the DiCaDLand 

(Digitizing the Cappadocian Dialectal Landscape) project, cf. http://cappadocian.upatras.gr/en. 
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(1)3 Inner AMG/CG: Settlement of Ulaghátsh4 

írte ‘na devjú manajú t’ to spit 

come.AOR.3SG. a-giant.GEN. mother.GEN. POSS. the-house.ACC. 

“(S/he) came to the house of the mother of a giant.” 

In CG sentence in (1) the genitive complements of the noun phrases are preposed. In simple words, 

the head of the noun phrase (NP) spit (No
1) has a possessive complement in genitive, namely manajú 

(No
2) which in turn has another noun in genitive as a complement, namely devjú. Schematically, this 

can be written down as follows: [[[NP] ← No
2] ←No

1]. 

 

In Standard MG such an array of complements is ungrammatical. The default syntactic order of a 

“genitive chain” of possessive constructions would be as in (2): 

 

 

(2) Standard Modern Greek  

írthe s-to spíti tis mánas enós ghíghanda 

come.AOR.3SG. to-the-house.ACC. the-mother.GEN. a-giant.GEN. 

“(S/he) came to the house of the mother of a giant.” 

 

So, the structure of the phrase in (1) is as follows: [No
1 → [No

2 → [NP]]]. It is similarly grammatical 

to prepose the entire embedded phrase for topicalization/focalization yielding a phrase like this: tis 

mánas enós ghíghanda to spíti (the-mother.GEN. a-giant.GEN. the-house.NOM./ACC.). In that case the 

structural analysis involves a phrasal movement, not a directionality shift: [[No
2 → [NP]]i N

o
1 → [No

2 

→ [NP]]i]. As expected, a phrase comprising head bidirectionality or extraction from Complex NP5 is 

ungrammatical: *enós ghíghanda tis mánas to spíti (the-giant.GEN. the-mother.GEN. the-

house.NOM./ACC.). 

Now, after applying the UD annotation scheme on (1) and (2) the respective sentences can be visu-

alized as follows:  

 

Figure 1: UD annotation scheme visualization of CG sentence (1) 

 

 

3 Cf. Dawkins, 1916: 378. Cf. also discussion in Theodoridi, 2017: 489. 
4 Ulaghátsh (Turkish spelling: Ul(u)ağaç) was one of the approximately twenty Cappadocian villages in which CG was spoken. 
The varieties spoken in each village differed from each other with respect to the degree of the Turkish influence they exhibited 
(cf. e.g. Karatsareas, 2011: 11ff).Thus, CG should be understood as a cover term of interrelated yet distinct dialectal varieties. 
Due to this extended variation within CG, we regularly refer to “CG (sub)varieties”. The CG variety of Ulaghátsh was one of 

the most heavily influenced by Turkish (Dawkins, 1916: 209; Janse, 2020: 203f) and therefore also one of the most interesting 
for observing CIMSP. 
5 On the Complex NP Constraint -which stems from a generative theoretical framework- cf. Bošković, 2015. 
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Figure 2: UD annotation scheme visualization of SMG sentence (2) 

 

The contrastive presentation of CG and SMG does not only serve to illustrate the difference in the 

directionality of head dependencies but also presents an explicit analysis of these structures which is 

typologically useful. Although we do not want to attempt a thorough comparison between dependency 

grammar and other models of syntactic analysis, it is tantalizing to think of proposals within the gener-

ative grammar framework which may turn to be less clear-cut in the description of typological differ-

entiation and change - consider e.g. the “Linear Correspondence Axiom” proposed by Kayne (1994), a 

theory that postulates a universal head-complement syntactic linearization, opposes the head direction-

ality parameter and accounts for typological variation by means of constituent movements which cannot 

be easily justified by default word orders. On these grounds, a UD approach can be deemed more ap-

propriate for a straightforward typological analysis. 

Another advantage of a UD analysis is the fact that the annotation scheme “obliges” the annotator 

to make a decision about the exact description of an observed phenomenon. This is especially relevant 

in cases of varieties such as AMG/CG which lack a linguistically based descriptive grammar. For in-

stance, in (1) the CG sentence entails the phrase manajú t’ that can be roughly translated as ‘mother of 

him’ with t’ referring to the noun devjú. The structure is unknown to non-CG Greek dialects and Daw-

kins (1916: 201) was right in indicating the Turkish 3rd person possessive ending -(s)I (Göksel and 

Kerslake 2005: 45) as the trigger for the formation in the Cappadocian variety.6 In our annotation we 

analyze t’ as a pleonastic nominal and we assign it the UD expl7 label. The expl label has also been 

used for the annotation of constructions involving clitic doubling in Modern Greek8, constructions that 

exist in AMG/CG as well. In doing so, we draw a distinction between the influence of Turkish and the 

replication of a phenomenon in Greek: The Turkish structure is adopted yet by means of existing syn-

tactic features of the Greek variety.9 Accordingly, the cross-linguistic typological uniformity of the UD 

annotation scheme discourages ad hoc analyses for phenomena noted in less studied linguistic varieties. 

 

2.3 Inner AMG textual sources and the compilation of AMGiC 

 

As afore-mentioned, Dawkins was the sole researcher to collect texts of Inner AMG in situ, i.e. in 

Anatolia before 1923’s population exchange and therefore his opus is a principal textual source for 

AMGiC. After the population exchange, the Centre for Asia Minor Studies10 published a number of 

grammars on AMG (sub)dialects: on the dialect of the settlement of Ulaghátsh  (Kesisoglou, 1951), on 

Aravaní (Phosteris and Kesisoglou, 1960), on Anakú (Costakis, 1964), on Sílli (Costakis, 1968). These 

works along with Dawkins 1916 constitute the pool for the “mining” of sentences that comprise CIMSP 

which are in turn annotated for AMGiC. The treebank is not exhaustive, in the sense that not all sen-

tences featuring contact-induced phenomena are included. It is however representative of all phenom-

 

6 Compare the Standard Turkish equivalent of (1): devin anne-si-nin evine geldi (= giant.GEN. mother.his.GEN. house.DAT 

come.3SG.PAST. 
7 https://universaldependencies.org/u/dep/expl.html 
8 Cf. https://universaldependencies.org/el/dep/expl.html 
9 Joseph (2000: 22) argued that “the syntactic similarities found in Sprachbünde and other contact situations tend to be 
superficial in nature and are really a matter of a convergence in surface structure, rather than in deep structure”.  This can also 

mean that languages tend to get grammatically similar by generalizing existing structures of each language.  
10 http://en.kms.org.gr/ 
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ena of that sort. Hence, upon completion, AMGiC will comprise instantiations of every single morpho-

syntactic phenomenon that emerged due to LC. Αn indicative list of these phenomena and their prede-

fined tags is as follows:  

 
1.3. FrGrEl = Free Grammatical Elements  

1.3.1. AdvMod = Modal Adverb  

1.3.2. AdvTime = Time Adverb  

1.3.3. AdvSp = Space Adverbs  

1.3.4. ConjCo = Conjunction/Coordinator(s)  

1.3.5. ConjSub = Conjunction/Subordinator  

1.3.6. Det = Determiners  

1.3.7. EmphPart = Emphatic Particle 

1.3.8. NegQ = Negation Quantifier  

1.3.9. Num = Numerals 

1.3.10. Post = Postposition  

1.3.11. Quant = Quantifier  

1.3.12. QPart = Question Particle  

1.3.13. SentPart = Sentential Particles  

1.3.14. WhW = “Wh”-Words  

 

1.6. SynIn = Pattern Replication/Syntactic Interference 

1.6.1. FunV = Functional Verbs 

1.6.2. HFin = Head Final 

1.6.3. HFinNC = Head Final/Nominal Complements 

1.6.4. HFinPost = Head Final/Postposition 

1.6.5. HFinVFin = Head Final/Verb Final  

1.6.6. IdEx = Idiomatic Expressions   

1.6.7. Red = Reduplication  

1.6.8. RelCl = Relative Clauses 

 

Apart from the obvious utility of AMGiC as a tool for LC researchers, our treebank offers a concrete 

categorization of CIMSP which can eventually be applied to other analogous cases of LC. CIMSP are 

provided both as comments at the initial metadata section or as an annotation component at the CoNLL-

U MISC field. In particular, the exact incorporation of CIMSP is as follows: a sentence is gleaned by 

the afore-mentioned textual pool because of a contact-induced phenomenon it contains. In AMGiC the 

sentence is manually annotated and once the contact-induced phenomenon is located this is initially 

marked with LC=YES (LC = Language Contact) at MISC. Subsequently, AMGiC provides the mor-

phosyntactic category (MorphSynC) and subcategory (MorphSynSC) of the phenomenon in case. 

CIMSP categories and subcategories are codified in the annotation as predefined tags. 

 

(3) Inner AMG: Settlement of Sílli11 

 …írtis  ro m’ ki?  

 …come.2sg.aor. here QPART EMPHPART 

“…did you really come here?” (Kostakis 1968:116) 

 
16  m’ mi AUX _ _ 14 aux:q _

 LC=YES|MorphSynC=FrGrM|MorphSynSC=QPart 

17  ki ki ADV _ _ 14 advmod:emph _ 

 LC=YES|MorphSynC=FrGrM|MorphSynSC=EmphPart 

 

 

 

11 Sílli was the only Greek-speaking enclave in the region close to the city of Iconium (Modern Turkish: Konya). 
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Example (3) is part of a wider sentence annotated in AMGiC. The underlined free grammatical elements 

m’ and ki are borrowed from Turkish (LC=YES). The former free element is a Question Particle (QPart) 

used in yes/no questions and is tagged as a ‘Free Grammatical Morpheme’ for the broad morphosyn-

tactic category (MorphSynC=FrGrM) and a Question Particle for the morphosyntactic subcategory 

(MorphSynSC=QPart). In the same vein, the latter free element is an Emphatic Particle (EmphPart) 

that expresses surprise and is tagged as a ‘Free Grammatical Morpheme’ for the broad morphosyntactic 

category  (MorphSynC=FrGrM) and an ‘Emphatic Particle’ for the morphosyntactic subcategory 

(MorphSynSC=EmphPart). Hence, AMGiC provides a fine-grained categorization of CIMSP which 

is easily searchable and is open to statistical approaches.  

 

3 Structural particularities of  AMGiC  

AMGiC tackles mainly oral, dialectal, non-standardized material of language mixing which often 

entails highly “idiosyncratic” constructions. An interesting case is illustrated in (4) in which the AMG 

variety employs the grammaticalized-converb/subordinator deyí from Turkish (< Ottoman deyü, 

Standard Modern Turkish: diye): 

 

(4) ) Inner AMG: Settlement of Sílli 

Vavás čis éršiti, náftši ta ksíla op’ čin iréan 

father her comes lights the-wood.ACC.PL.N. from the idea.ACC.SG.F. 

        

        

óči kóri apés’ tun éni deyí   

that daughter inside these is SUBORD   

“Her father comes, he sets light to the wood, thinking that his daughter is inside.”  

(Dawkins 1916:284) 

 

Following Göksel and Kerslake (2005: 354) on Modern Turkish diye we designate the CG borrowed 

form deyí as a subordinator although this grammatical element is syntactically so “versatile” that this 

designation may be somehow restrictive (cf. Gündoğdu 2017). In AMGiC almost every borrowed gram-

matical element is regarded as integrated part of the Inner AMG variety, not as a case of code-switching, 

since the large extent of Turkish influence and the incorporation of Turkish lexical and grammatical 

features is an essential - not a coincidental -  aspect of Inner AMG/CG. Nevertheless, the cooccurrence 

of structures of both Greek and Turkish provenance gives rise to grammatical configurations that can 

be challenging for the annotators, at least initially.  

Figure 3a indicates our first annotation approach, according to which deyí has the same depend-

ency relation with óči ‘that’ (SMG: óti), and therefore the Turkish element can be seen at face value 

as “pleonastic”. This analysis is not paradoxical, given that similar “pleonastic” constructions in 

which a “genuine” Greek and a borrowed Turkish grammatical element cooccur are attested, cf. e.g. 

Kesisoglou (1951: 60) on coexisting conditional subordinators and Bağrıaçık (2018: 295ff) for a simi-

lar phenomenon in Pharasiot. 

Figure 3a: UD annotation scheme visualization of the first analysis of (3) 

 

While the first analysis could be valid in the light of germane phenomena in the Inner AMG varieties, 

we decided to revise the syntactic analysis as demonstrated in Figure 3b: deyí is now dependent on the 

noun iréan ‘idea’ so it introduces the cause why “the father sets light to the woods”. This analysis seems 
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to be both more elegant and accurate, yet it is not one not causing problems. In this case, deyí introduces 

the cause for father’s action but so also does the prepositional phrase op’čin iréan. What is more, tag-

ging deyí as a marker may be seen as erroneous since “marker is the word marking a clause as subordi-

nate to another clause”12 and in this case there is no subordinated clause. However, the prepositional 

phrase functions semantically as a kind of adverbial clause or converb (compare the translation of the 

prepositional phrase as “thinking”). Should we assign a case dependency relation to deyí (as it is the 

case sometimes with the Standard Turkish equivalent diye) we miss the subordinating function of the 

grammatical element and we would again face the problem of having “pleonastic” dependents on the 

noun of the prepositional phrase iréan, namely both op’ and deyí. Clearly, this is a tricky point which 

reveals the challenges of working with contact-induced phenomena in dialectal varieties. 

 

 
Figure 3a: UD annotation scheme visualization of the updated analysis of (3) 

 

Another interesting aspect of AMGiC is the contribution to the analysis of Greek grammatical phenom-

ena in general. Although Inner AMG deviates considerably from Standard Modern Greek, there are 

several grammatical structures shared with most Greek varieties, one of which is clitic doubling,13 a 

phenomenon we referred to in the previous section. Standard Modern Greek has already been analyzed 

within the UD framework through the Greek UD treebank (UD_Greek-GDT, cf. Prokopidis and Pa-

pageorgiou, 2017). A crucial distinction between AMGiC and UD_Greek-GDT is the afore-mentioned 

orality and dialectal character of the former. Due to these features, AMGiC is expected to comprise 

more structures that are found in the spoken language. Indeed, clitic doubling is recurrent in the AMG 

sources whereas it is attested only once in UD_Greek-GDT due to the fact that this was compiled on 

the basis of written sources or parliamentary sessions the register of which is more formal. Consider 

example (5) below:  

 

(5) Inner AMG: Settlement of Sílli 

ke tus gjavúriri re se 

and the infidels not FUT 

tus eleísis xets, se su páru. 

them harm.2SG. at all FUT you.ACC. take.1SG. 

"And you will not harm the infidels (i.e. the Christians), (then) I will marry you." 

 

The occurrence of the clitic doubling structure is realized by the usage of the weak pronominal tus 

which semantically refers to the noun gjavúriri. In terms of UD annotation, tus is assigned an expletive 

dependency relation. This is observable in Figure 4 below. 

 

 

12 https://universaldependencies.org/u/dep/mark.html 
13 On clitic doubling in AMG cf. Janse, 2008. Cf. also Condoravdi and Kiparsky, 2002 on clitics in the diachrony of Greek. 
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Figure 4: UD annotation scheme of a clitic doubling instantiation. The annotation for the tus pronoun 

includes the Case=Acc|Clitic=Yes|Gender=Masc|Number=Plur|Person=3|PronType=Prs 

feature/value pairs. 

4 Conclusions and Further Desiderata  

In this contribution we provided a brief presentation of AMGiC, a treebank in preparation fo-

cusing on Inner Asia Minor Greek dialects. The treebank, which comprises instantiations of 

contact-induced morphosyntactic phenomena that emerged through the longstanding contact 

between Greek and Turkish varieties in central Anatolia. As stated, the compilation of AMGiC 

posits several challenges that has to do with the examination of the understudied Asia Minor 

Greek varieties, since the incorporation of Turkish elements gave rise to a typologically “pe-

culiar” grammatical architecture. AMGiC does not only provide a digital annotation of these 

varieties, but it also puts forward proposals of syntactic analyses that are of interest for re-

searchers of language change, syntax and typology. 

The preparation of AMGiC aligns with a wider research project of correlating contact-

induced morphosyntactic phenomena with sociocultural and geodemographic parameters (cf. 

acknowledgements). The treebank entails a sociolinguistic component in its metadata that can 

be statistically related to the respective description of contact-induced phenomena of each an-

notated sentence. On these grounds, AMGiC is unique in its design and objectives.  
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Abstract

With an increase of dataset availability, the potential for learning from a variety of data sources
has increased. One particular method to improve learning from multiple data sources is to embed
the data source during training. This allows the model to learn generalizable features as well as
distinguishing features between datasets. However, these dataset embeddings have mostly been
used before contextualized transformer-based embeddings were introduced in the field of Natural
Language Processing. In this work, we compare two methods to embed datasets in a transformer-
based multilingual dependency parser, and perform an extensive evaluation. We show that: 1)
embedding the dataset is still beneficial with these models 2) performance increases are highest
when embedding the dataset at the encoder level 3) unsurprisingly, we confirm that performance
increases are highest for small datasets and datasets with a low baseline score. 4) we show that
training on the combination of all datasets performs similarly to designing smaller clusters based
on language-relatedness.1

1 Introduction

Many studies have shown the benefits of training dependency parsers jointly for multiple treebanks, ei-
ther within the same language (Stymne et al., 2018) or across different languages (multilingual models;
Ammar et al., 2016; Vilares et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2018), which makes it possible to transfer knowl-
edge between treebanks. This has been enabled by the development of treebanks in multiple languages
annotated according to the same guidelines which have been released by the Universal Dependencies
(UD; Nivre et al., 2020) project. In this context, a method which has been shown to be effective is
the use of embeddings that represent each individual treebank. This is referred to as a language embed-
ding (Ammar et al., 2016) or a treebank embedding (Smith et al., 2018), we opt for the more general term:
dataset embedding. The main intuition behind these dataset embeddings is that they allow the model to
learn useful commonalities between different datasets, while still encoding dataset specific knowledge.

In the last few years, large multilingual pretrained language models (LMs) pretrained on the task
of language modelling, such as mBERT (Devlin et al., 2019) or XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2020), have
made it possible to train high performing multilingual models for many different NLP tasks, including
dependency parsing (Kondratyuk and Straka, 2019). These models have shown surprising cross-lingual
abilities in spite of not getting any cross-lingual supervision. Wu and Dredze (2019), for example, fine-
tuned mBERT on English data for five different tasks and applied it to different languages with high
accuracy, relative to the state-of-the-art for these tasks. These large pretrained multilingual LMs are now
widely used in multilingual NLP.

Dataset embeddings have so far only been evaluated in the context of multilingual dependency pars-
ing without such large pretrained multilingual LMs. Given the large gains in accuracy that have been
obtained by using them, and given that they seem to be learning to do cross-lingual transfer without
cross-lingual supervision, it is unclear whether or not datataset embeddings can still be useful in this

1Code available at: https://bitbucket.org/robvanderg/dataembs2, our implementations will also be in-
cluded in the next MaChAMp release (v0.3)
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context. This is the question we ask in this paper. Our main research question can be formulated as
follows:

RQ Is the information learned by dataset embeddings complementary to the information learned by
large multilingual LM-based parsers?

2 Background

Vilares et al. (2016) were among the first to exploit UD treebanks to train models for multiple languages.
They trained parsing models on 100 pairs of languages by simply concatenating the treebank pairs. They
observed that most models obtained comparable accuracy to the monolingual baseline and some outper-
formed it. This shows that even in its simplest form, multilingual training can be beneficial. Ammar
et al. (2016) build a more complex model to train a parser for eight languages. They introduce a vector
representation of each language which is used as a feature, concatenated to the word representations of
each word in the sentence.

Smith et al. (2018) used this idea in the context of the CoNLL 2018 shared task (Zeman et al., 2018)
where the task was to parse test sets in 82 languages. Smith et al. (2018) found that training models on
clusters of related languages using dataset embeddings led to a substantial accuracy gain over training
individual models for each language.

Stymne et al. (2018) further exploited this dataset embedding method in the monolingual context,
using heterogeneous treebanks. They compared this method to several methods including simply con-
catenating the treebanks to learn a unique parser for all treebanks and found the dataset embedding
method to be superior to all other methods.

Wagner et al. (2020) investigated whether dataset embeddings can be useful in an out-of-domain sce-
nario where the treebank of the target data is unknown. They found that it is possible to predict dataset
embeddings for such target treebanks, making the method useful in this scenario.

Kondratyuk and Straka (2019) trained a single model for the 75 languages available in UD at the
time by concatenating all treebanks and using a large pretrained LM. They found that this did not hurt
accuracy compared to training monolingual models, and it even improved accuracy for some languages.
This type of model has become standard and has been used in many studies. They did not make use of
dataset embeddings in this setup.

Dataset embeddings have mostly been used with BiLSTM parsers. This may partially be due to the
fact that they were concatenated to the word embedding before passing it into the encoder, which is
non-trivial in LM-based setups where the word embedding and encoding size is fixed. To the best of
our knowledge, the only attempt to use dataset embeddings in combination with a LM-based parser was
from van der Goot et al. (2021). They use a large pretrained multilingual LM as encoder, and concatenate
the dataset embeddings to the word embedding before decoding. They show that this leads to improved
performance if the task is the same and the languages/domains of the datasets differ. For a setup where
different tasks are combined via multi-task learning (i.e. GLUE), dataset embeddings helped to decrease
the performance gap compared to single-task models.

Contributions In this work, 1) we introduce a method to incorporate dataset embeddings also in the
encoder in LM-based parsers; 2) we test whether or not dataset embeddings are useful when used in
combination with large pretrained multilingual LMs, using both our newly proposed method as well as
the existing approach; 3) we compare the effectiveness of dataset embedding when training on small
clusters of datasets as well as training on all considered datasets simultaneously.

3 Methodology

3.1 Methods

In most previous implementations of dataset embeddings, the dataset embedding is concatenated to the
word embedding before it is passed into the encoder. When using the language model as encoder, as is
now commonly done with BERT-like embeddings, this is impossible, as the word embedding is expected
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Figure 1: Visualization of the two models to integrate dataset embeddings into transformer based parsers.
The dataset embeddings for DECODER is displayed with the red box (dashed on the right), and ENCODER

is displayed in the blue box (dashed on the left).

to be of a fixed size. For this reason, we experiment with two alternative setups: concatenating the em-
bedding after the encoding, and summing it to the word embedding. These two approaches are illustrated
in Figure 1, and are explained in detail in the following two paragraphs. Note that these approaches can
also be used simultaneously, which constitutes our third setup (BOTH).

We use the deep biaffine parser (Dozat and Manning, 2017) implementation of MaChAmp (van der
Goot et al., 2021) as a framework for evaluating our models. MaChAmp already includes an implemen-
tation of dataset embeddings on the decoder level. In this implementation the output of the LM for each
wordpiece is concatenated to the dataset embedding before it is passed on to the decoder. We refer to this
approach as DECODER. In this setup, we choose to use dataset embeddings of size 12, based on previous
work (Ammar et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2018). This embedding is then concatenated to the output of the
transformer, meaning that the input size of the decoder will be the size of the original output + 12.

The second approach incorporates the dataset embeddings in the LM parameters. In most transformer-
based LM implementations, multiple embeddings are summed before the transformer layers to represent
the input for each wordpiece. In the BERT model for example, these are the token embeddings, segment
embeddings and position embeddings. We supplement these by also summing a dataset embedding to
this input. In this way, the dataset embeddings can be taken into account throughout the transformer
layers. We refer to this approach as ENCODER. In this setup, we choose to match the dimension size
of the embeddings at the token level, to avoid having smaller embeddings summing only to an arbitrary
subset of the weights.

3.2 Experimental Setup

We essentially reproduce the experiments from Smith et al. (2018) using large pretrained multilin-
gual LMs but do a more large-scale evaluation of the method, by testing more settings, comparing to
more baselines and doing more extensive analysis. More specifically, we use the clusters from Smith
et al. (2018), but use the updated versions of the treebanks (UD v2.8), and implement all models using
MaChAmp, the library by van der Goot et al. (2021). We use all default hyperparameters, including the
mBERT embeddings (Devlin et al., 2019) which is used during the original tuning of MaChAmp van der
Goot et al. (2021). All reported results are the average over 5 runs with different random seeds for
MaChAmp.

To avoid overfitting on the development or test set, we follow van der Goot (2021), and compare our
models on the development split while using a tune split for model picking. We will confirm our main
findings on the test data in Section 4.3. We use the updated splitting strategy proposed by van der Goot
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Figure 2: Average LAS scores (dev) over different subsets of the data. All: all data, +sameLang:
datasets for which another in-language treebank exists, cluster==2: clusters of size 2, LAS<50:
treebanks for which the ‘mono´ baseline scores <50 LAS, small, medium, large: datasets with
a maximum size of respectively: 1,000, 10,000, 20,000 sentences.

(2021): for datasets with less then 3,000 sentences, we use 50% for training, 25% for tune, and 25% for
dev, for larger datasets we use 750 sentences for dev and tune, and the rest for train. We limit the size of
each dataset to 20,000.

We compare models with dataset embeddings to baselines where we use the exact same parser (Fig-
ure 1), but without enabling any dataset emebddings. We use two training setups for our baselines: 1)
monolingual models (MONO) and 2) models where all treebanks are concatenated (CONCAT). This is in
contrast to Smith et al. (2018) who only compared to a monolingual baseline. We test this on the 59
test sets that are part of a cluster.2 Furthermore, we also explore what happens if we train one parser on
all the datasets simultaneously, similar to Udify (Kondratyuk and Straka, 2019), who do not use dataset
embeddings in their setup.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Results

Full results can be found in Table 1. We can see that dataset embeddings still seem to be largely useful,
outperforming the monolingual baseline (MONO) in almost all cases (56/59 test sets) and the concatenated
baselines (CONCAT) in a majority of cases (40/59). The dataset embedding methods are on average 3
LAS points above the MONO baseline. These gains are even larger than the gains observed in Smith et al.
(2018) which indicates that dataset embeddings are still relevant when using large pretrained multilingual
LMs. It should be noted though, that a large portion of this gain is already present when using the
CONCAT strategy. ENCODER scores highest overall, but for some clusters, DECODER is competetive (af-
de-nl, es-ca, it, old, sw-sla). These clusters have in common that they are small and/or contain relatively
high-resource languages (which are probably better represented in the mBERT embeddings).

For treebanks from languages not used during mBERT pretraining, scores are very low for the MONO

baseline, but they gain a lot from training on other languages. Kazakh also has very low scores, this is
probably because the training split is very small. It gains a lot already in CONCAT, likely because Turkish
is a related language, but then loses accuracy when using dataset embeddings compared to CONCAT,
likely because there is not enough in-language data to learn an accurate dataset embedding.

4.2 Results on Subsets

To find trends in our results, we report scores over different subsets of the data. In Figure 2, we report
the results when training a parser for each cluster. The leftmost part of the graph shows the scores
averaged over all datasets. +sameLang are the average scores for all datasets for which a dataset in the

2Smith et al. (2018) trained mono-treebank models for the remaining test sets
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Trained on clusters Trained on all
Cluster Treebank MONO CONCAT DECODER ENCODER BOTH CONCAT DECODER ENCODER BOTH

af-de-nl af_afribooms 80.63 82.12 82.62 81.17 80.93 82.98 83.53 82.62 82.37
nl_alpino 92.75 93.01 92.97 92.50 93.15 92.65 92.59 93.08 92.76
nl_lassysmall 87.25 89.71 89.91 89.59 89.69 89.45 90.29 90.11 90.05
de_gsd 87.02 87.60 87.52 87.09 87.31 87.63 87.63 87.25 87.53

e-sla ru_syntagrus 94.75 94.74 94.56 94.60 94.67 94.50 94.45 94.51 94.52
ru_taiga 74.93 74.54 75.11 75.75 76.21 75.43 75.95 76.46 76.45
uk_iu 88.56 89.96 89.97 89.73 89.56 90.28 90.67 90.58 90.26

en en_ewt 89.34 88.90 89.06 89.67 89.12 88.49 88.16 88.86 88.94
en_gum 90.38 89.06 90.17 90.74 90.91 88.64 89.65 90.53 90.71
en_lines 86.57 84.72 84.77 87.00 87.38 84.70 85.08 87.41 87.42

es-ca ca_ancora 93.33 93.66 93.56 93.42 93.76 93.45 93.43 93.46 93.44
es_ancora 92.99 93.08 93.38 93.30 93.30 93.35 93.28 93.24 93.16

finno et_edt 85.61 84.66 85.29 85.11 85.33 85.17 84.98 85.58 85.58
fi_ftb 89.03 82.22 89.53 90.14 89.87 80.15 89.01 89.06 89.38
fi_tdt 88.55 82.59 88.99 88.90 89.35 84.24 89.13 89.44 89.39
sme_giella∗ 49.86 62.35 62.74 62.96 64.71 59.55 59.55 63.95 65.28

fr fr_gsd 94.45 94.62 94.40 94.57 94.46 94.49 94.42 94.44 94.54
fr_sequoia 88.55 85.85 87.86 91.32 90.91 86.17 86.46 91.68 91.73
fr_spoken 79.15 83.80 83.33 84.30 83.89 83.47 83.20 84.09 84.50

indic hi_hdtb 92.54 92.47 92.56 92.66 92.37 92.49 92.37 92.51 92.34
ur_udtb 81.02 81.78 81.93 82.01 81.74 81.66 81.41 81.77 81.42

iranian kmr_mg∗ 21.43 14.29 16.67 33.33 30.95 21.43 19.05 28.57 14.29
fa_seraji 87.01 86.96 86.84 86.37 86.28 86.32 86.30 86.54 86.27

it it_isdt 92.92 93.33 93.22 92.96 93.09 93.44 93.26 93.24 93.29
it_postwita 79.66 80.00 80.34 80.34 80.26 79.96 80.08 80.72 80.16

ko ko_gsd 82.80 71.46 79.63 82.71 82.24 69.41 79.13 82.55 82.77
ko_kaist 87.05 81.52 86.52 87.66 87.54 81.12 85.81 87.07 86.86

n-ger da_ddt 86.24 86.37 86.32 87.05 86.50 85.90 85.30 86.41 86.31
no_bokmaal 93.91 94.18 94.77 94.31 94.26 94.17 94.28 94.15 94.30
no_nynorsk 92.57 92.85 93.21 93.30 92.93 92.73 92.47 92.93 93.15
no_nynorsklia 74.23 76.72 77.18 76.94 77.26 76.76 76.85 77.39 77.18
sv_lines 84.93 85.07 85.43 86.03 86.05 85.15 85.30 86.19 86.19
sv_talbanken 83.85 84.30 85.32 85.85 85.90 85.18 85.41 86.64 86.14

old grc_proiel 75.57 77.37 77.26 77.46 76.91 76.76 76.70 76.30 76.47
grc_perseus∗ 60.48 65.13 64.86 64.17 64.35 64.52 64.41 63.93 64.29
got_proiel∗ 72.74 80.36 80.75 79.87 79.91 78.97 78.72 78.72 79.50
la_ittb 90.08 89.98 90.17 89.93 89.62 90.30 90.13 90.08 90.16
la_proiel 77.59 79.56 79.76 79.99 78.84 79.07 78.96 79.41 79.13
la_perseus 56.28 65.34 65.63 70.07 69.72 64.71 65.40 71.56 70.05
cu_proiel∗ 61.24 64.48 65.22 64.88 63.91 64.11 64.42 64.17 64.93

pt-gl gl_ctg 81.16 80.92 80.94 81.70 81.38 80.93 80.89 81.50 81.56
gl_treegal 70.80 65.73 75.01 81.07 82.11 64.60 68.93 82.49 82.28
pt_bosque 90.45 90.41 90.43 90.52 90.62 90.49 90.28 90.44 90.09

sw-sla hr_set 88.20 88.33 88.43 88.39 88.17 88.35 88.73 88.84 88.74
sr_set 87.20 87.78 88.89 88.94 88.88 88.31 89.16 89.47 89.48
sl_ssj 93.22 93.54 93.29 93.39 93.44 93.37 93.30 93.40 93.29
sl_sst 60.30 70.67 70.78 70.40 70.28 70.31 70.84 71.22 71.09

turkic bxr_bdt∗ 19.51 26.83 31.71 36.59 21.95 26.83 21.95 29.27 31.71
kk_ktb 14.02 62.62 58.88 48.60 49.53 59.81 61.68 51.40 49.53
tr_imst 65.57 66.02 65.66 64.48 64.86 66.29 66.03 65.99 66.00
ug_udt∗ 47.85 49.11 49.01 49.18 48.68 50.39 49.86 50.06 49.91

w-sla cs_cac 91.86 92.24 92.19 92.20 92.18 92.12 92.22 92.09 92.40
cs_fictree 92.97 94.01 94.23 94.23 94.41 94.11 94.35 94.52 94.10
cs_pdt 89.57 90.39 90.57 90.45 90.42 90.32 90.34 90.89 90.89
pl_lfg 95.41 93.30 96.17 96.49 96.40 92.87 96.19 96.43 96.43
pl_pdb 91.64 91.29 91.82 91.72 91.72 91.74 91.85 91.72 91.94
sk_snk 92.07 93.62 93.51 93.77 93.58 93.13 93.41 93.29 93.02
hsb_ufal∗ 14.47 59.21 60.53 63.16 59.21 61.84 65.79 61.84 63.16

avg. 78.52 80.63 81.58 82.16 81.77 80.60 81.26 82.10 81.88

Table 1: LAS scores for each dataset (dev) for all of our settings, both when training a parser per cluster
(“Trained on cluster”), as well as having one parser for all treebanks (“Trained on all”). Bold: high-
est score for this training setup, omitted if the MONO baseline performs best. ∗ not used in mBERT
pretraining.
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Figure 3: Scores for same subsets as Figure 2, but when training a single parser on all data at once,
instead of separate parsers for each cluster.

same language is included in the cluster, and -sameLang for all datasets for which this is not the case.
cluster==2, are scores for clusters consisting of 2 datasets, and cluster>2 for larger clusters. We
also divide the datasets based on their performance with the MONO baseline (LAS<50, 50<LAS<80,
LAS>80), and finally based on the size of the training data: small (<1,000 sentences), medium (<10,000)
and large (>20,000).

Dataset embeddings are especially beneficial for datasets where performance of the MONO baseline is
low (LAS<50) and for small datasets. They help moderately for medium sized datasets, and for datasets
where performance of MONO is mediocre (50<LAS<80). For larger and high-performing datasets,
performance increases diminish. The CONCAT baseline outperforms the MONO baseline in most setups,
except for small clusters indicating that some of the gains from using the dataset embedding methods in
these settings are due to the additional use of data.

Perhaps a bit counterintuively, the dataset embeddings methods improve results more for treebanks
for which there is not a treebank of the same language (-sameLang). However, this may very well be
due to a confounding factor: the scores are generally a lot higher in the +sameLang setting than in the
-sameLang setting and the method seems to work better for treebanks for which the baseline scores
are lower.

Overall, the ENCODER model performs best; it either outperforms all others, or performs on par with
the best setup. The ENCODER model outperforms the other models mostly on datasets where the MONO

baseline is low, and for small datasets. The DECODER strategy is only beneficial in some of the data
subsets, and should be used with caution. Perhaps surprisingly, the BOTH strategy is not beneficial over
the ENCODER, indicating that both strategies encode dataset information differently.

In Figure 3, we report the results when training one parser on all the treebanks for each setup. Results
are very similar to results with the parsers trained per cluster (Figure 2). The main difference can be
observed for the datasets with low performance of the MONO baseline (LAS<50), where the difference
between the different dataset embeddings and CONCAT is smaller. The similarity to results obtained
with smaller clusters indicates that 1) using dataset embeddings is also viable in a highly multilingual
model and 2) a highly multilingual model might be able to pick up on dataset similarities and use the
relevant data for individual languages. This has practical implications: it can be more practical to have
one model that works on many languages (Kondratyuk and Straka, 2019) than multiple models and it
removes the need to carefully construct clusters of related languages, which can be time-consuming
without a guarantee for optimal clusters.

4.3 Test data

To avoid overusing the test data, we only confirm our main findings on the test data; we compare our
best baseline to our best dataset embedding setup for both the setup trained in clusters and when training
on all datasets simultaneously. Altough van der Goot (2021) suggests to concatenate the tune set to the
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Clusters All

CONCAT ENCODER CONCAT ENCODER

81.08 82.05 80.57 82.28

Table 2: Average LAS scores on the test data from our best baseline (CONCAT), and the best setup with
dataset embeddings (ENCODER) for both the cluster trained-parser and the parser trained on all data.

training data for the final comparison on test, we only use the training split to save compute and because
we are not aiming for a new state-of-the-art.

Results (Table 2) show that for parsers trained on clusters the CONCAT baseline performs a bit higher
compared to the development data (Table 1), and the gain is thus smaller, but still substantial. When
training on all datasets, the results are similar. Overall, the results on the test data confirm the findings on
the development data: 1) dataset embeddings are useful in both setups, 2) one large multilingual model
trained on all treebanks performs on par with multiple parsers trained on clusters of related treebanks.

5 Conclusion

We evaluated the usefulness of dataset embeddings for multilingual parsing using large pretrained mul-
tilingual LMs and found them to be useful in this context. Using this method improves over both a
monolingual baseline and a baseline where training treebanks are concatenated, and across many set-
tings. This method helps mostly for small treebanks. Using dataset embeddings in the encoder showed
overall slightly better results than our other embedding strategies, even better than combining the two
approaches to use dataset embeddings. Finally, we found that using dataset embeddings in a multilingual
parser that uses training data from all available treebanks works just as well as using them with clusters
of treebanks from related languages.
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A Exact Scores

filter mono concat decoder encoder both ALLconc. ALLdec. ALLenc. ALLboth

Avg.-58 78.50 80.71 81.45 81.96 81.82 80.57 81.20 82.03 81.94

hasSameLang-35 84.44 84.36 85.62 86.36 86.34 84.17 85.26 86.48 86.48
noSameLang-23 69.46 75.17 75.11 75.26 74.95 75.09 75.03 75.26 75.03

cluster=2-10 81.15 79.55 80.56 82.31 82.11 79.52 80.71 81.51 81.33
cluster>2-48 77.94 80.96 81.64 81.89 81.76 80.79 81.30 82.14 82.07

low-5 22.66 43.36 42.57 43.54 42.23 43.69 43.14 43.38 42.20
medium-14 68.68 72.26 72.97 73.87 73.84 71.77 72.04 74.00 74.04
high-39 89.18 88.54 89.48 89.79 89.77 88.46 89.37 89.87 89.87

small-7 39.26 54.45 55.15 57.35 56.45 54.37 54.55 57.48 56.71
medium-27 80.15 81.37 81.90 82.36 82.32 81.18 81.70 82.49 82.50
large-24 88.09 87.64 88.62 88.68 88.66 87.52 88.42 88.67 88.67

Table 3: Exact numbers for results in Figure 2. Average LAS scores over different subsets of the data.
All: all data, +sameLang: datasets for which another in-language treebank exists, cluster==2: clusters
of size 2, LAS<50: treebanks for which the ‘mono´ baseline scores <50 LAS, small, medium, large:
datasets with a maximum size of respectively: 1,000, 10,000, 20,000 sentences.
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Abstract
Quantitative research on learner writing has traditionally focused on lexical and syntactic fea-
tures, but there has been increasing interest in incorporating discourse-level properties. This
paper evaluates discourse complexity measures on learner texts in the framework of Rhetorical
Structure Theory (RST). Specifically, we investigate whether discourse dependency distance and
embedded structures in RST trees are correlated to learner proficiency level. In an analysis of
manually annotated English essays, we found that more proficient learners tend to use longer
dependency distance and more embedded structures. Further, an evaluation based on automatic
discourse parsing suggests that dependency distance can potentially contribute to automatic as-
sessment of learner texts.

1 Introduction

Text complexity depends on linguistic characteristics of the text at various levels, including lexical, syn-
tactic and discourse features. Earlier research on text complexity mostly focused on surface features such
as word length and sentence length (Kincaid et al., 1975) and n-grams (Schwarm and Ostendorf, 2005).
Corpus development for discourse structure (Carlson et al., 2002; Prasad et al., 2008) has facilitated in-
vestigation into a variety of features related to discourse organization, including text cohesion, coherence
and distribution of discourse relations (Lee et al., 2006; Pitler and Nenkova, 2008; Sun and Xiong, 2019).
Some studies have found coherence features to be more highly correlated to text complexity than other
types of features (Davoodi and Kosseim, 2016).

Text complexity is also closely related to research on language acquisition and interlanguage. Lexical
and syntactic features in learner writing have been extensively studied (Jiang et al., 2019; Lu, 2011).
Overuse and underuse of rhetorical relations in learner texts, and distinctive discourse structures, have
also been identified (Skoufaki, 2009; Brown, 2019). Further, text complexity models can offer feedback
for essay revision (Burstein et al., 2003) and support automatic assessment in language learning (Lya-
shevskaya et al., 2021). For example, discourse connectives and relations can help predict the level of
learner proficiency (Rysová et al., 2016), and RST tree patterns can improve the performance of a speech
scoring system for proficiency assessment (Wang et al., 2019).

This paper studies two types of discourse features derived from RST dependency trees. The first, de-
pendency distance, refers to the linear distance between a discourse unit and its head in the dependency
tree (Sun and Xiong, 2019). Second, we examine the usage of an embedded structure in which an ele-
mentary discourse unit (EDU) governs both its left and right neighbors, and also serves as the dependent
of another discourse unit. To the best of our knowledge, these features have not yet been evaluated on
their correlation to learner proficiency level. Using a corpus of texts written by learners of English as a
Foreign Language (EFL), we investigate whether texts written by more proficient learners exhibit longer
discourse dependency distance, and contain more embedded structures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After summarizing previous work (Section 2), we define
the proposed discourse complexity measures (Section 3), followed by a description of our dataset and
its conversion to dependency trees (Section 4). We then present the results and analyze the correlation
between these discourse complexity measures and learner proficiency level (Section 5). Finally, we
conclude with a summary of our findings and suggestions for future work (Section 6).
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Figure 1: A manually annotated RST tree from our dataset (Section 4.2)

2 Previous work

All parts of a coherent text should be held together with appropriate discourse relations. Judicious use
of discourse connectives, including their frequency and diversity, as well as the distribution of discourse
relations, have been found useful in predicting essay quality, the proficiency of language learners, and
language development of native speakers (Crossley et al., 2016; Rysová et al., 2016; Weiss and Meurers,
2019). Davoodi and Kosseim (2016) applied features based on discourse relations and their realizations
to assess the text complexity in datasets derived from the Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB) (Prasad et
al., 2008) and Simple English Wikipedia. In both datasets, coherence features were shown to be more
correlated to text complexity than lexical, syntactic and other surface features.

While the PDTB focuses on text spans that explicitly or implicitly serve as arguments of a discourse
connective, Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988) models the full hierarchical
structure of a text. According to RST, the discourse organization of a text can be represented by a con-
stituent tree whose leaves are the elementary discourse units (EDUs). Two adjacent EDUs or text spans
can be combined into a longer span with a rhetorical relation. Each EDU or span is either assigned to be
the nucleus, which contains the more essential information; or the satellite, which provides supporting
information. Figure 1 shows an example tree. The RST Discourse Treebank (RST-DT) (Carlson et al.,
2002), which consists of 385 Wall Street Journal articles, has formed the basis of quantitative research in
this framework.

Texts written by native and non-native speakers have been compared in terms of the use of RST
discourse relations. In a corpus of English essays, relations concerned with ideation and/or content,
called the “subject matter” relations (Brown, 2019), have been found to be used less frequently by native
speakers of Japanese compared to native speakers of English. Since RST-style discourse parsing can
better capture long-distance discourse dependencies, it has been found to outperform PDTB-style parsing
on coherence assessment tasks such as essay scoring (Feng et al., 2014). RST tree-based features, such
as tree depth, the ratio between the depth and the number of EDUs, and the frequency of different types
of rhetorical relations, have been applied to proficiency assessment in the context of a speech scoring
system (Wang et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2019).

To facilitate natural language processing tasks, algorithms have been proposed to convert RST con-
stituent trees to dependency trees (Li et al., 2014). Adopting this methodology, Sun and Xiong (2019)
constructed a dependency treebank from the RST-DT, examined text complexity in terms of dependency
distance, and analyzed differences in discourse distance among various rhetorical relations.
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ID Elementary discourse unit (EDU) Head Relation Dist.
1 We can’t only focus on the working experience of a student 2 antithesis 1
2 Instead, the knowledge in professional field is more important 4 reason 2
3 when we are still students. 2 circumstance 1
4 So we should try to pay more attention to our study now. n/a root 0

Table 1: Dependency distance of the discourse relations in an extract from a learner essay

Figure 2: An embedded structure in an RST dependency tree, as defined in Section 3.2

3 Discourse complexity measures

3.1 Dependency distance
A syntactic dependency tree specifies grammatical relations between the words in a sentence. Each
relation in the tree involves a governor (head) and a dependent, which modifies the head. In this context,
dependency distance is defined as the number of words between the dependent and its head. Dependency
distance can serve as a metric for syntactic complexity and language comprehension difficulty (Gibson,
1998; Liu, 2008), given its relation to cognitive load in linguistic processing (Fedorenko et al., 2013).

Following Sun and Xiong (2019), we apply the concept of dependency distance on RST trees. We
define the dependency distance of an RST relation to be the number of EDUs between the dependent
EDU and its head. Table 1 shows the dependency distance for each discourse relation in a sample text.
The mean dependency distance (MDD) in an RST dependency tree can be calculated as:

MDD =
1

n− s

n∑

i=1

|DDi| (1)

where n is the total number of EDUs; s is the total number of texts; and DDi is the dependency distance
of the ith dependency link of the text.1 We will henceforth use the term MDD in the context of the
discourse dependency tree, rather than its syntactic counterpart.

We hypothesize that MDD is indicative of learner proficiency. As will be shown in our manually
annotated dataset, almost 60% of the discourse relations have a dependency distance of 1, and 15% have
a distance of 2 (Figure 7). We will therefore compute the proportion of relations whose dependency
distance is at least 3 (to be referred to as “length-3 relations”) and at least 4 (“length-4 relations”), in
addition to MDD.

3.2 Embedded structures
Two major types of dependency patterns have been identified in the PDTB: a pair of discourse relations
may be “independent relations”, or have “full embeddings” (Lee et al., 2006). A “fully embedded”
structure consists of a discourse relation that is entirely realized as an argument of another discourse
connective.

Similar structural patterns in RST dependency trees could potentially help characterize learner writing.
As a preliminary investigation, we examine the subtree pattern illustrated in Figure 2.2 The pattern
contains a sequence of three EDUs where the middle unit (EDU n) governs both its left and right neighbor

1The MDD of the sample text in Table 1 is calculated as (|2− 1|+ |4− 2|+ |2− 3|)/(4− 1) = 1.3.
2Dependency tree diagrams in this paper are produced with Dependency Viewer developed by the Natural Language Pro-

cessing Group at Nanjing University, China (http://nlp.nju.edu.cn/tanggc/tools/DependencyViewer en.html).
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Proficiency Essay Topic # tokens # tokens # EDUs # EDUs
level “Part-time job” “Smoking” per text (SD) per text (SD)
Native 9 9 4,045 224.7 (16.5) 352 19.6 (3.5)
B2+ 9 9 4,221 234.5 (34.1) 368 20.4 (2.0)
B1 9 9 3,991 221.7 (23.2) 371 20.6 (3.4)
A2 9 9 3,820 212.2 (8.4) 388 21.6 (2.6)
Total 72 16,077 223.3 (23.5) 1,479 20.5 (3.0)

Table 2: Our dataset contains a total of 72 essays written by learners at three different proficiency levels
and by native speakers.

Figure 3: Text span 13-16 forms a dangling structure in the RST tree (Section 4.2)

(EDU n − 1 and EDU n + 1); in addition, the middle unit itself serves as a dependent of another unit
(EDU k) that may precede or follow it. The text extract in Table 1 is an instance of such a structure. EDU
2 governs both EDU 1 and EDU 3, with the relations antithesis and circumstance, respectively.
Further, EDU 2 is the dependent of EDU 4 in the reason relation, contributing to the writer’s opinion
expressed therein.

We will henceforth use the term “embedded structure” to refer to the specific pattern in Figure 2. We
hypothesize that the complex discourse organization in this structure is indicative of learner proficiency,
and will calculate the proportion of EDUs in a text that exhibit this embedded structure.

4 Data

We first present the textual material of our dataset (Section 4.1). We then describe the annotation guide-
lines (Section 4.2) and report inter-annotator agreement (Section 4.3).

4.1 Textual material
Our dataset consists of written essays drawn from the International Corpus Network of Asian Learners
of English (ICNALE) (Ishikawa, 2013).3 The corpus identifies the proficiency level of each writer ac-
cording to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR, 2001). We randomly
selected nine writers from the subcorpus of Chinese EFL learners at the A2, B1 and B2+ levels.4 We
also randomly selected nine native speakers of English to serve as control.

To facilitate a direct comparison, we selected one essay by each writer on the topic “Part-time job”,
and one essay on “Smoking”, such that all essays had similar length. The final dataset contains 72 essays
from 36 writers spanning four proficiency levels, with a total of 16,077 tokens (Table 2).

4.2 Annotation guidelines
We annotated the RST structure of each essay in our dataset according to the guidelines from Stede et
al. (2017), which have been adopted by a variety of corpora (Das and Stede, 2018; Musi et al., 2018). The

3Downloaded from http://language.sakura.ne.jp/icnale/
4B2+ is defined as level B2 or above. The A1 level is not available.
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Figure 4: Example learner text annotated with an unknown relation

(a) Annotation with the evidence relation (b) Annotation with the cause relation

Figure 5: Two interpretations for the discourse relation between text spans 9-10 and 11 in the following
text: [No matter how hard they try,]9 [computer science textbook publishers cannot keep up with the
rapid development of new computer hardware, software, and programming languages.]10 [C.S. student
who wish to maintain a competitive edge in the job market should find part-time positions where they
can learn state-of-the-art techniques.]11

guidelines include 31 rhetorical relations, belonging to the pragmatic, semantic, textual and multinuclear
categories. Figure 1 shows an annotated RST tree from our dataset.5

Since learner texts are not always grammatical, logical and well-organized, they may contain irrelevant
text spans that form “dangling structures”, without any link to the rest of the text (Skoufaki, 2009).
Figure 3 provides such an example with the discourse span 13-16, which gives reasons for quitting
smoking. The neighboring discourse spans 11-12 and 17-18, which argue why restaurants should ban
smoking, have no apparent relation to this span.

The relation between two text spans is labeled as unknown when it is unclear or cannot be readily
understood. Consider the text spans 6 and 7 in Figure 4. Although the connective “so” in span 7 signals
a causality between these two spans, the sentence “Somebody likes to smoke” does not appear to be
directly relevant to the opinion expressed in span 7, hence the unknown label.

4.3 Inter-annotator agreement

Two annotators, both with academic background in linguistics, performed the annotation using RSTTool
version 3.0 (O’Donnell, 2000). To measure inter-annotator agreement, they double-annotated five texts
written by learners and five written by native speakers in our dataset. Since paragraph boundaries are not
marked in the raw text, the main topical units of a text can often be open to multiple interpretations. As an
initial step in the annotation of each essay, the two annotators discussed its segmentation into elementary
discourse units (EDUs) and larger text spans. After reaching an agreement, the annotators independently
labeled the nuclearity of each span or text span, and assigned the rhetorical relations. There were a total
of 94 EDUs in the native texts and 112 EDUs in the learner texts.

The two annotators achieved a Cohen’s Kappa of 0.95 for nuclearity (i.e., assignment of nucleus vs.
satellite) and 0.92 for relation (i.e., assignment of the rhetorical relation) on the native texts. The Kappa
was slightly lower for the learner texts, at 0.94 for nuclearity and 0.86 for relation, likely reflecting
the more ambiguous language therein. For relation assignment, a majority of the discrepancies (69%)

5RST tree diagrams in this paper are produced with rstWeb (Zeldes, 2016).
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Figure 6: RST dependency tree automatically derived from the RST constituent tree in Figure 1

Complexity measure Proficiency level
A2 B1 B2+ Native

Mean dependency distance 2.23 2.66* 2.97* 3.12
% length-3 relations 22.8 26.9 27.8 27.3
% length-4 relations 12.5 17.9* 20.1 22.2
% embedded structures 8.2 7.5 8.1 9.5

Table 3: Discourse complexity measures on the manually annotated dataset at different levels of language
proficiency. An asterisk means the difference with the figure to its left is statistically significant.

between the two annotators occurred in the non-terminal text spans of the tree. Figure 5 shows two
possible interpretations of a text. Both annotators agreed on text span 11 as nucleus and text span 9-10 as
a satellite. However, one annotator regarded span 9-10 as providing evidence to the subjective claim
in span 11 (Figure 5a), while the other saw span 9-10 as describing the cause of the objective state in
span 11 (Figure 5b).

The RST trees for the remaining essays in our corpus were derived by one of the annotators. After
manual annotation, we automatically converted the RST constituent trees into dependency trees (Li et
al., 2014).6 The RST constituent tree in Figure 1, for example, was converted to the dependency tree in
Figure 6.

5 Analysis

We analyze the extent to which learner proficiency is correlated to the discourse complexity measures
proposed in Section 3. Tables 3 and 4 show the results for the manually annotated and automatically
parsed datasets, respectively, with a breakdown into different proficiency levels.

5.1 Manually annotated dataset

Mean Dependency Distance (MDD). MDD appears correlated to proficiency: it increases from 2.23 for
A2 writers to 2.66 for B1 writers7, then 2.97 for B2+ writers8, then finally reaches the highest value
with native speakers, at 3.12 (Table 3). A possible explanation is that, since less proficient writers need
to dedicate more cognitive resources for linguistic processing, including retrieval of unfamiliar words
and grammar checking, they lack the resources to produce more complex discourse (Yan and Li, 2019).
The native speakers’ MDD in our corpus is slightly shorter than the 3.18 observed in RST-DT (Sun and
Xiong, 2019), perhaps reflecting the more formal register of news material.

Long-distance discourse relations. Texts produced by more proficient learners tend to contain more
long-distance relations. In terms of the proportion of length-4 relations (see definition in Section 3.1),
there is an upward trend from the A2 writers (12.5%), B1 writers (17.9%), B2+ writers (20.1%)9, and to

6We used the conversion tool provided at https://github.com/amir-zeldes/rst2dep
7The difference between B1 and A2 is statistically significant at p = 0.011 by t-test.
8The difference between B2 and B1 is statistically significant at p = 0.043 by t-test.
9The difference between B2+ and B1 is not statistically significant (p = 0.481 by chi-squared test), but it is statistically

significant between B2+ and A2 (p = 0.006).
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Complexity measure Proficiency level
A2 B1 B2+ Native

Mean dependency distance 1.49 1.59* 1.58 1.74*
% length-3 relations 13.2 14.0 15.7 18.7
% length-4 relations 4.1 5.8 6.9 11.5*
% embedded structures 7.5 9.5 8.4 9.1

Table 4: Discourse complexity measures on the automatically annotated dataset at different levels of
language proficiency. An asterisk means the difference with the figure to its left is statistically significant.

Figure 7: Distribution of discourse dependency distance in our dataset

the native speakers (22.2%) (Table 3).10 A similar correlation is observed among the learners in terms
of length-3 relations, whose proportion progresses from the A2 writers (22.8%), B1 writers (26.9%) to
the B2 writers (27.8%). The differences between these groups are not statistically significant, however,
perhaps in part due to the small size of the dataset. The native speakers use a higher proportion of length-
3 relations (27.3%) than A2 and B1 but, contrary to expectation, their proportion is slightly lower than
B2.

Embedded structures. We now turn to the embedded structures in RST dependency trees as defined in
Section 3.2. The proportion of these structures shows an upward trend among the intermediate learners
from B1 (7.5%) to B2+ (8.1%), and attains even higher frequency among the native speakers (9.5%).
However, unexpectedly, these structures are more common in the A2 texts (8.2%) than their B1 and B2+
counterparts in our dataset. A larger dataset would be needed to clarify the correlation between the usage
of this structure to language proficiency among learners.

5.2 Automatically parsed dataset

To gauge the effectiveness of the proposed features in text complexity assessment, we automatically
parsed all essays in our dataset with the RST Extractor (Koto et al., 2019)11, which implemented a state-
of-the-art neural discourse parsing algorithm (Yu et al., 2018). We then converted the parser output to the
dependency format, using the same procedure for the manually annotated dataset. Figure 7 compares the
distribution of dependency distance between the dependency trees derived from the manually annotated
and automatically parsed constituent trees.

Mean dependency distance (MDD). Across all proficiency levels, the MDD is lower in the automat-
ically parsed dataset (Table 4) than in the manually annotated dataset (Table 3), suggesting difficulties
for the automatic parser to identify long-distance relations. Table 5 shows the MDD of various discourse
relations. The parser identified much fewer evidence and summary relations, for example, both of

10The difference between Native and A2 is statistically significant (p = 0.001 by chi-squared test).
11Downloaded from https://github.com/fajri91/RSTExtractor
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Discourse Overall Proficiency level Frequency
Relation A2 B1 B2+ Native Auto Manual
means 1.07 1.00 1.25 1.00 1.00 14 15
condition 1.08 1.00 1.00 1.05 1.19 65 79
cause 1.38 1.27 1.20 1.85 1.19 10 50
evaluation 2.00 1.50 2.00 2.17 1.83 13 36
contrast 2.82 1.83 3.33 4.38 2.11 19 29
evidence 3.34 2.78 3.12 2.37 5.85 4 67
summary 13.26 12.56 11.54 13.08 15.83 0 46

Table 5: Mean dependency distance (MDD) of selected RST discourse relations in the manually anno-
tated corpus; and the frequency of these relations in the manually annotated (‘Manual’) and automatically
produced (‘Auto’) datasets

which have relatively long MDD in manual annotation. The summary relation exhibits by far the longest
MDD, at 13.26, which is comparable with its MDD of 9.34 in the RST-DT (Sun and Xiong, 2019).

MDD statistics in the automatically parsed dataset still largely demonstrate correlation to the profi-
ciency level of EFL learners. MDD is shortest for the A2 writers (1.49), increases with the B-level
writers (1.59 B1, 1.58 B2+) and reaches the largest value for native speakers (1.74).12 However, the
MDD of B1 and B2+ are indistinguishable. Hence, with automatic discourse parsing, MDD appears ro-
bust in discriminating between the beginner, intermediate and native texts, but not between subcategories
at the intermediate level.

Long-distance discourse relations. Given the lower MDD in the automatically parsed dataset, the
proportion of long-distance discourse relations is also lower. The correlation to the proficiency level
continues to hold: the A2 writers used only 4.1% of length-4 relations; the B1 writers, 5.8%; and the
B2+ writers, 6.9%13; and the native speakers exceeded all learners by far, at 11.5%.14 Length-3 relations
are less effective in distinguishing between the proficiency levels. While the native speakers still yielded
a higher proportion (18.7%) than the learners15, there is no statistically significant difference between
A2 (13.2%), B1 (14.0%) and B2+ (15.7%).

Embedded structures. The proportion of embedded structures in the automatically parsed dataset
is comparable to the manual version. These structures appear at a rate of 9.1% in native texts, more
frequent than in A2 (7.5%) and B2+ (8.4%) texts. Surprisingly, however, the proportion of embedded
structures is even higher at the B1 level (9.5%). This unexpected result may reflect the sensitivity of
this measure to parser errors. A larger dataset would help determine if discourse parsers are sufficiently
robust in detecting embedded structures, and whether the correlation holds among proficiency level and
the frequency of these structures.

6 Conclusion

This paper analyzed learner texts according to discourse-level features based on RST dependency trees.
Specifically, we investigated whether the dependency distance of discourse relations and the frequency
of an embedded structure are correlated to learner proficiency level. Our dataset consists of English
essays on similar topics written by native speakers of English, and by native speakers of Chinese at three
proficiency levels.

In an analysis of the manually annotated dataset, we found mean dependency distance (MDD) to be
significantly higher in texts written by more proficient learners than less proficient ones. Our results
also suggested correlation between proficiency level and the proportion of discourse relation of at least

12The difference between B1 and A2 is statistically significant (p = 0.046 by t-test); so is the difference between B2+ and
A2 (p = 0.033) and between Native and B2+ (p = 0.002).

13The difference between B2+ and A2 is statistically significant (p = 0.043 by chi-squared test).
14The difference between Native and B2+ is statistically significant (p = 0.010 by chi-squared test).
15The difference is statistically significant between Native and A2 only (p = 0.021 by chi-squared test).
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length 4, which is significantly higher among native speakers than beginners. Further, native speakers
utilized embedded structures more frequently, although the difference with learners did not reach statisti-
cal significance. In the automatic setting, despite parsing errors, texts written by beginners, intermediate
learners and native speakers could still be differentiated in terms of MDD, suggesting its potential use in
automatic text assessment.

In future work, we plan to expand our dataset to verify the effectiveness of the proposed complexity
measures. We would also like to explore a wider range of embedded structures, as well as other discourse-
level features such as coreference (Kunz et al., 2016).
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